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Generating DTM for “fluffy” Livox MID-40 LiDAR via
“median ground” points
Posted on April 8, 2021 by martin isenburg

In the last article about the Livox MID-40 LiDAR scan of Samara we quality checked the data, aligned the flight lines and cleaned the
remaining spurious scan lines. In this article we will process this data into the standard products. A focus will be on generating a smooth
“median ground” surface from the “fluffy” scanner data. You can get the flight lines here and follow along with the processing after
downloading LAStools. Below is one result of this work.

The first processing step will be to tile the strips into tiles that contain fewer points for faster and also parallel processing. One quick “flat
terrain” trick first. Often there are spurious points that are far above or below the terrain. For a relatively flat area these can be easily be
identified by computing a histogram elevation values with lasinfo and then eliminated with simple drop-filters on the z coordinate.
lasinfo ^
-i Samara\Livox\03_strips_cleaned\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-histo z 1 ^

-odir Samara\Livox\01_quality ^
-o strips_cleaned_merged_info.txt

The relevant excerpts of the output of the lasinfo report are shown below:
[…]
z coordinate histogram with bin size 1.000000
bin -104 has 1
bin 5 has 1
bin 11 has 273762
bin 12 has 1387999
bin 13 has 5598767
bin 14 has 36100225
bin 15 has 53521371
[…]
bin 59 has 60308
bin 60 has 26313
bin 61 has 284
bin 65 has 10
bin 66 has 31
bin 67 has 12
bin 68 has 1
bin 83 has 3
bin 84 has 4
bin 93 has 31
bin 94 has 93
bin 95 has 17
[…]

The few points below 11 meters and above 61 meters in elevation can be considered spurious. In the initial tiling step with lastile we add
simple elevation filters to drop those points on-the-fly from the buffered tiles. The importance of buffers when processing LiDAR in tiles is
discussed in this article. With lastile we create tiles of size 125 meters with a buffer of 20 meters, while removing the points identified as
spurious with the appropriate filters. Because the input strips have their “file source ID” in the LAS header correctly set, we use ‘apply_file_source_ID’ to set the “point source ID” of every point to this value. This preserves the information of which point comes from
which flight line.
lastile ^
-i Samara\Livox\03_strips_cleaned\*.laz ^
-drop_z_below 11 -drop_z_above 61 ^
-apply_file_source_ID ^
-tile_size 125 -buffer 20 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\05_tiles_buffered -o desman.laz

This produces 49 buffered tiles that will now be processed similarly to the workflow outlined for another lower-priced system that
generates similarly “fluffy” point clouds on hard surfaces, the Velodyne HLD-32E, described here and here. What do we mean with
“fluffy”? We cut out a 1 meter slice across the road with the new ‘-keep_profile’ filter and las2las and inspect it with lasview.
las2las ^
-i Samara\Livox\05_tiles_buffered\desman_331750_1093000.laz ^
-keep_profile 331790 1093071 331799 1093062 1 ^
-o slice.laz

lasview ^
-i slice.laz ^
-color_by_flightline ^
-kamera 0 274.922 43.7695 0.00195313 -0.0247396 1.94022 ^
-point_size 9

In the view below we pressed hot key twice ‘]’ to exaggerate the z scale. The “fuzziness” is that thickness of the point cloud in the middle
of this flat tar road. It is around 20 to 25 centimeters and is equally evident in both flight lines. What is the correct ground surface through
this 20 to 25 centimeter “thick” road? We will compute a “mean ground” that roughly falls into the middle of this “fluffy” surface,

slice of 1 meter width across the tar road in front of Omael store

The next three lasthin runs mark a sub set of low candidate points for our lasground filtering. In every 25 cm by 25 cm, every 33 cm by 33
cm and every 50 cm by 50 cm area we reclassify the point closest to the 10th percentile as class 8. In the first call to lasthin we put all
other points into class 1.
lasthin ^
-i Samara\Livox\05_tiles_buffered\desman_*.laz ^
-set_classification 1 ^
-step 0.25 -percentile 10 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\06_tiles_thinned_01 -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin ^
-i Samara\Livox\06_tiles_thinned_01\desman_*.laz ^
-step 0.3333 -percentile 10 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\06_tiles_thinned_02 -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin ^
-i Samara\Livox\06_tiles_thinned_02\desman_*.laz ^
-step 0.5 -percentile 10 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\06_tiles_thinned_03 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Below you can see the resulting points of the 10th percentile classified as class 8 in red.

Operating only on the points classified as 8 (i.e. ignoring those classified as 1) we then run a ground classification with lasground using
the following command line, which creates a “low ground” classification. .

lasground ^
-i Samara\Livox\06_tiles_thinned_03\desman_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 1 ^
-town -ultra_fine ^
-ground_class 2 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_low -olaz ^
-cores 4

Since this is an open road this classifies most of the red points as ground points.

Using lasheight we then create a “thick ground” by pulling all those points into the ground surface that are between 5 centimeter below
and 17 centimeter above the “low ground”. For visualization purposes we temporarily use class 6 to capture this thickened ground.

lasheight ^
-i Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_low\desman_*.laz ^
-classify_between -0.05 0.17 6 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_thick -olaz ^
-cores 4

The “thick ground” is shown below in orange.

We go back to lasthin and reclassify in every 50 cm by 50 cm area the point closest to the 50th percentile as class 8. This is what we call
the “median ground”.

lasthin ^
-i Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_thick\desman_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 1 ^
-step 0.5 -percentile 50 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_median -olaz ^
-cores 4

The final “median ground” points are shown in red below. These are the points we will use to eventually compute the DTM.

We complete the fully automated classification available in LAStools by running lasclassify with the following options. See the README
file for what these options mean. Note that we move the “thick ground” from the temporary class 6 to the proper class 2. The “median
ground” continues to be in class 8.

lasclassify ^
-i Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_median\desman_*.laz ^
-change_classification_from_to 6 2 ^
-rugged 0.3 -ground_offset 1.5 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\08_tiles_classified -olaz ^
-cores 4

Before the resulting tiles are published or shared with others we should remove the temporary buffers, which is done with lastile – the
same tool that created the buffers.
lastile ^
-i Samara\Livox\08_tiles_classified\desman_*.laz ^
-remove_buffer ^
-odir Samara\Livox\09_tiles_final -olaz ^
-cores 4

And then we can publish the points via a Potree 3D Webportal using laspublish.
laspublish ^
-i Samara\Livox\09_tiles_final\desman_*.laz ^
-elevation ^
-title "Samara Mangroves" ^
-odir Samara\Livox\99_portal -o SamaraMangroves.html -olaz ^
-overwrite

Below a screenshot of the resulting Potree 3D Web portal rendered with Potree Desktop. Inspecting the classification will reveal a
number of errors that could be tweaked manually with lasview. How the point colors were generated is not described here but I used
Google satellite imagery and mapped it with lascolor to the points. The elevation colors are mapped from 14 meters to 25 meters. The

intensity image may help us understand why the black tar road on the left hand side that runs from the “Las Palmeras Condos” to the
beach in “Cangrejal” has no samples. It seems the intensity is lower on this side which indicates that the drone may have flown higher
here – too high to for the road to reflect enough photons. The yellow view of return type indicates that despite it’s multi-return capability,
the Livox MID-40 LiDAR is mostly collecting single returns.

colored by classification

colored by Google Earth RGB

corored by intensity

colored by elevation

colored by return type

The penetration capability of the Livox MID-40 LiDAR was less good than we had hoped for. Below thick vegetation we have too few
points on the ground to give us a good digital terrain model. In the visualization below you can see that below the dense vegetation there
are large black areas which are completely void of points.

all returns

only building, thick and median ground points

Now we produce the standard product DTM and DSM at a resolution of 50 cm. Because the total area is not that big we generate
temporary tiles in “raster LAZ” with las2dem and merge them into a single GeoTiff with blast2dem.
las2dem ^
-i Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_median\desman_*.laz ^
-keep_class 8 ^
-step 0.5 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Samara\Livox\10_tiles_dtm_50cm -olaz ^
-cores 4

blast2dem ^
-i Samara\Livox\10_tiles_dtm_50cm*.laz -merged ^
-step 0.5 -hillshade ^
-o Samara\Livox\dtm_50cm.png

blast2dem ^
-i Samara\Livox\10_tiles_dtm_50cm*.laz -merged ^

-step 0.5 ^
-o Samara\Livox\dtm_50cm.tif

50 cm DTM

lasthin ^
-i Samara\Livox\07_tiles_ground_median\desman_*.laz ^
-step 0.5 -percentile 95 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\11_tiles_highest -olaz ^
-cores 4

50 cm DSM

las2dem ^
-i Samara\Livox\11_tiles_highest\desman_*.laz ^
-step 0.5 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Samara\Livox\12_tiles_dsm_50cm -olaz ^
-cores 4

blast2dem ^
-i Samara\Livox\12_tiles_dsm_50cm*.laz -merged ^
-step 0.5 -hillshade ^
-o Samara\Livox\dsm_50cm.png

blast2dem ^
-i Samara\Livox\12_tiles_dsm_50cm*.laz -merged ^
-step 0.5 ^
-o Samara\Livox\dsm_50cm.tif

A big “Thank You!” to Nelson Mattie from LiDAR Latinoamerica for bringing his fancy drone to Samara and to Andre
Jalobeanu from Bayesmap for his help in aligning the data. You can download the flight lines here and do the above processing on your
own after downloading LAStools.

Posted in capacity building, classification, DEM, DSM, DTM, LAStools, lasview, LAZ, LiDAR, Livox, median ground, noise, Potree, quality checking, raster, tutorials, UAV | Leave a
comment

Preparing Drone LiDAR from Snoopy by LidarUSA
carrying a Velodyne HDL-32E
Posted on March 17, 2021 by martin isenburg

In March 2019 I was welcoming Nelson Mattie from LiDAR Latinoamerica to Samara who brought along his versatile Snoopy A-Series
scanning system by LidarUSA that is based on the Velodyne HDL-32E scanner. We mounted it to his truck for a mobile scan of the core
downtown block, Nelson carried it on his shoulder through “Samara Jungle” for a pedestrian scan and we strapped it onto a DJI Matrice
600 to scan this cute beach and surf town from above.

preparing hardware and software

scanning Samara Jungle on foot

scanning my compost pile

getting ready for take-off in a side-street of Samara

The scanning part was easy. Getting sensible data out of the ScanLookPC software proved to be quite an Odyssee as I neither had
access to nor training with the ScanLookPC software. Hard surfaces such as the roof of the “New China” supermarket looked this wobbly
when looking at the points from individual beams of this 32 beam scanner and turned into a complete fuzz when using all points from all
beams.

returns from beam with ID 15

returns from beam with ID 31

returns from all beams

I could only scrutinize the LAS files and I found several unrelated errors, such as duplicate returns and non-unique GPS time stamps, but
I was unable to fix the wobbles. Frustrated with the vendor support I was ready to give up when out-of-nowhere I suddenly got an email
from Luis Hernandez Perez who also worked with these system. He sent me a link to properly exported flight strips and suggested “it was
a problem of poor GNSS signal and the solution for me was use the base station IND1 (of IGS) that was 3.2 kilometers away”. After
months of struggles I finally had LiDAR data from downtown Samara and look how crisp the roof of the supermarket suddenly was.

As always my standard quality checks are running lasview, lasinfo, lasgrid but most importantly lasoverlap which would reveal the typical
flight line misalignments that we can find in most airborne surveys.
lasoverlap ^
-i Samara\Drone\00_raw\*.laz -faf ^
-step 1 -min_diff 0.1 -max_diff 0.2 -no_over ^
-o Samara\Drone\01_quality\overlap_10_20_before.png

As usually, I contacted Andre Jalobeanu from Bayesmap and asked for help with the alignment. A few days later he returned a new and
improved set of flight lines to me that he had run through his stripalign software. So I performed the same quality check with lasoverlap

once again.
lasoverlap ^
-i Samara\Drone\00_raw_aligned\*.laz -faf ^
-step 1 -min_diff 0.1 -max_diff 0.2 -no_over ^
-o Samara\Drone\01_quality\overlap_10_20_after.png

before stripalign

after stripalign

Vertical differences of more than 20 centimeters are mapped to saturated blue and red and the improvement in alignment though
stripalign is impressive. Note that the road is not white because it was perfectly aligned but because there was no data. A few days before
the scan, Samara got a new tar road from the municipality. As we were flying at 70 meters above ground – a little too high for this LiDAR
scanner – we did not capture surfaces with low reflectivity and the fresh black tar did not reflect enough photons.
The Velodyne HDL-32E scanner rotates shooting laser beams from 32 different heads and the information which return comes from
which head was stored into the “user data” field and into the “point_source ID” field of each point by the exporting software. The LAS
format does not have a dedicated field for this information as the supported maximum number of different laser beams is 4 in the new
point types 6 through 10 of the latest LAS 1.4 specification (where this field is called the “scanner channel”). But when we use lastile to
turn the flight lines into square tiles we will override the “point_source ID” with the flight line number. Also the “user data” field is a fragile
place to store important information as lasheight, for example, will store temporary data there. The “extra bytes” concept of the LAS

format is perfect to store such an additional attribute and the ASPRS LAS Working Group is currently discussing to have standardized
“extra bytes” for exactly such laser beam IDs.
We at rapidlasso have already implemented this a while ago into our LAStools software. So before processing the data any further we
copy the beam index that ranges from 0 to 31 from the “user data” field into an unsigned 8 bit integer “extra byte” with these two las2las
commands.
las2las ^
-i Samara\Drone\00_raw_aligned\*.laz

^

-add_attribute 1 "laser beam ID" "which beam ranged this return" ^
-odir Samara\Drone\00_raw_temp -olaz

las2las ^
-i Samara\Drone\00_raw_temp\*.laz ^
-copy_user_data_into_attribute 0 ^
-set_user_data 0

^

-set_point_source 0

^

-odir Samara\Drone\00_raw_ready -olaz

In a future article we will process these aligned and prepared flight lines into a number of products. We thank Nelson Mattie from LiDAR
Latinoamerica, Luis Hernandez Perez and Andre Jalobeanu from Bayesmap to help me acquire and fix this data. Several others helped
with experiments using their own software and data or contributed otherwise to the discussions in the LAStools user forum. Thanks, guys.
This data will soon be available as open data but a sample lasinfo report is already below.
lasinfo (210128) report for 'Samara\Drone\00_raw_ready\flightline_01.laz'
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature: 'LASF'
file source ID: 1

global_encoding: 0
project ID GUID data 1-4: 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000
version major.minor: 1.2
system identifier: 'LAStools (c) by rapidlasso GmbH'
generating software: 'las2las (version 210315)'
file creation day/year: 224/2019
header size: 227
offset to point data: 527
number var. length records: 2
point data format: 1
point data record length: 29
number of point records: 6576555
number of points by return: 6576555 0 0 0 0
scale factor x y z: 0.001 0.001 0.001
offset x y z: 661826 1092664 14
min x y z: 660986.622 1092595.013 11.816
max x y z: 661858.813 1092770.575 95.403
variable length header record 1 of 2:
reserved 0
user ID 'ScanLook'
record ID 25
length after header 0
description 'ScanLook Point Cloud'
variable length header record 2 of 2:
reserved 0
user ID 'LASF_Spec'
record ID 4

length after header 192
description 'by LAStools of rapidlasso GmbH'
Extra Byte Descriptions
data type: 1 (unsigned char), name "laser beam ID", description: "which beam ranged this return", scale: 1 (not set), offset: 0 (not
set)
LASzip compression (version 3.4r3 c2 50000): POINT10 2 GPSTIME11 2 BYTE 2
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries …
X -839378 32813
Y -68987 106575
Z -2184 81403
intensity 4 255
return_number 1 1
number_of_returns 1 1
edge_of_flight_line 0 0
scan_direction_flag 0 0
classification 1 1
scan_angle_rank -12 90
user_data 0 0
point_source_ID 0 0
gps_time 537764.192416 537854.547507
attribute0 0 31 ('laser beam ID')
number of first returns: 6576555
number of intermediate returns: 0
number of last returns: 6576555
number of single returns: 6576555
overview over number of returns of given pulse: 6576555 0 0 0 0 0 0

histogram of classification of points:
6576555 unclassified (1)

Posted in drone, hardware, LAS, LAStools, LAZ, LiDAR, LiDARUSA, mobile mapping, noise, quality assurance, quality checking, Snoopy, tutorials, UAV, Velodyne | Leave a comment

Strip Aligning of Drone LiDAR flown with Livox MID-40
over destroyed Mangrove
Posted on March 4, 2021 by martin isenburg

September 11th 2020 seemed like a fitting day to hunt down – with a powerful drone – those who destroy our common good. The latest
DJI M300 RTK drone came to visit me in Samara, Guanacaste, Costa Rica and it was carrying the gAirHawk GS-MID40 UAV laser
scanning system by Geosun featuring the light-weight Livox Mid 40 LiDAR. The drone is owned and operated by my friends at LiDAR
Latinoamerica.

We flew a two-sortie mission covering a destroyed mangrove lagoon that was illegally poisoned, cut-down and filled in with the intention
to construct a fancy resort in its place some 25 years ago. For future environmental work I wanted to get a high-resolution baseline scan
with detailed topography of the meadow and what now-a-days remains of the mangroves that are part of the adjacent “Rio Lagarto”
estuary. Recently the area was illegally treated with herbicides to eliminate the native herbs and the wild flowers and improve grazing
conditions for cattle. Detailed topography can show how the heavy rains have washed these illegal substances into the ocean and further
prove that the application of agro-chemicals in this meadow causes harm to marine life.
Here you can see a sequence of video about the LiDAR system, the preparations and the survey flights. Shortly after the flight I obtained
the LiDAR from Nelson Mattie, the CEO of LiDAR Latinoamerica and ran the usual quality checks with LAStools.
lasinfo ^
-i Samara\Livox\00_raw_laz\*.laz ^
-histo intensity 16 ^
-histo gps_time 10 ^
-histo z 5 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\01_quality -odix _info -otxt ^
-cores 3

lasgrid ^
-i Samara\Livox\00_raw_laz\*.laz ^
-utm 16north ^
-merged ^
-keep_last ^
-step 0.5 ^
-density ^
-false -set_min_max 100 1000 ^
-odir Samara\Livox\01_quality ^
-o density_050cm_100_1000.png

For the density image, lasgrid counts how many last return from all flight lines fall into each 50 cm by 50 cm area, computes the desnity
per square meter and maps this number to a color ramp that goes from blue via cyan, yellow and orange to red. The overall density of our
survey is in the hundred of laser pulses per square meters with great variations where flight line overlap and at the survey boundary. The
start and landing area as well as the place where the first flight ended and the second flight started are the two red spots of maximum
density that can easily be picked out.

blue: 100 or fewer laser pulses per square meters, red: 1000 or more laser pulses per square meter
lasoverlap ^
-i Samara\Livox\00_raw_laz\*.laz ^
-utm 16north ^

-merged -faf ^
-step 0.5 ^
-min_diff 0.10 -max_diff 0.25 ^
-elevation -lowest ^
-odir Samara\Livox\01_quality ^
-o overlap_050cm_10cm_25cm.png

For the overlap image lasoverlap counts how many different flight lines overlap each 50 cm by 50 cm area and maps the counter to a
color: 1 = blue, 2 = cyan, 3 = yellow, 4 = orange, and 5 of more = red. Here the result suggests that the 27 delivered LAS files do not
actually correspond to the logical flight lines but that the files are chopped up in some other way. We will have Andre Jalobeanu from
Bayesmap repair this for us later.

number of flight lines covering each area: blue = 1, cyan = 2, yellow – 3, orange = 4, red = 5 or more
For the difference image, lasoverlap finds the maximal vertical difference between the lowest points from all flight lines that overlap for
each 50 cm by 50 cm area and maps it to a color. If this difference is less than 10 cm, the area is colored white. Differences of 25 cm or
more are colored either red or blue. All open areas such as roads, meadows and rooftops should be white here we definitely have way to
much red and blue in the open areas.

vertical differences below 10 cm are white but red or blue if above 25 cm

There is way too much red and blue in areas that are wide open or on roof tops. We inspect this in further detail by taking a closer look at
some of these red and blue areas. For this we first spatially index the strips with lasindex so that area-of-interest queries are accelerated,
then load the strips into the GUI of lasview and add the difference image into the background via the overlay option.
lasindex ^
-i Samara\Livox\00_raw_laz\*.laz ^
-tile_size 10 -maximum -100 ^
-cores 3

lasview ^
-i Samara\Livox\00_raw_laz\*.laz ^
-gui

using the difference image as an overlay to inspect troublesome areas

This way is easy to lasview or clip out (with las2las) those areas that look especially troublesome. We do this here for the large
condominium “Las Palmeras” whose roofline and pool provide perfect features to illustrate the misalignment. As you can see in the image
sequence below, there is a horizontal shift of up to 1 meter that can be nicely visualized with a cross section drawn perpendicular across
the gable of the roof and – due to the inability to get returns from water – in the area without points where the pool is.

the horizontal distance between the two gables is
condominium “Las Palmeras” colored by flight line

picking a line section across the roof

around 1 meter

picking a rectangular section covering the pool

the three flight lines have noticeable horizontal shifts

The misalignments between flight lines are too big for the data to be useful as is, so we do what we always do when we have this
problem: We write an email to Andre Jalobeanu from Bayesmap and ask for help.
After receiving the LAZ files and the trajectory file Andre repaired the misalignment in two steps. The first call to his software stripalign in
mode ‘-cut’ recovered a proper set of flight lines and removed most of the LiDAR points from the moments when the drone was turning.
The second call to his software stripalign in mode ‘-align’ computed the amount of misalignment in this set of flight lines and produced a
new set of flight lines with these errors corrected as much as possible. The results are fabulous.
lasmerge ^
-i Samara_MID40\*.laz ^
-o samaramid40.laz

stripalign ^
-uav -cut ^
-i samaramid40.laz ^
-po Samara_MID40\*.txt -po_parse ntxyzwpk ^
-G2 -cut_dist 50 ^
-O Samara_MID40\cut

stripalign ^
-uav -align ^
-i Samara_MID40\cut\*.laz ^
-po Samara_MID40\*.txt -po_parse ntxyzwpk ^
-A -G2 -full -smap -rmap -sub 2 ^
-O Samara_MID40\corr

error before alignment

error after alignment

before and after strip-align/ vertical differences below 10 cm are white, but red or blue if above 25 cm
As you can see above, the improvements are incredible. The data seems now sufficiently aligned to be useful for being processed into a
number of products. One last thing to do is the removal of spurious scan lines that seem to stem from an unusual movement of the drone,
like the beginning or the end of a turn.

We use lasview with option ‘-load_gps_time’ to determine the GPS time stamps of these spurious scan lines and remove them manually
using las2las with option ‘-drop_gps_time_between t1 t2’ or similar. As the points are ordered in acquisition order, we can simply replay
the flight by pressing ‘p’ and step forward and backward with ‘s’ and ‘S’.

Using lasview with hot keys ‘i’, ‘p’, ‘s’ and ‘S’ we find the GPS time of points from the last reasonable scan line.

Once we determined a suitable set of GPS times to remove from a flight lines we first verify our findings once more visually using lasview
before actually creating the final cut with las2las.
lasview ^
-i Samara\Livox\02_strips_aligned\samaramid40_c_13_i_13.laz ^
-drop_gps_time_below 283887060 ^
-drop_gps_time_above 283887123 ^
-filtered_transform ^
-set_classification 8 ^
=color_by_classification

visualizing which points we keep by mapping them on-the-fly to classification 8 with a filtered transform

las2las ^
-i Samara\Livox\02_strips_aligned\samaramid40_c_13_i_13.laz ^
-drop_gps_time_below 283887060 ^
-drop_gps_time_above 283887123 ^
-odix _cut -olaz

After spending several hours of manually removing these spurious scan lines as well as deciding to remove a few short scan lines in
areas of exzessive overlap we have a sufficiently aligned and cleaned data set to start the actual post-processing.

raw flight lines

aligned flight lines

cleaned flight lines

error reduction through strip alignment and removal of spurious scan lines
A big “Thank You!” to Andre Jalobeanu from Bayesmap for his help in aligning the data and to Nelson Mattie from LiDAR Latinoamerica
for bringing his fancy drone to Samara. You can download the data here.

final density after removing turns, spurious scan lines and redundant scan lines
Posted in buildings, correction, drone, LAS, LAStools, lasview, LAX, LAZ, LiDAR, Livox, quality assurance, quality checking, tutorials | 2 Comments

Converting Rasters from inefficient ASCII XYZ to more
compact LAZ or TIF Formats
Posted on January 13, 2020 by martin isenburg

The German state of Brandenburg has recently started to provide many of their basic geospatial data as open data, such as digital
ortophotos in TIF and JPG formats, vertical and horizontal control points in gzipped XML format, LOD1 and LOD2 building models in
zipped GML format, topographic maps from 1:10000 to 1:100000 in zipped TIF and PDF formats, cadastral data in zipped XML and TIF
formats, as well as LiDAR-derived 1m DTM rasters and image-derived 1m DSM rasters both in zipped XYZ ASCII format. All this data is
provided with the user-friendly license called “Datenlizenz Deutschland Namensnennung 2.0“. In this article we show how to convert the
1m DTM rasters and the 1m DSM rasters from verbose XYZ ASCII to more compact LAZ or TIF rasters.

Four 2000 by 2000 meter tiles of the Brandenburg 1m DTM.

One particularity about most official German and Austrian rasters (anywhere else?) is that they sample the elevations in the corners
rather than in the center of each raster cell. Here a one square kilometer raster tile of 1 meter resolution will have 1001 columns by 1001
rows instead of the more familiar 1000 by 1000 layout. While this corner-based representation does have some benefits, we convert
these rasters in to the more common area-based representation using new functionality recently added to lasgrid.
After downloading one sample DTM tile such as dgm_33250-5886.zip we find three files in the zip folder. Two files with meta data and
license information and the actual data file, which is a 2 km by 2km corner-based raster tile called “dgm_33250-5886.xyz” with 2001
columns by 2001 rows. Here is how the 4004001 lines looks:

more DGM_33250-5886.xyz
250000.0 5886000.0 15.284
250001.0 5886000.0 15.277
250002.0 5886000.0 15.273
250003.0 5886000.0 15.275
250004.0 5886000.0 15.289
250005.0 5886000.0 15.314
[...]
251994.0 5888000.0 13.565
251995.0 5888000.0 13.567
251996.0 5888000.0 13.565
251997.0 5888000.0 13.565
251998.0 5888000.0 13.564
251999.0 5888000.0 13.564
252000.0 5888000.0 13.565

The first step is to convert these XYZ rasters to LAZ format. We do this with txt2las as shown below. In case the vertical datum is the
“Deutsches Haupthoehennetz 2016” we should also add ‘-vertical_dhhn2016’ but not sure at the moment:

txt2las -i dgm\*.xyz ^
-set_scale 1.0 1.0 0.001 ^
-epsg 25833 ^
-odir temp -olaz ^
-cores 4

For 84 files this reduces the size by a factor of 31 or compresses it down to 3.2 percent of the original, namely from 8.45 GB for raw XYZ
to 277 MB for LAZ. So far we have really just converted a list of x, y and z coordinates from verbose ASCII to more compact LAZ. We can
easily go back to ASCII with las2txt whenever needed:

txt2las -i temp\*.laz ^
-odir ascii -otxt ^
-cores 4

Next we use lasgrid to convert from a corner-based raster to an area-based raster using the new option ‘-subsquare 0.2’ which replaces
each input point by four points that are displaced by all possibilities of adding +/- 0.2 in x and y. We then average the exactly four points
that fall into each relevant raster cell with option ‘-average’ and clip the output to the meaningful 2000 columns by 2000 rows with ‘use_tile_size 2000’. You need to get the most recent version of LAStools to have these options.

lasgrid -i temp\*.laz ^
-subsquare 0.25 ^

-step 1 -average ^
-use_tile_size 2000 ^
-odir dgm -olaz ^
-cores 4

Instead of RasterLAZ you can also choose the TIF, BIL, IMG, or ASC format here. The final result are standard 1 meter elevation
products with 2000 columns by 2000 rows with the averaged elevation sample being associated with the center of the raster cell. The
lasinforeport for a sample tile is shown at the end of this article.
You may proceed to optimize the RasterLAZ for area-of-interest queries by reordering the raster into a space-filling curve with lassort or
lasoptimize and compute a spatial index. You may also classify the RasterLAZ elevation samples, for example, into building, high,
medium, and low vegetation, ground, and other common classifications with lasclip or lascolor. You may also add RGB or intensity values
to the RasterLAZ elevation samples using the orthophotos that are also available as open data with lascolor. These are some of the
benefits of RasterLAZ beyond efficient storage and access.
We like to acknowledge the LGB (Landesvermessung und Geobasisinformation Brandenburg) for providing state-wide coverage of their
geospatial data holdings as easily downloadable open data with the user-friendly Deutschland Namensnennung 2.0 license. But we also
would like to ask to please add the raw LiDAR point clouds to the open data portal. The storage savings in going from ASCII XYZ to LAZ
for the DTM and DSM rasters should free enough space to host the LiDAR … (-;

lasinfo (200112) report for 'dgm_33\DGM_33250-5886.laz'
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature:

'LASF'

file source ID:

0

global_encoding:

0

project ID GUID data 1-4:

00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000

version major.minor:

1.2

system identifier:

'raster compressed as LAZ points'

generating software:

'LAStools (c) by rapidlasso GmbH'

file creation day/year:

13/20

header size:

227

offset to point data:

455

number var. length records: 2
point data format:

0

point data record length:

20

number of point records:

4000000

number of points by return: 4000000 0 0 0 0
scale factor x y z:

0.5 0.5 0.001

offset x y z:

200000 5800000 0

min x y z:

250000.5 5886000.5 13.419

max x y z:

251999.5 5887999.5 33.848

variable length header record 1 of 2:
reserved

0

user ID

'Raster LAZ'

record ID

7113

length after header

80

description

'by LAStools of rapidlasso GmbH'

ncols

2000

nrows

2000

llx

250000

lly

5886000

stepx

1

stepy

1

sigmaxy <not set>
variable length header record 2 of 2:
reserved

0

user ID

'LASF_Projection'

record ID

34735

length after header

40

description

'by LAStools of rapidlasso GmbH'

GeoKeyDirectoryTag version 1.1.0 number of keys 4
key 1024 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 1 - GTModelTypeGeoKey: ModelTypeProjected
key 3072 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 25833 - ProjectedCSTypeGeoKey: ETRS89 / UTM 33N
key 3076 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - ProjLinearUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
key 4099 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - VerticalUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
LASzip compression (version 3.4r3 c2 50000): POINT10 2
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
X

100001

103999

Y

172001

175999

Z

13419

33848

intensity

0

0

return_number

1

1

number_of_returns

1

1

edge_of_flight_line 0

0

scan_direction_flag 0

0

classification

0

0

scan_angle_rank

0

0

user_data

0

0

point_source_ID

0

0

number of first returns:

4000000

number of intermediate returns: 0
number of last returns:

4000000

number of single returns:

4000000

overview over number of returns of given pulse: 4000000 0 0 0 0 0 0

histogram of classification of points:
4000000

never classified (0)
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Removing Noise from Single Photon LiDAR to Generate a
Smooth DTM
Posted on December 16, 2019 by martin isenburg

A while back we had a first look at the Single Photon LiDAR from Leica’s SPL100 sensor (that eventually turned out just to be an SPL99
because one beamlet or one receiver in the 10 by 10 array was broken and did not produce any returns). Today we are taking a closer
look at a strategy to remove the excessive noise in the raw Single Photon LiDAR data from a “proper” SPL100 sensor (where all of the
100 beamlets are firing) that was flown in 2017 in Navarra, Spain.

Profile through original points on top of generated DTM.

The data was provided as open data by the cartography section of Navarra’s Government and is available via a simple download FTP
portal. We describe the LAStools processing steps that were used to eliminate the excessive noise and to generate a smooth DTM. In the
following we are using the originally released version of the data, that we obtained shortly after the portal went online that seems to be a
bit more “raw” than the current files available now. One starndard quality check with lasinfo was done with:

lasinfo -i 0_raw\*.laz ^
-cd ^
-histo intensity 1 ^
-histo user_data 1 ^
-histo point_source 1 ^
-histo gps_time 10 ^
-odir 1_quality -odix _info -otxt

Upon inspecting the lasinfo report we suggest a few changes in how to store this Single Photon LiDAR data for more efficient hosting via
an online portal. We perform these changes here before starting the actual processing. First we use the las2las call shown below to fix an
error in the global encoding bits, remove an irrelevant VLR, re-scale the coordinates from millimeter to centimeters, re-offset the
coordinates to nice numbers, and – what is by far the most crucial change for better compression – remap the beamlet ID stored in the
‘user data’ field as described in an earlier article.

las2las -i 0_raw\*.laz ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-auto_reoffset ^
-set_global_encoding_gps_bit 1 ^

-remove_vlr 1 ^
-map_user_data beamlet_ID_map.txt ^
-odir 2_fix_rescale_reoffset_remap -olaz ^
-cores 3

Then we use two lassort calls, one to maximize compression and one to improve spatial coherence. One lassort call rearranges the
points in increasing order first based on the GPS time stamps, then breaks ties based on the user data field (that stores the beamlet ID),
and finally stores the returns of every beamlet ordered by return number. We also add spatial reference information in this step. The other
lassort call rearranges the points into a spatially coherent layout. It uses a Z-order sort with the granularity of 50 meter by 50 meter
buckets of points. Within each bucket the point order from the prior sort is kept.

lassort -i 2_fix_rescale_reoffset_remap\*.laz ^
-epsg 25830 ^
-gps_time ^
-user_data ^
-return_number ^
-odir 2_maximum_compression -olaz ^
-cores 3

lassort -i 2_maximum_compression\*.laz ^
-bucket_size 50 ^
-odir 2_spatial_coherence -olaz ^
-cores 3

The resulting optimized nine tiles are around 200 MB each and can be downloaded as one file here or as individual tiles here:

las_ca_544_4710_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_544_4711_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_544_4712_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_545_4710_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_545_4711_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_545_4712_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_546_4710_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_546_4711_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
las_ca_546_4712_2017_NAV_EPSG25830.laz
Now we start the usual processing workflow by tiling the data with lastile into smaller 500 meter by 500 meter tiles with a 25 meter buffer.
We also set the pre-existing point classification in the data to zero as we will compute our own later.

lastile -i 2_spatial_coherence\*.laz ^
-set_classification 0 ^
-tile_size 500 -buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir 3_buffered -o yecora.laz

We notice that a large amount of the noise has intensity values below 1000. We are still a bit puzzled where those intensity values come
from and what exactly they mean in a Single Photon LiDAR system. But it works. We run las2las with a “filtered transform” to set
classification of all points whose intensity value is 1000 or less to the classification code 7 (aka “noise”).

las2las -i 3_buffered\*.laz ^
-keep_intensity_below 1000 ^
-filtered_transform ^
-set_classification 7 ^

-odir 4_intensity_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 3

We then ignore this “easy-to-identify” noise and go after the remaining one with lasnoise by ignoring classification code 7 and setting the
newly identified noise to classification code 9 – not because it’s “water” (the usual meaning of class 9) but because these points are
drawn with a distinct blue color when checking the result with lasview.

lasnoise -i 4_intensity_denoised\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step_xy 1.0 -step_z 0.2 ^
-isolated 5 ^
-classify_as 9 ^
-odir 4_isolation_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 3

Of the surviving non-noise points we then use lasthin to reclassify the point closest to the 20th elevation percentile per 50 cm by 50 cm
area with classification code 8 (for all areas that have more than 5 non-noise points per 50 cm by 50 cm area. We repeat the same for
every 1 meter by 1 meter area.

lasthin -i 4_isolation_denoised\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 9 ^
-step 0.5 -percentile 20 5 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 5_thinned_p20_050cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

lasthin -i 5_thinned_p20_050cm\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 9 ^
-step 1.0 -percentile 20 5 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 5_thinned_p20_100cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

We then perform a more agressive second noise removal step one with lasnoise using only those points with classification code 8,
namely those non-noise points that were the 20th elevation percentile in either a 50 cm by 50 cm cell or a 1 meter by 1 meter cell. This
can be done by ignoring classification code 0, 7, and 9. We mark those noise points as 6 so they appear orange in the point cloud with
lasview.

lasnoise -i 5_thinned_p20_100cm\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 7 9 ^
-step_xy 2.0 -step_z 0.2 ^
-isolated 1 ^
-classify_as 6 ^
-odir 5_thinned_p20_100cm_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 3

The 20th elevation percentile points that survive the last noise removal are then classified into ground (2) and non-ground (1) points with
lasground_new by ignoring all other points, namely those with classification codes 0, 6, 7, and 9.

lasground_new -i 5_thinned_p20_100cm_denoised\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 6 7 9 ^
-town ^
-odir 5_tiles_ground_050cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

These images below illustrate the steps we took. They also show that not all data was used and might give you ideas where to tweak our
workflow for even better results.

Finally we raster the ground points into 1 meter Digital Terrain Model (DTM) rasters with las2dem and store the result (without buffers) to
the RasterLAZ format.

las2dem -i 5_tiles_ground_050cm\*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 1.0 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 6_tiles_dtm_100cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

Finally we merged all RasterLAZ tiles into one and compute the final hillshaded DTM with blast2dem.

blast2dem -i 6_tiles_dtm_100cm\*.laz -merged ^
-step 1.0 ^
-hillshade ^
-o yecora_dtm_100cm.png

The hillshaded DTM that is result of the entire sequence of processing steps described above is shown below.

DTM from ground classification created with LAStools

For comparison we generate the same DTM using the originally provided classification. According to the README file the original ground
points are classified with code 22 in areas of flight line overlap and as the usual code 2 elsewhere. Hence we must use both classification
codes to construct the DTM. We do this analogue to the earlier processing steps with the three LAStools commands lastile, las2dem, and
blast2dem below.

lastile -i 2_spatial_coherence\*.laz ^
-tile_size 500 -buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir 3_tiles_buffered_orig -o yecora.laz

las2dem -i 3_tiles_buffered_orig\*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 22 ^
-step 1.0 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 6_tiles_dtm_100cm_orig -olaz ^
-cores 3

blast2dem -i 6_tiles_dtm_100cm_orig\*.laz -merged ^
-step 1.0 ^

-hillshade ^
-o yecora_dtm_100cm_orig.png

Below the hillshaded DTM generated from the ground classification that was provided with the LiDAR when it was originally released as
open data.

DTM from ground classification of originally released data.

In the meantime Andorra’s SPL data have been updated with a newer version in the open data portal. The new version of the data
contains a much better ground classification that might have been improved manually as the new files now have the the string ‘cam’
instead of ‘ca’ in the file name, which probably means ‘classified automatically and manually’ instead of the original ‘classified
automatically’. We decided not to switch to the new data release as it seemed less “raw” than the original release. For example there are
suddenly points with GPS times and returns counts and numbers of zero in the file that seem synthetic. But we also computed the
hillshaded DTM for the new release which is shown below.

DTM from ground classification of newly released data.

We thank the cartography section of Navarra’s Government for providing their LiDAR as open data. This not only allows re-purposing
expensive data paid for by public taxes but also generates additional value, encourages citizen science, and provides educational
opportunity and insights such as this blog article.
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Another European Country Opens LiDAR: Welcome to
the Party, Slovakia!
Posted on December 11, 2019 by martin isenburg

We got a little note from Vítězslav Moudrý from CULS pointing out that the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Authority of the Slovak
Republic has started releasing LiDAR as open data on their interactive Web portal. Congratulations, Slovakia!!! Welcome to the Open
Data Party!!! We managed to download some data starting from this Web portal link and describe the process of obtaining LiDAR data
from the Low Tatras mountain range in central Slovakia with pictures below.

(1) click the new “data export” link

(2) change the export selection to “Shape”

(3) change the file format to “LAZ”

(4) zoom to a colored area-of-interest

(5) zoom further and draw a nice polygon

(6) edit polygon into nice shape and realize heart is red because area is too big

(7) zoom further and draw polygon smaller than 2 square kilometer

(8) when polygon turns green, accept license, enter email address and export

(9) short wait and you get download link to such an archive

(10) license conditions: PDF auto-translated from Slovak to English

(11) LiDAR are spatially indexed flight lines clipped to area-of-interest

(12) all return density: blue = 20 and red = 50 returns per square meter

lasgrid -i LowTatras\*.laz -merged ^
-step 2 -point_density_16bit ^
-false -set_min_max 20 50 ^
-o LowTatras\density_all_returns_20_50.png

(13) last return density: blue = 4 and red = 40 last returns per square meter

lasgrid -i LowTatras\*.laz -merged ^
-keep_last ^
-step 2 -point_density_16bit ^
-false -set_min_max 4 40 ^
-o LowTatras\density_last_returns_4_40.png

(14) ground return density: blue = 4 and red = 40 ground returns per square meter

lasgrid -i LowTatras\*.laz -merged ^
-keep_classification 2 ^
-step 2 -point_density_16bit ^
-false -set_min_max 4 40 ^
-o LowTatras\density_ground_returns_4_40.png

(15) flight line difference image: white <= +/- 10 cm and red/blue >= +/- 20 cm

lasoverlap -i LowTatras\*.laz -faf ^
-drop_classification 7 18 ^
-min_diff 0.1 -max_diff 0.2 ^
-o LowTatras\overlap_10cm_20cm.png

Finally we compute a DSM and a corresponding DTM using the already existing ground classification with BLAST using the command
sequence shown below.

lasthin -i LowTatras\*.laz -merged ^
-drop_classification 7 18 ^
-step 0.5 -highest ^
-o LowTatras\highest_50cm.laz

blast2dem -i LowTatras\highest_50cm.laz ^
-hillshade ^
-o LowTatras -o dsm_1m_hillshaded.png

blast2dem -i LowTatras\*.laz -merged ^
-keep_classification 2 ^
-thin_with_grid 0.5 ^
-hillshade ^
-o LowTatras\dtm_1m_hillshaded.png

We thank the Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre Authority of the Slovak Republic for providing their LiDAR as open data for both
commercial and non-commercial purposes and name the source of the data used above (as the license requires) as the Office of
Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre of the Slovak Republic (GCCA SR) or – in Slovak – the Úrad geodézie, kartografie a katastra
Slovenskej republiky (ÚGKK SR).

Which European country goes next? Czech Republic? Poland? Hungary? Switzerland?
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Completeness and Correctness of Discrete LiDAR
Returns per Laser Pulse fired
Posted on December 9, 2019 by martin isenburg

Again and again we have preached about the importance of quality checking when you first get your expensive LiDAR data from the
vendor or your free LiDAR data from an open data portal. The minimal quality check we usually advocate consists of lasinfo, lasvalidate,
lasoverlap, and lasgrid. The information computed by these LAStools can reassure you that the data contains the right information, is
specification conform, has properly aligned flight lines, and has the density distribution you expect. For deliveries or downloads in LAZ
format we in addition recommend running laszip with the option ‘-check’ to find the rare file that might have gotten bit-corrupted or
truncated during the transfer or the download. Today we learn about a more advanced quality check that can be done by running lassort
followed by lasreturn.
For every laser shot fired there are usually between one to five discrete LiDAR returns and some full-waveform systems may even deliver
up to fifteen returns. Each of these one to fifteen returns is then given the exact same GPS time stamp that corresponds to the moment in
time the laser pulse was fired. By having these unique GPS time stamps we can always recover the set of returns that come from the

same laser shot. This makes it possible to check completeness (are all the returns in the file) and correctness (is the returns numbering
correct) for the discrete returns of each laser pulse.

Showing all sets of returns in the file that do not have an unique GPS time stamp because the set has one or more duplicate returns (e.g. two
first returns, two second returns, … ).

With LAStools we can do this by running lassort followed by lasreturn for any LiDAR that comes from a single beam system. For LiDAR
that comes from some multi-beam system, such as the Velodyne 16, 32, 64, or 128, the Optech Pegasus, the RIEGL LMS 1560 (aka
“crossfire”), or the Leica ALS70 or ALS80 we first need to seperate the files into one file per beam, which can be done with lassplit. In the
following we investigate data coming from an Optech Galaxy single-beam system. First we sort the returns by GPS time stamp using
lassort (this step can be omitted if the data is already sorted in acquisition order (aka by increasing GPS time stamps)) and then we check
the return numbering with lasreturn:

lassort -i L001-1-M01-S1-C1_r.laz -gps_time -odix _sorted -olaz

lasreturn -i L001-1-M01-S1-C1_r_sorted.laz -check_return_numbering
checked returns of 11809046 multi and 8585573 single return pulses. took 26.278 secs
missing: 0 duplicate: 560717 too large: 0 zero: 0
duplicate
========
200543 returns with n = 1 and r = 1 are duplicate
80548 returns with n = 2 and r = 1 are duplicate
80548 returns with n = 2 and r = 2 are duplicate
41962 returns with n = 3 and r = 1 are duplicate
41962 returns with n = 3 and r = 2 are duplicate
41962 returns with n = 3 and r = 3 are duplicate
13753 returns with n = 4 and r = 1 are duplicate
13753 returns with n = 4 and r = 2 are duplicate
13753 returns with n = 4 and r = 3 are duplicate
13753 returns with n = 4 and r = 4 are duplicate

3636 returns with n = 5 and r = 1 are duplicate
3636 returns with n = 5 and r = 2 are duplicate
3636 returns with n = 5 and r = 3 are duplicate
3636 returns with n = 5 and r = 4 are duplicate
3636 returns with n = 5 and r = 5 are duplicate
WARNING: there are 59462 GPS time stamps that have returns with different number of returns

The output we see above indicates a problem in the return numbering. A recently added new options to lasreturn that allow to reclassify
those returns that seem to be part of a problematic set of returns that either contains missing returns, duplicate returns, or returns with
different values for the “numbers of returns of given pulse” attribute. This allows us to visualize the issue with lasview. All returns whose
are part of a problematic set is shown in the image above.

lasreturn -i L001-1-M01-S1-C1_r_sorted.laz ^
-check_return_numbering ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-classify_duplicate_as 9 ^
-classify_violation_as 7 ^
-odix _marked -olaz

This command will mark all sets of returns (i.e. returns that have the exact same GPS time stamp) that have missing returns as 8, that
have duplicate returns as 9, and that have returns which different “number of returns per pulse” attribute as 7. The data we have here has
no missing returns (no returns are classified as 8) but we have duplicate (9) and violating (7) returns. We look at them closely in single
scan lines to conclude.

It immediately becomes obvious that the same GPS time stamp was assigned to the returns of pair of subsequent shots. If the
subsequent shots have the same number of returns per shot they are classified as duplicate (9 or blue). If the subsequent shots have
different number of returns per shot they are marked as violating (7 or violett) but the reason for the issue is the same. We can look at a
few of these return sets in ASCII. Here two subsequent four return shots that have the same GPS time stamp.

237881.011730 4 1 691602.736 5878246.425 141.992 6 79
237881.011730 4 2 691602.822 5878246.415 141.173 6 89
237881.011730 4 3 691603.051 5878246.389 138.993 6 44
237881.011730 4 4 691603.350 5878246.356 136.150 6 169
237881.011730 4 1 691602.793 5878246.439 142.037 6 114
237881.011730 4 2 691602.883 5878246.429 141.185 6 96
237881.011730 4 3 691603.109 5878246.404 139.033 6 50
237881.011730 4 4 691603.414 5878246.370 136.129 6 137

Here a four return shot followed by a three return shot that have the same GPS time stamp.

237881.047753 4 1 691603.387 5878244.501 140.187 6 50
237881.047753 4 2 691603.602 5878244.476 138.141 6 114
237881.047753 4 3 691603.776 5878244.456 136.490 6 60
237881.047753 4 4 691603.957 5878244.436 134.767 6 116
237881.047753 3 1 691603.676 5878244.492 138.132 6 97
237881.047753 3 2 691603.845 5878244.473 136.534 6 90
237881.047753 3 3 691604.034 5878244.452 134.739 6 99

It appears the GPS time counter in the LMS export software did not store the GPS time with sufficient resolution to always distinguish
subsequent shots. The issue was confirmed by Optech and was already fixed a few months ago.
We should point out that these double-used GPS time stamps have zero impact on the geometric quality of the point cloud or the
distribution of returns. The drawback is that not all returns can easily be grouped into one unique set per laser shot and that the files are
not entirely specification conform. Any software that relies on accurate and unique GPS time stamps (such as flight line alignment
software) may potentially struggle as well. The bug of the twice-used GPS time stamps was a discovery that is probably of such low
consequence that no user of Optech Galaxy data had noticed it in the 4 years that Galaxy had been sold … until we really really
scrutinized some data from one of our clients. Optech reports that the issue has been fixed now. But there are other vendors out there
with even more serious GPS time and return numbering issues … to be continued.
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Another German State Goes Open LiDAR: Saxony
Posted on September 15, 2019 by martin isenburg

Finally some really good news out of Saxony.

After North Rhine-Westphalia and Thuringia released the first significant amounts of

open geospatial data in Germany in a one-two punch in January 2017, we now have a third German state opening their entire tax-payerfunded geospatial data holdings to the tax-paying public via a simple and very easy-to-use online download portal. Welcome to the open
data party, Saxony!!!
Currently available via the online portal are the LiDAR-derived raster Digital Terrain Model (DTM) at 1 meter resolution (DGM 1m) for
everything flown since 2015 and and at 2 meter resolution (DGM 2m) or 20 meter resolution (DGM 20m) for the entire state. The
horizontal coordinates use UTM zone 33 with ETRS89 (aka EPSG code 25833) and the vertical coordinate uses the “Deutsche
Haupthöhennetz 2016” or “DHHN2016” (aka EPSG code 7837). Also available are orthophotos at 20 cm (!!!) resolution (DOP 20cm).

Overview of current LiDAR holdings. Areas flown 2015 or later have LAS files and 1 meter rasters. Others have LiDAR as ASCII files and lower
resolution rasters.

Offline – by ordering through either this online form or that online form – you can also get the 5 meter DTM and the 10 meter DTM, the
raw LiDAR point clouds, LiDAR intensity rasters, hill-shaded DTM rasters, as well as the 1 meter and the 2 meter Digital Surface Model
(DSM) for a small administrative fee that ranges between 25 EUR and 500 EUR depending on the effort involved.
Our immediate thought is to get a copy on the entire raw LiDAR points clouds (available as LAS 1.2 files for all data acquired since 2015
and as ASCII text for earlier acquisitions) and find some portal willing to hosts this data online. We are already in contact with the land
survey of Saxony to discuss this option and/or alternate plans.

Let’s have a look at the data. First we download four 2 km by 2 km tiles of the 1 meter DTM raster for an area surrounding the so called
“Greifensteine” using the interactive map of the download portal, which are provided as simple XYZ text. Here a look at the contents of
one ot these tiles:

more Greifensteine\333525612_dgm1.xyz
352000 5613999 636.26
352001 5613999 636.27
352002 5613999 636.28
352003 5613999 636.27
352004 5613999 636.24
[...]

Note that the elevation are not sampled in the center of every 1 meter by 1 meter cell but exactly on the full meter coordinate pair, which
seems especially common in German-speaking countries. Using txt2las we convert these XYZ rasters to LAZ format and add georeferencing information for more efficient subsequent processing.

txt2las -i greifensteine\333*_dgm1.xyz ^
-set_scale 1 1 0.01 ^
-epsg 25833 ^
-olaz

Below you see that going from XYZ to LAZ reduces the amount of data from 366 MB to 10.4 MB, meaning that the data on disk becomes
over 35 times smaller. The ability of LASzip to compress elevation rasters was first noted during the search for missing airliner MH370
and resulted in our new LAZ-based compressor for height grid called DEMzip. The resulting LAZ files now also include geo-referencing
information.

96,000,000 333525610_dgm1.xyz
96,000,000 333525612_dgm1.xyz
96,000,000 333545610_dgm1.xyz
96,000,000 333545612_dgm1.xyz
384,000,000 bytes

2,684,820 333525610_dgm1.laz
2,590,516 333525612_dgm1.laz
2,853,851 333545610_dgm1.laz
2,795,430 333545612_dgm1.laz
10,924,617 bytes

Using blast2dem we then create a hill-shaded version of the 1 meter DTM in order to overlay a visual representation of the DTM onto
Google Earth.

blast2dem -i greifensteine\333*_dgm1.laz ^
-merged ^
-step 1 ^
-hillshade ^
-o greifensteine.png

Below the result that nicely shows how the penetrating laser of the LiDAR allows us to strip away the forest to see interesting geological
features in the bare-earth terrain.

In a second exercise we use the available RGB orthophoto images to color one of the DTM tiles and explore it using lasview. For this we
download the image for the top left of the four tiles that covers the area containing the “Greifensteine” from the interactive download
portal for orthophotos. As the resolution of the TIF image is 20 cm and that of the DTM is only 1 meter, we first down-sample the TIF
using gdalwarp of GDAL.

gdalwarp -tr 1 1 ^
-r cubic ^
greifensteine\dop20c_33352_5612.tif ^
greifensteine\dop1m_33352_5612.tif

If you are not yet using GDAL today is a good day to start. It nicely complements the point cloud processing functionality of LAStools for
raster inputs. Next we use lascolor to give each elevation pixel of the DTM stored in LAZ format its corresponding color from the
orthophoto.

lascolor -i greifensteine\333525612_dgm1.laz ^
-image greifensteine\dop1m_33352_5612.tif ^
-odix _rgb -olaz

Now we can view the colored DTM in LAZ format interactively with lasview or any other LiDAR viewing software and turn on the RGB
colors from the orthophoto as needed to understand the scene.

lasview -i greifensteine\333525612_dgm1_rgb.laz

We thank the “Staatsbetrieb Geobasisinformation und Vermessung Sachsen (GeoSN)” for giving us easy access to the 1 meter DTM and
the 20 cm orthophoto that we have used in this article through their new open geodata portal as open data under the user-friendly license
“Datenlizenz Deutschland – Namensnennung – Version 2.0.
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National Open LiDAR Strategy of Latvia humiliates
Germany, Austria, and other European “Closed
Data” States
Posted on September 3, 2019 by martin isenburg

Latvia, officially the Republic of Latvia, is a country in the Baltic region of Northern Europe has around 2 million inhabitants, a territory of
65 thousand square kilometers and – since recently – also a fabulous open LiDAR policy. Here is a list of 65939 tiles in LAS format
available for free download that cover the entire country with airborne LiDAR with a density from 4 to 6 pulses per square meters. The
data is classified into ground, building, vegetation, water, low noise, and a few other classifications. It is licensed Creative Commons CC0
1.0 – meaning that you can copy, modify, and distribute the data, even for commercial purposes, all without asking permission. And there
is a simple and functional interactive download portal where you can easily download individual tiles.

Interactive open LiDAR download portal of Latvia.

We downloaded the 5 by 5 block of square kilometer tiles matching “4311-32-XX.las” for checking the quality and creating a 1m DTM and
a 1m DSM raster. You can follow along after downloading the latest version of LAStools.

Quality Checking
We first run lasvalidate and lasinfo on the downloaded LAS files and then immediately compress them with laszip because multi-core
processing of uncompressed LAS files will quickly overwhelm our file system, make processing I/O bound, and result in overall longer
processing times with CPUs waiting idly for data to be loaded from the drives.

lasinfo -i 00_tiles_raw\*.las ^
-compute_density ^
-histo z 5 ^
-histo intensity 256 ^
-histo user_data 1 ^
-histo scan_angle 1 ^
-histo point_source 1 ^
-histo gps_time 10 ^
-odir 01_quality -odix _info -otxt ^
-cores 3

lasvalidate -i 00_tiles_raw\*.las ^
-no_CRS_fail ^
-o 01_quality\report.xml

Despite already excluding a missing Coordinate Reference System (CRS) from being a reason to fail (the lasinfo reports show that the
downloaded LAS files do not have any geo-referencing information) lasvalidate still reports a few failing files, but scrutinizing the resulting
XML file ‘report.xml’ shows only minor issues.
Usually during laszip compression we do not alter the contents of a file, but here we also add the EPSG code 3059 for CRS “LKS92 /
Latvia TM” as we turn bulky LAS files into slim LAZ files so we don’t have to specify it in all future processing steps.

laszip -i 00_tiles_raw\*.las ^
-epsg 3059 ^
-cores 2

Compression reduces the total size of the 25 tiles from over 4.1 GB to below 0.6 GB.
Next we use lasgrid to visualize the last return density which corresponds to the pulse density of the LiDAR survey. We map each 2 by 2
meter pixel where the last return density is 2 or less to blue and each 2 by 2 meter pixel it is 8 or more to red.

lasgrid -i 00_tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-keep_last ^
-step 2 ^
-density_16bit ^
-false -set_min_max 2 8 ^
-odir 01_quality -odix _d_2_8 -opng ^
-cores 3

This we follow by the mandatory lasoverlap check for flight line overlap and alignment where we map the number of overlapping swaths
as well as the worst vertical difference between overlapping swaths to a color that allows for quick visual quality checking.

lasoverlap -i 00_tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-step 2 ^
-min_diff 0.1 -max_diff 0.2 ^
-odir 01_quality -opng ^
-cores 3

The results of the quality checks with lasgrid and lasoverlap are shown below.

Raster Derivative Generation
Now we use first las2dem to create a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and a Digital Surface Model (DSM) in RasterLAZ format and then use
blast2dem to create merged and hill-shaded versions of both. Because we will use on-the-fly buffering to avoid edge effects along tile
boundaries we first spatially index the data using lasindex for more efficient access to the points from neighboring tiles.

lasindex -i 00_tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-cores 3

las2dem -i 00_tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 9 ^
-buffered 25 ^
-step 1 ^
-use_orig_bb ^
-odir Latvia\02_dtm_1m -olaz ^
-cores 3

blast2dem -i 02_dtm_1m\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-hillshade ^
-step 1 ^
-o dtm_1m.png

las2dem -i 00_tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-drop_class 1 7 ^
-buffered 10 ^
-spike_free 1.5 ^
-step 1 ^
-use_orig_bb ^
-odir 03_dsm_1m -olaz ^
-cores 3

blast2dem -i 03_dsm_1m\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-hillshade ^
-step 1 ^
-o dsm_1m.png

Because the overlaid imagery does not look as nice in our new Google Earth installation, below are the DTM and DSM at versions downsampled to 25% of their original size.

Many thanks to SunGIS from Latvia who tweeted us about the Open LiDAR after we chatted about it during the Foss4G 2019 gala dinner.
Kudos to the Latvian Geospatial Information Agency (LGIA) for implementing a modern national geospatial policy that created opportunity
for maximal return of investment by opening the expensive tax-payer funded LiDAR data for re-purposing and innovation without barriers.
Kudos!
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Removing Low Noise in LiDAR Points with Median
Ground Surface
Posted on August 18, 2019 by martin isenburg

Recently a user of LAStools asked a question in our user forum about how to classify LiDAR data that contains lots of low noise. A
sample screen shot of the user’s failed attempt to correctly classify the noise using lasnoise and the ground with lasground is shown
below: red points are noise, brown points are ground, and grey points are unclassified. In this article we show how to remove this low
noise using a temporary ground surface that we construct from a subset of points at a certain elevation percentile. You can follow along
by downloading the data and the sequence of command lines used.

example of miss-classified low noise points: ground points (brown) below ground

Download the LiDAR data set that was apparently flown with a RIEGL “crossfire” Q1560. You can also download the command line
sequence here. We first run lasinfo with option ‘-compute_density’ (or ‘-cd’ for short) to get a rough idea about the last return density
which is quite high with an average of over 31 last returns per square meter. We then use lasthin to classify one last return per square
meter with the temporary classification code 8, namely the one whose elevation is closest to the 20th percentile per 1 meter by 1 meter
grid cell. We then repeat this command line for the 30th, 40th, 50th percentile modifying the command line accordingly. You must use

this version of lasthin that will part of a future LAStools release as options ‘-ignore_first_of_many’ and ‘-ignore_intermediate’ were just
added this weekend.

lasthin -i crossfire.laz ^
-ignore_first_of_many -ignore_intermediate ^
-step 1 ^
-percentile 20 15 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odix _p20 -olaz

Below you see the resulting subset of points marked with the temporary classification code 8 for the four different percentiles 20th, 30th,
40th, and 50th triangulated into a surface and hill-shaded.

Next we reclassify only those points marked with the temporary classification code 8 into ground (2) and unclassified (1) points using
lasground by ignoring all points that still have the original classification code 0.

lasground -i crossfire_p20.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 ^
-wilderness ^
-odix g -olaz

Below you see the resulting ground points computed from the subsets of points at four different percentiles 20th, 30th, 40th, and 50th
triangulated into a surface and hill-shaded.

Both the ground classification of the 40th and the 50th percentile look reasonable. Only a few down spikes remain in the 40th percentile
surface and a few additional bumps appear in the 50th percentile surface. Next we use lasheight with those two reasonable-looking
ground surfaces to classify all points that are 20 centimeter below the triangulated ground surface into the noise classification code 7.

lasheight -i crossfire_p40g.laz ^
-classify_below -0.2 7 ^
-do_not_store_in_user_data ^
-odix h -olaz

Now that the low noise points were removed (or rather classified as noise) we start the actual ground classification process. In this
example we want to create a 50 cm DTM, hence it is more than sufficient to find one ground point per 25 cm cell. Therefore we first move
all lowest non-noise last return per 25 cm cell to the temporary classification code 8.
Side note: One might also consider to modify the following workflow to run the ground classification on more than just the last returns by
omitting ‘-ignore_first_of_many’ and ‘-ignore_intermediate’ from the lasthin call and by adding ‘-all_returns’ to the lasground call. Why?
Because for all laser shots that resulted in a low noise point, this noise point will usually be the last return, so that the true ground hit
could be the second to last return.

lasthin -i crossfire_p40gh.laz ^
-ignore_first_of_many -ignore_intermediate ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-lowest ^

-classify_as 8 ^
-odix _low25 -olaz

The final ground classification is obtained by running lasground only on the points with temporary classification code 8 by ignoring all
others, namely the noise points (7) and the unclassified points (0 and 1).

lasground -i crossfire_p40gh_low25.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-wilderness ^
-odix g -olaz

We then use las2dem to create the 50 cm DTM from the points classified as ground. We store this DTM raster to the LAZ format which
has shown to be the most efficient format for storing elevation or height rasters. We have started calling this format RasterLAZ. It is
supported by all LAStools and the new DEMzip tool. One advantage is that we can feed RasterLAZ directly back into LAStools, for
example as done below, for a second call to las2dem that computes a hill-shaded DTM.

las2dem -i crossfire_p40gh_low25g.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 0.5 ^
-ocut 9 -odix _dtm50 -olaz

las2dem -i crossfire_p40_dtm50.laz ^
-step 0.5 ^
-hillshade ^
-odix _hill -opng

Below the resulting hill-shaded DTMs computed for the 40th and the 50th elevation percentile – as well as for the 45th elevation
percentile that we’ve added for comparison.

Hill-shaded DTM resulting from workflow

Hill-shaded DTM resulting from workflow

Hill-shaded DTM resulting from workflow

using 40th elevation percentile.

using 45th elevation percentile.

using 50th elevation percentile.

Below we finally take a closer look at an example 1 meter profile line through the LiDAR classified by the 45th percentile workflow. There
is a small stretch of ground points that was incorrectly classified as noise points (find the mouse cursor) so it might be worthwhile to
change parameters slightly to make the noise classification less aggressive.
Side note follow-up: The return coloring shows there are indeed some ‘intermediate’ as well some ‘first of many returns’ just where we
expect the bare terrain to be. However, there are not so many that the results can be expected to drastically change by including them
into the ground finding process.
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Clean DTM from Agisoft Photogrammetric Points of
Urban Scene
Posted on May 1, 2019 by martin isenburg

We occasionally get permission to distribute a nice data sets and blog about how to best process it with LAStools because this gets
around having to pay our “outrageous” consulting fees. (-: This time we received a nice photogrammetric point cloud of the Tafawa
Balewa Square in Lagos Island, Lagos, Nigeria. This area is part of the central business district of Lagos and characterized by high-rise
buildings. The Tafawa Balewa Square was constructed in 1972 over the site of a defunct track for horse racing and is bounded by
Awolowo road, Cable street, Force road, Catholic Mission street and the 26-story Independence House. We want to create a nice Digital
Terrain Model from the dense-matching point cloud that was generated with Photoscan by AgiSoft and – as always with photogrammetry
– we have to take special care of low noise points. The final result is shown below. All processing commands used are here.

Side by side comparison of DTM and DSM

Side by side comparison of DTM and DSM

Side by side comparison of DTM and DSM

generated with LAStools from

generated with LAStools from

generated with LAStools from

photogrammetry points.

photogrammetry points.

photogrammetry points.

After downloading the data it is useful to familiarize yourself with the file, which can be done with lasview, lasinfo, and lasgrid using the
command lines shown below. According to the lasinfo report there are around 47 million points points with RGB colors in the file and their
average density is around 100 points per square meter.

lasview -i 0_raw\TafawaBalewa.laz

lasinfo -i 0_raw\TafawaBalewa.laz ^
-cd -histo intensity 256 ^
-histo z 1 ^
-odir 1_quality -odix _info -otxt

lasgrid -i 0_raw\TafawaBalewa.laz ^
-step 1 ^
-density ^
-false -set_min_max 50 150 ^
-odir 1_quality -odix _d_50_150 -opng

The average point density value of 100 from the lasinfo report suggests that 50 as the minimum and 150 as the maximum are good false
color ramp values for a map showing how the point density per square meter is distributed.

Color-coded point density: blue equals 50 or less and red means 150 or more points per square meter.

We use lastile to create a buffered tiling for the 47 million points. We use a tile size of 200 meters and request a large buffer of 50 meters
around every tile because there are large buildings in the survey areas. We also flag buffer points as withheld so they can be easily be
dropped later.

lastile -i 0_raw\TafawaBalewa.laz ^
-tile_size 200 -buffer 50 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir 2_tiles_raw -o tafawa.laz

If you inspect the resulting tiles – such as ‘tafawa_544000_712600.laz’ as shown here – with lasview you will see the kind of low noise
that is shown below and that may cause a ground classification algorithm. While our lasground software is able to deal with a certain
amount of low noise – if there are too many it will likely latch onto them. Therefore we will first generate a subset of points that has as few
as possible of such low noise points.

Typical low noise in dense-matching photogrammetry points in urban scene.

Next we use a sequence of three LAStools modules, namely lasthin, lasground, and lasheight to classify this photogrammtric point cloud
into ground and non-ground points. All processing commands used are here. First we use lasthin to give the point the classification code
8 that is closest to the 50th percentile in elevation within every 50 centimeter by 50 centimeter cell (but only if the cells containing at least
20 points).

lasthin -i 2_tiles_raw\tafawa*.laz ^
-step 0.5 ^
-percentile 50 20 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_median_50cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

Next we use lasground to ground-classify only the points that have classification code 8 (i.e. by ignoring those with classification codes 0)
and set their classification code to ground (2) or non-ground (1). Because of the large buildings in this urban scene we use ‘-metro’ which
uses a large step size of 50 meters for the pre-processing. This also sets the internally used bulge parameter to 5.0 which you can see if
you run the tool in verbose ‘-v’ mode. In three different trial runs we determined that forcing the bulge parameter to be 0.5 instead gave
better results. The bulge and the spike parameters can be useful to vary in order to improve ground classification results (also see the
README file).

lasground -i 3_tiles_median_50cm\tafawa*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 ^
-metro -bulge 0.5 ^
-odir 4_tiles_ground_50cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

The resulting ground points are a subset with a resolution of 50 centimeter that is good enough to create a DTM with meter resolution,
which we do with las2dem command line shown below. We really like storing DTM elevation rasters to the LAZ point format because it is
a more compressed way of storing elevation rasters compared to ASC, BIL, TIF, or IMG. It also makes the raster output a natural input to
subsequent LAStools processing steps.

las2dem -i 4_tiles_ground_50cm\tafawa*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 1 -kill 100 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 5_tiles_dtm_1m -olaz ^
-cores 3

Finally we use blast2dem to create a seamless hill-shaded version of our 1 meter DTM from on-the-fly merged elevation rasters. This is
the DTM pictured at the beginning of this article.

blast2dem -i 5_tiles_dtm_1m\tafawa*.laz -merged ^
-step 1 ^
-hillshade ^
-o dtm_1m.png

The corresponding DSM pictured at the beginning of this article was generated with the two command lines below by first keeping only
the 95th percentile highest elevation of every 50 cm by 50 cm cell with lasthin (which remove spurious high noise points) and then by
triangulating the surviving points with blast2dem into a seamless TIN that is also hill-shaded and rasterized with 1 meter resolution.
Running the 64 bit version of lasthin (note the ‘-cpu64‘ switch) allows us to work on the entire data set (rather than its tiles version) at
once, where the standard 32 bit version may run out of memory.

lasthin -i 0_raw\TafawaBalewa.laz ^
-cpu64 ^
-step 0.5 ^
-percentile 95 20 ^
-o 0_raw\TafawaBalewa_p95_50.laz

blast2dem -i 0_raw\TafawaBalewa_p95_50.laz ^
-step 1 ^
-hillshade ^
-o dsm_1m.png

In order to generate the final DTM at higher resolution we use lasheight to pull all points into the ground class that lie within a 5 cm
distance vertically below or a 15 cm distance vertically above the triangulated surface of ground points computed in the previous step.
You could experiment with other values here to be less or more conservative about pulling detail into the ground class.

lasheight -i 4_tiles_ground_50cm\tafawa*.laz ^
-classify_between -0.05 0.15 2 ^
-odir 6_tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 3

We repeat the same processing step as before las2dem to create the raster DTM tiles, but this time with a resolution of 25 cm.

las2dem -i 6_tiles_ground\tafawa*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^

-step 0.25 -kill 100 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 7_tiles_dtm_25cm -olaz ^
-cores 3

And we again use blast2dem to create a seamless hill-shaded version of the DTM from on-the-fly merged elevation rasters, but this time
with a resolution of 25 cm. This is the DTM shown below. All processing commands used are here.

blast2dem -i 7_tiles_dtm_25cm\tafawa*.laz -merged ^
-step 0.25 ^
-hillshade ^
-o dtm_25cm.png

Hill-shade of final DTM with resolution of 25 cm.
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Smooth DTM from Drone LiDAR off Velodyne HDL 32A
mounted on DJI M600 UAV
Posted on April 27, 2019 by martin isenburg

Recently we attempted to do a small LiDAR survey by drone for a pet project of our CEO in our “code and surf camp” here in Samara,
Costa Rica. But surveying is difficult when you are a novice and we ran into a trajectory issue. The dramatic “wobbles” were entirely our
fault, but fortunately our mistakes also led to something useful: We found some LAS export bugs. Our laser scanner was a Velodyne
HDL-32E integrated with a NovAtel INS into the Snoopy Series A HD made by LiDARUSA. The system was carried by a DJI Matrice 600
(M600) drone. We processed the trajectory with NovAtel Inertial Explorer (here we made the “wobbles” error) and finally exported the
LAS and LAZ files with ScanLook PC (version 1.0.182) from LiDARUSA.
While we were investigating our “wobbles” (which clearly were our mistake) we also found five different LAS export bugs in ScanLook PC
that seem to have started sometime after version 1.0.171 and will likely end with version 1.0.193. Below an illustration of a correct export
from version 1.0.129 and a buggy export from version 1.0.182. In both instances you see the returns from one revolution of the Velodyne
HDL-32E scanner head ordered by their GPS time stamps and colored to distinguish the 32 separate beams. In the buggy version,
groups of around seven non-adjacent returns are given the same time stamp. This bug will only affect you, if correct GPS time stamps
are important for your subsequent LiDAR processing or if your client explicitly asked for ASPRS specification compliant LAS files. We
plan to publish another blog post detailing how to find this GPS time stamping bug (and the other four bugs we found).

Ok GPS time stamps in ScanLook PC (version 1.0.129)

Buggy GPS time stamps in ScanLook PC (version 1.0.182)

During the many interactions we had working through “wobbles” and export bugs, we obtained a nice set of six flight lines from Seth
Gulich of Bowman Consulting – a US American company based in Stuart, Florida – who flew an identical “Snoopy Series A HD” system

also on a DJI Matrice 600 drone at approximately 100 feet above ground level above a model airplane airport in Palm Beach, Florida. You
can download the data set here. In the following we will check the flight line alignment of this data set and then process it into a smooth
DTM. All command lines used are summarized in this text file.
First we generate a lasinfo report that includes a number of histograms for on-the-fly merged flight lines with lasinfo and then use the z
coordinate histogram from the lasinfo report to set reasonable min/max values for the elevation color ramp of lasview:

lasinfo -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz -merged ^
-cd ^
-histo z 1 ^
-histo user_data 1 ^
-histo point_source 1 ^
-o 1_quality\Velodyne_merged_info.txt

lasview -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz ^
-points 10000000 ^
-set_min_max 25 75

The lasinfo report shows no information about the coordinate reference system. We found out experimentally that the horizontal
coordinates seem to be EPSG code 2236 and that the vertical units are most likely be US survey feet. The warnings you will see in the
lasinfo report have to do with the fact that the double-precision bounding box stored in the LAS header was populated with numbers that
have many more decimal digits than the coordinates in the file, which only have millifeet resolution as all three scale factors are 0.001
(meaning coordinates have three decimal digits). The information which of the 32 lasers was collecting which point is stored in both the
‘user data’ and the ‘point source ID’ field which is evident from the histograms in the lasinfo report. We need to be careful not to override
both fields in later processing.

Next we use lasoverlap to check how well the LiDAR points from the flight out and the flight back align vertically. This tool computes the
difference of the lowest points for each square foot covered by multiple flight lines. Differences of less than a quarter of a foot are both
times mapped to white, differences of more than one foot (more than half a foot) are mapped to saturated red or blue depending on
whether the difference is positive or negative in the first run (in the second run):

lasoverlap -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz ^
-faf ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 1.00 -step 1 ^
-odir 1_quality -o overlap_025_100.png

lasoverlap -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz ^
-faf ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 0.50 -step 1 ^
-odir 1_quality -o overlap_025_050.png

We use a new feature of the LAStools GUI (as of version 180429) to closer inspect large red or blue areas. With lasmerge we clip out
regions that looks suspect for closer examination with lasview. First we spatially index the flight lines to make this process faster. With the
‘-gui’ switch we start the tool in GUI mode with flight lines already loaded. Using the new PNG overlay roll-out on the left we add the
‘overlap_025_050_diff.png’ image from the quality folder created in the last step and clip out three areas.

lasindex -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz
-tile_size 10 -maximum -100 ^
-cores 3

lasmerge -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz -gui

You can also clip out these three areas using the command lines below:

lasmerge -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz ^
-faf ^
-inside_tile 939500 889860 100 ^
-o 1_quality\939500_889860.laz

lasmerge -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz ^
-faf ^
-inside_tile 940400 889620 100 ^
-o 1_quality\940400_889620.laz

lasmerge -i 0_strips_raw\Velodyne*.laz ^
-faf ^
-inside_tile 940500 890180 100 ^
-o 1_quality\940500_890180.laz

The reader may inspect the areas 939500_889860.laz, 940400_889620.laz, and 940500_890180.laz with lasview using profile views via
hot keys ‘x’ and switching back and forth between the points from different flight lines via hot keys ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, … for individual and ‘a’

for all flight lines as we have done it in previous tutorials [1,2,3]. Using drop-lines or rise-lines via the pop-up menu gives you a sense of
scale. Removing points with lastrack that are horizontally too far from the trajectory could be one strategy to use fewer outliers. But as our
surfaces are expected to be “fluffy” (because we have a Velodyne LiDAR system), we accept these flight line differences and continue
processing.
Here the complete LAStools processing pipeline for creating an average ground model from the set of six flight lines that results in the
hillshaded DTM shown below. The workflow is similar to those we have developed in earlier blog posts for Velodyne Puck based systems
like the Hovermap and the Yellowscan and in the other Snoopy tutorial. All command lines used are summarized in this text file.

Hillshaded DTM with half foot resolution generated via average ground computation with LAStools.

In the first step we lastile the six flight lines into 250 by 250 feet tiles with 25 feet buffer while preserving flight line information. The flight
line information will be stored in the “point source ID” field of each point and therefore override the beam ID that is currently stored there.
But the beam ID is also stored in the “user data” field as the lasinfo report had told us. We set all classifications to zero and add
information about the horizontal coordinate reference system EPSG code 2236 and the vertical units (US Survey Feet).

lastile -i 0_strips_raw\*.laz ^
-faf ^
-set_classification 0 ^
-epsg 2236 -elevation_survey_feet ^
-tile_size 250 -buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir 2_tiles_raw -o pb.laz

On three cores in parallel we then lassort the points in the tiles into a space-filling curve order which will accelerate later operations.

lassort -i 2_tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-odir 2_tiles_sorted -olaz ^
-cores 3

Next we use lasthin to classify the point whose elevation is closest to the 5th elevation percentile among all points falling into its cell with
classification code 8. We run lasthin multiple times and each time increase the cell size from 1, 2, 4, 8 to 16 foot. We do this because we
have requested the 5th elevation percentile to only be computed when there are at least 20 points in the cell. Percentiles are statistical
measures and need a reasonable sample size to be stable. Because drone flights are very dense in the center and more sparse at the
edges this increase in cell size assures that we have a good selection of points classified with classification code 8 across the entire
survey area.

lasthin -i 2_tiles_sorted\*.laz ^
-step 1 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step01 -olaz ^
-cores 3

lasthin -i 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step01\*.laz ^
-step 2 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step02 -olaz ^
-cores 3

lasthin -i 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step02\*.laz ^
-step 4 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step04 -olaz ^
-cores 3

lasthin -i 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step04\*.laz ^
-step 8 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step08 -olaz ^
-cores 3

lasthin -i 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step08\*.laz ^
-step 16 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step16 -olaz ^
-cores 3

Then we let lasground_new run on only the points classified with classification code 8 (i.e. by ignoring the points still classified with code
0) which classifies them into ground (code 2) and non-ground (code 1).

lasground_new -i 3_tiles_thinned_p05_step16\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 ^
-town ^
-odir 4_tiles_ground_low -olaz ^
-cores 3

The ground points we have computed form somewhat of a lower envelope of the “fluffy” points of a Velodyne scanner. With lasheight we
now draw all the points near the ground – namely those from 0.1 foot below to 0.4 foot above the ground – into a new classification code
6 that we term “thick ground”. The ‘-do_not_store_in_user_data’ switch prevent the default behavior of lasheight from happening, which
would override the beam ID information that it stored in the ‘user data’ field with approximate height value.

lasheight -i 4_tiles_ground_low\*.laz ^
-classify_between -0.1 0.4 6 ^
-do_not_store_in_user_data ^
-odir 4_tiles_ground_thick -olaz ^
-cores 3

A few close-up shots of the resulting “thick ground” are shown in the picture gallery below.

We then use lasgrid to average the (orange) thick ground points onto a regular grid with a cell spacing of half a foot. We do not grid the
tile buffers by adding the ‘-use_tile_bb’ switch.

lasgrid -i 4_tiles_ground_thick\*.laz ^
-keep_class 6 ^
-step 0.5 -average ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 5_tiles_gridded_mean_ground -olaz ^
-cores 3

Finally we use blast2dem to merge all the averaged ground point grids into one file, interpolate across open areas without ground points,
and compute the hillshaded DTM shown above. All command lines used are summarized in this text file.

blast2dem -i 5_tiles_gridded_mean_ground\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-step 0.5 ^
-hillshade ^
-o dtm.png

We thank Seth Gulich of Bowman Consulting for sharing this LiDAR data set with us. It was flown with a DJI Matrice 600 drone carrying a
“Snoopy A series HD” LiDAR system from LidarUSA.
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No Sugarcoating: Sweet LiDAR from RiCOPTER carrying
VUX-1UAV over Sugarcane
Posted on April 3, 2019 by martin isenburg

Recently we saw an interesting LiDAR data set talked about on social media by Chad Netto from Chustz Surveying in New Roads,
Louisiana and asked for a copy. It is a LiDAR scan of a sugarcane plantation in Assumption Parish, Louisiana carried out with the VUX1UAV by RIEGL mounted onto a RiCOPTER and guided by an Applanix IMU and a Trimble base station. That is probably one of the
sweetest (but also one of the most expensive) UAV LiDAR system you can buy today. I received this LiDAR file and this trajectory file. In
the following we talk a detailed look at this data set.
First we run lasinfo to get an idea of the contents of the data set. We create various histograms as those can often help understand an
unfamiliar data set:

lasinfo -i sugarcane\181026_163424.laz ^
-cd ^
-histo gps_time 5 ^
-histo intensity 64 ^
-histo point_source 1 ^
-histo z 5 ^
-odix _info -otxt

You can download the resulting report here. For the 84,751,955 points we notice that
1. both horizontal and vertical coordinates are stored in US survey feet

2. with scale factors of 0.00025 this means a resolution of 76 micrometer
3. there is no explicit flight line information (all point source IDs are zero)
4. gaps in the GPS time stamp histogram are suggesting multiple lines
First we use las2las to lower the insanely high resolution from 0.00025 US survey feet to something more reasonable for an airborne UAV
scan, namely to 0.01 or 1 hundredths of a US survey foot or centi-US-survey-feet:

las2las -i sugarcane\181026_163424.laz ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-odix _cft -olaz

I have already done this for you. The file that is online is already in “centi-US-survey-feet” because it reduced the file size from the original
678 MB file that we got from Netto to the 518 MB file that is online, meaning that you had 160 MB less data to download.
Next we use lassplit to recover the original flight lines as follows:

lassplit -i sugarcane\181026_163424.laz ^
-recover_flightlines ^
-odir sugarcane\0_recovered_strips ^
-o assumption.laz

This results in 5 strips. We then use lassort to bring the strips back into their original acquisition order by sorting first based on the GPS
time stamp (which brings all returns of one pulse together) and second on the return number (which sorts them in ascending order). We
do this on 3 cores in parallel with this command:

lassort -i sugarcane\0_recovered_strips\*.laz ^
-gps_time ^
-return_number ^
-odir sugarcane\1_sorted_strips -olaz ^
-cores 3

We also create a spatial index for each of these strips using lasindex so that any area-of-interest query that we do later will be
significantly accelerated. See the README file for the meaning of the parameters:

lasindex -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-tile_size 10 -maximum -100 ^
-cores 3

Then we check for flight line alignment using lasoverlap by comparing – per 2 feet by 2 feet area – the lowest elevation value of points
from different strips wherever there is overlap. Cells with an absolute vertical difference of less than a quarter of a foot are mapped to
white. Cells with vertical differences of more (or less) than a quarter foot are mapped to an increasingly red (or blue) color that is
saturated red (or blue) when one full foot is reached.

lasoverlap -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-step 2.0 ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 1.0 ^
-o sugarcane\2_quality\overlap.png

The resulting image looks dramatic at first glance. But we have to remember that this is sugarcane. The penetration of the laser can vary
greatly depending on the direction from which the beam hits the densely standing stalks. Large differences between flight lines can be
expected where sugarcane stands tall. We need to focus our visual quality checks on the few open areas, namely the access roads and
harvested areas.

Color-mapped highest vertical difference in lowest point per 2 feet by 2 feet area between overlapping flight lines.

We use las2las via its native GUI to cut out several suspicious-looking open areas with overly red or overly blue shading. By loading the
resulting image into the GUI these areas-of-interest are easy to target and cut out.

las2las -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz -gui

Overlaying the difference image in the GUI of las2las to cut out suspicious areas for closer inspection.

We cut out four square 100 by 100 meter tiles in open areas that show a suspiciously strong pattern of red or blue colors for closer
inspection. The command lines for these four square areas are given below and you can download them here:
1. assumption_3364350_534950_100.laz
2. assumption_3365600_535750_100.laz
3. assumption_3364900_535500_100.laz
4. assumption_3365500_535600_100.laz

las2las -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-merged -faf ^
-inside_tile 3364350 534950 100 ^
-o sugarcane\assumption_3364350_534950_100.laz

las2las -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-merged -faf ^
-inside_tile 3365600 535750 100 ^
-o sugarcane\assumption_3365600_535750_100.laz

las2las -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-merged -faf ^
-inside_tile 3364900 535500 100 ^
-o sugarcane\assumption_3364900_535500_100.laz

las2las -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-merged -faf ^
-inside_tile 3365500 535600 100 ^
-o sugarcane\assumption_3365500_535600_100.laz

In the image sequence below we scrutinize these differences which will lead us to notice two things:
1. There are vertical miss-alignments of around one foot. These big difference can especially be observed between flight lines that
cover an area with a very high point density and those that cover the very same area with a very low point density.
2. There are horizontal miss-alignments of around one foot. Again these differences seem somewhat correlated to the density that
these flight lines cover a particular area with.

For the most part the miss-aligned points come from a flight line that has only sparse coverage in that area. In a flat terrain the return
density per area goes down the farther we are from the drone as those areas are only reached with higher and higher scan angles.
Hence an immediate idea that comes to mind is to limit the scan angle to those closer to nadir and lower the range from -81 to 84
degrees reported in the lasinfo report to something like -75 to 75, -70 to 70, or -65 to 65 degrees. We can check how this will improve the
alignment with these lasoverlap command lines:

lasoverlap -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-keep_scan_angle -75 75 ^

-step 2.0 ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 1.0 ^
-o sugarcane\2_quality\overlap75.png

lasoverlap -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-keep_scan_angle -70 70 ^
-step 2.0 ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 1.0 ^
-o sugarcane\2_quality\overlap70.png

lasoverlap -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-keep_scan_angle -65 65 ^
-step 2.0 ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 1.0 ^
-o sugarcane\2_quality\overlap65.png

lasoverlap -i sugarcane\1_sorted_strips\*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-keep_scan_angle -60 60 ^
-step 2.0 ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 1.0 ^
-o sugarcane\2_quality\overlap60.png

Before strip alignment (all returns).

Difference image of returns with scan angle

Before strip alignment (returns with scan

between -75 and 75 degrees.

angle between -70 and 70 degrees)

Difference image of returns with scan angle

Difference image of returns with scan angle

between -65 and 65 degrees.

between -60 and 60 degrees.

This simple technique significantly improves the difference image. Based on these images would suggest to only use returns with a scan
angle between -70 and 70 degrees for any subsequent analysis. This seems to remove most of the discoloring in open areas without
loosing too many points. Note that only using returns with a scan angle between -60 and 60 degrees means that some flight lines are no
longer overlapping each other.
Note also that by limiting the scan angle we get suddenly get white areas even in incredible dense vegetation. The more horizontal a
laser shoot is the more likely it will only hit higher up sugarcane plants and the less likely it will penetrate all the way to the ground. The
white areas coincide with where laser pulses are close to nadir which is in the flight line overlap areas that directly below the drone’s
trajectory.

Can we improve alignment further? Not with LAStools, so I turned to Andre Jalobeanu, a specialist on that particular issue, who I have
known for many years. Andre has developed BayesStripAlign – a software by his company BayesMap that is quite complementary to
LAStools and does exactly what the name suggests: it align strips. I gave Andre the five flight lines and he aligned them for me. Below the
new difference images:

We cut out the very same four square areas from the realigned strips for closer inspection and you may investigate them on your own.
You can download them here.
1. assumption_3364350_534950_100_realigned.laz
2. assumption_3365600_535750_100_realigned.laz
3. assumption_3364900_535500_100_realigned.laz

4. assumption_3365500_535600_100_realigned.laz
In the image sequence below we are just looking at the last of the four square areas and you can see that most of the miss-alignment we
saw earlier between the flight lines was removed.

We would like to thank Chad Netto from Chustz Surveying to make this data set available to us and Andre Jalobeanu from BayesMap to
align the flight lines for us.
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Digital Pothole Removal: Clean Road Surface from Noisy
Pix4D Point Cloud
Posted on January 2, 2019 by martin isenburg

How to generate a clean Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from point clouds that were generated with the image matching techniques
implemented in various photogrammetry software packages like those from Pix4D, AgiSoft, nframes, DroneDeploy and others has
become an ever more frequent inquiry. There are many other blog posts on the topic that you can peruse as well [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]. In the
following we go step by step through the process of removing low noise from a high-density point cloud that was generated with Pix4D
software. A composite of the resulting DTM and DSM is shown below.

Final DSM and DTM created with LAStools for a photogrammetric point cloud of a road generated by Pix4D.

After downloading the data it is useful to familiarize oneself with the number of points, the density of points and their geo-location. This
can be done with lasview, lasinfo, and lasgrid using the command lines shown below. There are around 19 million points in the file and
their density averages around 2300 points per square meter. Because the RGB values have a 16 bit range (as evident in the
lasinfo report) we need to add the option ‘-scale_rgb_down’ to the command line when producing the RGB raster with lasgrid.

lasview -i 0_photogrammetry\densified_point_cloud.laz

lasinfo -i 0_photogrammetry\densified_point_cloud.laz ^
-cd ^
-o 1_quality\densified_point_cloud.txt

lasgrid -i 0_photogrammetry\densified_point_cloud.laz ^
-scale_rgb_down ^
-step 0.10 ^
-rgb ^
-fill 1 ^
-o 1_quality\densified_point_cloud.png

The first step is to use lastile and create smaller and buffered tiles for these 19 million photogrammetry points. We use a tile size of 100
meters, request a buffer of 10 meters around every tile, and flag buffer points as withheld so they can be easily be dropped later. We also
make sure that all classification codes are reset to 0.

lastile -i 0_photogrammetry\points.laz ^
-set_classification 0 ^
-tile_size 100 -buffer 10 -flag_as_withheld ^
-o 2_tiles_raw\seoul.laz -olaz

We start with lassort as a pre-processing step that rearranges the points into a more coherent spatial order which often accelerates
subsequent processing steps.

lassort -i 2_tiles_raw\seoul_*.laz ^
-odir 3_tiles_temp0 -olaz ^

-cores 4

Next we use a sequence of four modules, namely lasthin, lasnoise, lasground, and lasheight with fine-tuned parameters to remove the
low noise points that are typical for point clouds generated from imagery by photogrammetry software. A typical example for such noise
points are shown in the image below generated with this call to lasview:

lasview -i 3_tiles_temp0\seoul_210400_542900.laz ^
-inside 210406 542894 210421 542921 ^
-points 20000000 ^
-kamera 0 -95 90 0 -0.3 1.6 ^
-point_size 4

Ground surface noise (exaggerated by pressing <]> in lasview which doubles the scale in z).

As always, the idea is to construct a surface that is close to the ground but always above the noise so that it can be used to declare all
points beneath it as noise. Below is a processing pipeline whose parameters work well for this data and that you can fine tune for the
point density and the noise profile of your own data.
First we use lasthin to give those points the classification code 8 that are closest to the 70th percentile in elevation within every 20 cm by
20 cm cell. As statistics like percentiles are only stable for a sufficient number of points we only do this for cells that contain 25 points or
more. Given that we have an average of 2300 points per square meter this should easily be the case for all relevant cells.

lasthin -i 3_tiles_temp0\seoul_*.laz ^
-step 0.20 ^
-percentile 70 25 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_temp1 -olaz ^
-cores 4

The we run lasnoise only points on the points with classification code 8 and reclassify all “overly isolated” points with code 9. The check
for isolation uses cells of size 20 cm by 20 cm by 5 cm and reclassifies the points in the center cell when the surrounding neighborhood of
27 cells has only 3 or fewer points in total. Changing the parameters for ‘-step_xy 0.20 -step_z 0.05 -isolated 3’ will remove isolated
points more or less aggressive.

lasnoise -i 3_tiles_temp1\seoul_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 ^
-step_xy 0.20 -step_z 0.05 -isolated 3 ^
-classify_as 9 ^
-odir 3_tiles_temp2 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Next we use lasground to ground-classify only the surviving points (that still have classification code 8) by ignoring those with
classification codes 0 or 9. This sets their classification code to either ground (2) or non-ground (1). The temporary surface defined by the
resulting ground points will be used to classify low points as noise in the next step.

lasground -i 3_tiles_temp2\seoul_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 9 ^
-town -ultra_fine -bulge 0.1 ^
-odir 3_tiles_temp3 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Then we use lasheight to classify all points that are 2.5 cm or more below the triangulated surface of temporary ground points as points
as noise (7) and all others as unclassified (1).

lasheight -i 3_tiles_temp3\seoul_*.laz ^
-classify_below -0.025 7 ^
-classify_above -0.225 1 ^
-odir 4_tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 4

The progress of each step is illustrated visually in the two image sequences shown below.

Now that all noise points are classified we start a standard processing pipeline, but always ignore the low noise points that are now
classified with classification code 7.
The processing steps below create a 10 cm DTM raster. We first use lasthin to classify the lowest non-noise point per 10 cm by 10 cm
cell. Considering only those lowest points we use lasground with options ‘-town’, ‘-extra_fine’, ‘-bulge 0.05’, and ‘-spike 0.05’. Using
las2dem the resulting ground points are interpolated into a TIN and rasterized into a 10 cm DTM cutting out only the center 100 meter by
100 meter tile. We store the DTM raster as a gridded LAZ for maximal compression and finally merge these gridded LAZ files to create a
hillshaded raster in PNG format with blast2dem.

lasthin -i 4_tiles_denoised\seoul_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.10 ^
-lowest ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 5_tiles_thinned_lowest -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasground -i 5_tiles_thinned_lowest\seoul_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 1 7 ^
-town -extra_fine ^
-bulge 0.05 -spike 0.05 ^
-odir 6_tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i 6_tiles_ground\seoul_*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 0.10 ^
-use_tile_bb ^

-odir 7_tiles_dtm -olaz ^
-cores 4

blast2dem -i 7_tiles_dtm\seoul_*.laz -merged ^
-hillshade ^
-step 0.10 ^
-o dtm_hillshaded.png

The processing steps below create a 10 cm DSM raster. We first use lasthin to classify the highest non-noise point per 10 cm by 10 cm
cell. With las2dem the highest points are interpolated into a TIN and rasterized into a 10 cm DSM cutting out only the center 100 meter by
100 meter tile. Again we store the raster as gridded LAZ for maximal compression and merge these files to create a hillshaded raster in
PNG format with blast2dem.

lasthin -i 4_tiles_denoised\seoul_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.10 ^
-highest ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 8_tiles_thinned_highest -olaz ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i 8_tiles_thinned_highest\seoul_*.laz ^
-keep_class 8 ^
-step 0.10 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 9_tiles_dsm -olaz ^
-cores 4

blast2dem -i 9_tiles_dsm\seoul_*.laz -merged ^
-hillshade ^
-step 0.10 ^
-o dsm_hillshaded.png

The final result is below. The entire script is linked here. Simply download it, modify it as needed, and try it on this data or on your own
data.
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Scripting LAStools to Create a Clean DTM from Noisy
Photogrammetric Point Cloud
Posted on December 27, 2018 by martin isenburg

A recent inquiry by Drone Deploy in the LAStools user forum gave us access to a nice photogrammetric point cloud for the village of
Fillongley in the North Warwickshire district of England. They voted “Leave” with a whopping 66.9% according to the EU referendum
results by the BBC. Before we say “Good riddance, Fillongley!” we EU-abuse this little village one last time and remove all their low noise
points to create a nice Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The final result is shown below.

Side by side comparison of DTM and DSM generated with LAStools from photogrammetric point cloud by Drone Deploy.

After downloading the data it is useful to familiarize yourself with the point number, the point density and their geo-location, which can be
done with lasview, lasinfo, and lasgrid using the command lines shown below. There are around 50 million points and their density

averages close to 70 points per square meter.

lasview -i 0_photogrammetry\points.laz

lasinfo -i 0_photogrammetry\points.laz ^
-cd ^
-o 1_quality\fillongley.txt

lasgrid -i 0_photogrammetry\points.laz ^
-step 0.50 ^
-rgb ^
-fill 1 ^
-o 1_quality\fillongley.png

The first step is to use lastile and create smaller and buffered tiles for these 50 million photogrammetry points. We use a tile size of 200
meters, request a buffer of 25 meters around every tile, and flag buffer points as withheld so they can be easily be dropped later.

lastile -i 0_photogrammetry\points.laz ^
-tile_size 200 -buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-o 2_tiles_raw\fillongley.laz -olaz

Next we use a sequence of four modules, namely lasthin, lasnoise, lasground, and lasheight with fine-tuned parameters to remove the
low noise points that are typical for point clouds generated from imagery by photogrammetry software. A typical example for such noise
points are shown in the image below.

lasview -i 2_tiles_raw\fillongley_596000_5815800.laz ^
-inside 596050 5815775 596150 5815825 ^
-kamera 0 -89 -1.75 0 0 1.5 ^
-point_size 3

Clumps of low noise points typical for photogrammetry point clouds.

The idea to identify those clumps of noise is to construct a surface that is sufficiently close to the ground but always above the noise so
that it can be used to classify all points beneath it as noise. However, preserving true ground features without latching onto low noise
points often requires several iterations of fine-tuning the parameters. We did this interactively by repeatedly running the processing on
only two representative tiles until a desired outcome was achieved.
First we use lasthin to give the point the classification code 8 that is closest to the 20th percentile in elevation within every 90 cm by 90
cm cell (but only if the cells containing at least 20 points). Choosing larger step sizes or higher percentiles resulted in missing ground
features. Choosing smaller step sizes or lower percentiles resulted in low noise becoming part of the final ground model.

lasthin -i 2_tiles_raw\fillongley_*.laz ^
-step 0.90 ^
-percentile 20 20 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 3_tiles_temp1 -olaz ^
-cores 4

The we run lasnoise only points on the points with classification code 8 (by ignoring those with classification code 0) and reclassify all
“overly isolated” points with code 12. The check for isolation uses cells of size 200 cm by 200 cm by 50 cm and reclassifies the points in
the center cell when the surrounding neighborhood of 27 cells has only 3 or fewer points in total. Changing the parameters for ‘-step_xy
2.00 -step_z 0.50 -isolated 3’ will remove noise more or less aggressive.

lasnoise -i 3_tiles_temp1\fillongley_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 ^
-step_xy 2.00 -step_z 0.50 -isolated 3 ^
-classify_as 12 ^

-odir 3_tiles_temp2 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Next we use lasground to ground-classify only the surviving points (that still have classification code 8) by ignoring those with
classification codes 0 or 12 and set their classification code to ground (2) or non-ground (1). The temporary surface defined by the
resulting ground points will be used to classify low points as noise in the next step.

lasground -i 3_tiles_temp2\fillongley_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 12 ^
-town -ultra_fine ^
-odir 3_tiles_temp3 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Then we use lasheight to classify all points that are 20 cm or more below the triangulated surface of temporary ground points as points as
noise (7) and all others as unclassified (1).

lasheight -i 3_tiles_temp3\fillongley_*.laz ^
-classify_below -0.20 7 ^
-classify_above -0.20 1 ^
-odir 4_tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 4

The progress of each step is illustrated visually in the two image sequences shown below.

Now that all noise points are classified we start a standard processing pipeline, but always ignore the noise points that are now classified
with classification code 7.

The processing steps below create a 25 cm DTM raster. We first use lasthin to classify the lowest non-noise point per 25 cm by 25 cm
cell. Considering only those lowest points we use lasground with options ‘-town’, ‘-extra_fine’, or ‘-bulge 0.1’. Using las2dem the resulting
ground points are interpolated into a TIN and rasterized into a 25 cm DTM cutting out only the center 200 meter by 200 meter tile. We
store the DTM raster as a gridded LAZ for maximal compression and finally merge these gridded LAZ files to create a hillshaded raster in
PNG format with blast2dem.

lasthin -i 4_tiles_denoised\fillongley_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-lowest ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 5_tiles_thinned_lowest -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasground -i 5_tiles_thinned_lowest\fillongley_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 1 7 ^
-town -extra_fine -bulge 0.1 ^
-odir 6_tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i 6_tiles_ground\fillongley_*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 7_tiles_dtm -olaz ^
-cores 4

blast2dem -i 7_tiles_dtm\fillongley_*.laz -merged ^

-hillshade ^
-step 0.25 ^
-o dtm_hillshaded.png

The processing steps below create a 25 cm DSM raster. We first use lasthin to classify the highest non-noise point per 25 cm by 25 cm
cell. With las2dem the highest points are interpolated into a TIN and rasterized into a 25 cm DSM cutting out only the center 200 meter by
200 meter tile. Again we store the raster as gridded LAZ for maximal compression and merge these files to create a hillshaded raster in
PNG format with blast2dem.

lasthin -i 4_tiles_denoised\fillongley_*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-highest ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir 8_tiles_thinned_highest -olaz ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i 8_tiles_thinned_highest\fillongley_*.laz ^
-keep_class 8 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir 9_tiles_dsm -olaz ^
-cores 4

blast2dem -i 9_tiles_dsm\fillongley_*.laz -merged ^
-hillshade ^

-step 0.25 ^
-o dsm_hillshaded.png

The final result is below. The entire script is linked here. Simply download it, modify it as needed, and try it on your data.
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Complete LiDAR Processing Pipeline: from raw
Flightlines to final Products
Posted on July 19, 2018 by martin isenburg

This tutorial serves as an example for a complete end-to-end workflow that starts with raw LiDAR flightlines (as they may be delivered by
a vendor) to final classified LiDAR tiles and derived products such as raster DTM, DSM, and SHP files with contours, building footprint
and vegetation layers. The three example flightlines we are using here were flown in Ayutthaya, Thailand with a RIEGL LMS Q680i
LiDAR scanner by Asian Aerospace Services who are based at the Don Mueang airport in Bangkok from where they are serving SouthEast-Asia and beyond. You can download them here:
Ayutthaya_line_2.laz
Ayutthaya_line_3.laz
Ayutthaya_line_4.laz
Quality Checking
The minimal quality checks consist of generating textual reports (lasinfo & lasvalidate), inspecting the data visually (lasview), making sure
alignment and overlap between flightlines fulfill expectations (lasoverlap), and measuring pulse density per square meter (lasgrid).
Additional checks for points replication (lasduplicate), completeness of all returns per pulse (lasreturn), and validation against external
ground control points (lascontrol) may also be performed.

lasinfo -i Ayutthaya\strips_raw\*.laz ^
-cd ^
-histo z 5 ^
-histo intensity 64 ^
-odir Ayutthaya\quality -odix _info -otxt ^
-cores 3

lasvalidate -i Ayutthaya\strips_raw\*.laz ^
-o Ayutthaya\quality\validate.xml

The lasinfo report generated with the command line shown computes the average density for each flightline and also generates two
histograms, one for the z coordinate with a bin size of 5 meter and one for the intensity with a bin size of 64. The resulting textual
descriptions are output into the specified quality folder with an appendix ‘_info’ added to the original file name. Perusing these reports
tells you that there are up to 7 returns per pulse, that the average pulse density per flightline is between 7.1 to 7.9 shots per square
meter, that the point source IDs of the points are already populated correctly, that there are isolated points far above and far below the
scanned area, and that the intensity values range from 0 to 1023 with the majority being below 400. The warnings in the lasinfo and the
lasvalidate reports about the presence of return numbers 6 and 7 have to do with the history of the LAS format and can safely be ignored.

lasoverlap -i Ayutthaya\strips_raw\*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-min_diff 0.1 -max_diff 0.3 ^
-odir Ayutthaya\quality -o overlap.png

This results in two color illustrations. One image shows the flightline overlap with blue indicating one flightline, turquoise indicating two,
and yellow indicating three flightlines. Note that wet areas (rivers, lakes, rice paddies, …) without LiDAR returns affect this visualization.
The other image shows how well overlapping flightlines align. Their vertical difference is color coded with while meaning less than 10 cm
error while saturated red and blue indicate areas with more than 30 cm positive or negative difference.

One pixel wide red and blue along building edges and speckles of red and blue in vegetated areas are normal. We need to look-out for
large systematic errors where terrain features or flightline outlines become visible. If you click yourself through this photo album you will
eventually see typical examples (make sure to read the comments too). One area slightly below the center looks suspicious. We load the
PNG into the GUI to pick this area for closer inspection with lasview.

lasview -i Ayutthaya\strips_raw\*.laz -gui

Why these flightline differences exist and whether they are detrimental to your purpose are questions that you will have to explore further.
For out purpose this isolated difference was noted but will not prevent us from proceeding further. Next we want to investigate the pulse
density. We do this with lasgrid. We know that the average last return density per flightline is between 7.1 to 7.9 shots per square meter.
We set up the false color map for lasgrid such that it is blue when the last return density drops to 5 shots (or less) per square meter and
such that it is red when the last return density reaches 10 shots (or more).

lasgrid -i Ayutthaya\strips_raw\*.laz -merged ^
-keep_last ^
-step 2 -density ^
-false -set_min_max 4 8 ^
-odir Ayutthaya\quality -o density_4ppm_8ppm.png

The last return density per square meter mapped to a color: blue is 5 or less, red is 10 or more.

The last return density image clearly shows how the density increases to over 10 pulses per square meter in all areas of flightline overlap.
However, as there are large parts covered by only one flightline their density is the one that should be considered. We note great
variations in density along the flightlines. Those have to do with aircraft movement and in particular with the pitch. When the nose of the
plane goes up even slightly, the gigantic “fan of laser pulses” (that can be thought of as being rigidly attached at the bottom perpendicular
to the aircraft flight direction) is moving faster forward on the ground far below and therefore covers it with fewer shots per square meter.
Conversely when the nose of the plane goes down the spacing between scan lines far below the plane are condensed so that the density
increases. Inclement weather and the resulting airplane pitch turbulence can have a big impact on how regular the laser pulse spacing is
on the ground. Read this article for more on LiDAR pulse density and spacing.
LiDAR Preparation
When you have airborne LiDAR in flightlines the first step is to tile the data into square tiles that are typically 1000 by 1000 or – for higher
density surveys – 500 by 500 meters in size. This can be done with lastile. We also add a buffer of 30 meters to each tile. Why buffers are
important for tile-based processing is explained here. We choose 30 meters as this is larger than any building we expect in this area and
slightly larger than the ‘-step’ size we use later when classifying the points into ground and non-ground points with lasground.

lastile -i Ayutthaya\strips_raw\*.laz ^
-tile_size 500 -buffer 30 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_raw -o ayu.laz

NOTE: Usually you will have to add ‘-files_are_flightlines’ or ‘-apply_file_source_ID’ to the lastile command shown above in order to
preserve the information which points is from which flightline. We do not have to do this here as evident from the lasinfo reports we
generated earlier. Not only is the file source ID in the LAS header is correctly set to 2, 3, or 4 reflecting the intended flightline numbering
evident from the file names. Also the point source ID of each point is already set to the correct value 2, 3, or 4. For more info see this or
this discussion from the LAStools user forum.
Next we classify isolated points that are far from most other points with lasnoise into the (default) classification code 7. See the README
file for the meaning of the parameters and play around with different setting to get a feel for how to make this process more or less
aggressive.

lasnoise -i Ayutthaya\tiles_raw\ayu*.laz ^
-step_xy 4 -step_z 2 -isolated 5 ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 4

Especially for ground classification it is important that low noise points are excluded. You should inspect a number of tiles with lasview to
make sure the low noise are all pink now if you color them by classification.

lasview -i Ayutthaya\tiles_denoised\ayu*.laz -gui

While the algorithms in lasground are designed to withstand a few noise points below the ground, you will find that it will include them into
the ground model if there are too many of them. Hence, it is important to tell lasground to ignore these noise points. For the other
parameters used see the README file of lasground.

lasground -i Ayutthaya\tiles_denoised\ayu*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-city -ultra_fine ^
-compute_height ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

You should visually check the resulting ground classification of each tile with lasview by selecting smaller subsets (press ‘x’, draw a
rectangle, press ‘x’ again, use arrow keys to walk) and then switch back and forth between a triangulation of the ground points (press ‘g’
and then press ‘t’) and a triangulation of last returns (press ‘l’ and then press ‘t’). See the README of lasview for more information on
those hotkeys.

lasview -i Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu*.laz -gui

This way I found at least one tile that should be reclassified with ‘-metro’ instead of ‘-city’ because it still contained one large building in
the ground classification. Alternatively you can correct miss-classifications manually using lasview as shown in the next few screen shots.

This is an optional step for advanced users who have a license. In case you managed to do such a manual edit and saved it as a LAY
file using LASlayers (see the README file of lasview) you can overwrite the old file with:

laslayers -i Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu_669500_1586500.laz -ilay ^
-o Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu_669500_1586500_edited.laz

move Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu_669500_1586500_edit.laz ^
Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu_669500_1586500.laz

The next step classifies those points that are neither ground (2) nor noise (7) into building (or rather roof) points (class 6) and high
vegetation points (class 5). For this we use lasclassify with the default parameters that only considers points that are at least 2 meters
above the classified ground points (see the README for details on all available parameters).

lasclassify -i Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_classified -olaz ^
-cores 4

We check the classification of each tile with lasview by selecting smaller subsets (press ‘x’, draw a rectangle, press ‘x’ again) and by
traversing with the arrow keys though the point cloud. You will find a number of miss-classifications. Boats are classified as buildings,
water towers or complex temple roofs as vegetation, … and so on. You could use lasview to manually correct any classifications that are
really important.

lasview -i Ayutthaya\tiles_classified\ayu*.laz -gui

Before delivering the classified LiDAR tiles to a customer or another user it is imperative to remove the buffers that were carried through
all computations to avoid artifacts along the tile boundary. This can also be done with lastile.

lastile -i Ayutthaya\tiles_classified\ayu*.laz ^
-remove_buffer ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_final -olaz ^
-cores 4

Together with the tiling you may want to deliver a tile overview file in KML format (or in SHP format) that you can easily generate with
lasboundary using this command line:

lasboundary -i Ayutthaya\tiles_final\ayu*.laz ^
-use_bb ^
-overview -labels ^
-o Ayutthaya\tiles_overview.kml

The small KML file generated b lasboundary provides a quick overview where tiles are located, their names, their bounding box, and the
number of points they contain.

Derivative production

The most common derivative product produced from LiDAR data is a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) in form of an elevation raster. This can
be obtained by interpolating the ground points with a triangulation (i.e. a Delaunay TIN) and by sampling the TIN at the center of each
raster cell. The pulse density of well over 4 shots per square meter definitely supports a resolution of 0.5 meter for the raster DTM. From
the ground-classified tiles with buffer we compute the DTM using las2dem as follows:

las2dem -i Ayutthaya\tiles_ground\ayu*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 0.5 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_dtm -obil ^
-cores 4

It’s important to add ‘-use_tile_bb’ to the command line which limits the raster generation to the original tile sizes of 500 by 500 meters in
order not to rasterize the buffers that are extending the tiles 30 meters in each direction. We used the BIL format so that we inspect the
resulting elevation rasters with lasview:

lasview -i Ayutthaya\tiles_dtm\ayu*.bil -gui

To create a hillshaded version of the DTM you can use your favorite raster processing package such as GDAL or GRASS but you could
also use the BLAST extension of LAStools and create a large seamless image with blast2dem as follows:

blast2dem -i Ayutthaya\tiles_dtm\ayu*.bil -merged ^
-step 0.5 -hillshade -epsg 32647 ^
-o Ayutthaya\dtm_hillshade.png

Because blast2dem does not parse the PRJ files that accompany the BIL rasters we have to specify the EPSG code explicitly to also get
a KML file that allows us to visualize the LiDAR in Google Earth.

A a hillshading of the merged DTM rasters produced with blast2dem.

Next we generate a Digital Surface Model (DSM) that includes the highest objects that the laser has hit. We use the spike-free algorithm
that is implemented in las2dem that creates a triangulation of the highest returns as follows:

las2dem -i Ayutthaya\tiles_denoised\ayu*.laz ^
-drop_class 7 ^
-step 0.5 -spike_free 1.2 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_dsm -obil ^
-cores 4

We used 1.0 as the freeze value for the spike free algorithm because this is about three times the average last return spacing reported in
the individual lasinfo reports generated during quality checking. Again we inspect the resulting rasters with lasview:

lasview -i Ayutthaya\tiles_dsm\ayu*.bil -gui

For reason of comparison we also generate the DSM rasters using a simple first-return interpolation again with las2dem as follows:

las2dem -i Ayutthaya\tiles_denoised\ayu*.laz ^
-drop_class 7 -keep_first ^
-step 0.5 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_dsm -obil ^
-cores 4

A few direct side-by-side comparison between a spike-free DSM and a first-return DSM shows the difference that are especially
noticeable along building edges and in large trees.

Another product that we can easily create are building footprints from the automatically classified roofs using lasboundary. Because the
tool is quite scalable we can simply on-the-fly merge the final tiles. This also avoids including duplicate points from the tile buffer whose
classifications are also often less accurate.

lasboundary -i Ayutthaya\tiles_final\ayu*.laz -merged ^
-keep_class 6 ^
-disjoint -concavity 1.1 ^
-o Ayutthaya\buildings.shp

Similarly we can use lasboundary to create a vegetation layer from those points that were automatically classified as high vegetation.

lasboundary -i Ayutthaya\tiles_final\ayu*.laz -merged ^
-keep_class 5 ^
-disjoint -concavity 3 ^
-o Ayutthaya\vegetation.shp

We can also produce 1.0 meter contour lines from the ground classified points. However, for nicer contours it is beneficial to first generate
a subset of the ground points with lasthin using option ‘-contours 1.0’ as follows:

lasthin -i Ayutthaya\tiles_final\ayu*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 1.0 -contours 1.0 ^
-odir Ayutthaya\tiles_temp -olaz ^
-cores 4

We then merge all subsets of ground points from those temporary tiles on-the-fly into one (using the ‘-merged’ option) and let blast2iso
from the BLAST extension of LAStools generate smoothed and simplified 1 meter contours as follows:

blast2iso -i Ayutthaya\tiles_temp\ayu*.laz -merged ^
-iso_every 1.0 ^
-smooth 2 -simplify_length 0.5 -simplify_area 0.5 -clean 5.0 ^
-o Ayutthaya\contours_1m.shp

Finally we composite all of our derived LiDAR products into one map using QGIS and then fuse it with data from OpenStreetMap that
we’ve downloaded from BBBike. Here you can download the OSM data that we use.

It’s in particular interesting to compare the building footprints that were automatically derived from our LiDAR processing pipeline with
those mapped by OpenStreetMap volunteers. We immediately see that there is a lot of volunteering work left to do and the LiDARderived data can assist us in directing those mapping efforts. A closer look reveals the (expected) quality difference between handmapped and auto-generated data.

The OSM buildings are simpler. These polygons are drawn and divided into logical units by a human. They are individually verified and
correspond to actual buildings. However, they are less aligned with the Google Earth satellite image. The LiDAR-derived buildings
footprints are complex because lasboundary has no logic to simplify the complicated polygonal chains that enclose the points that were
automatically classified as roof into rectilinear shapes or to break directly adjacent roof points into separate logical units. However, most
buildings are found (but also objects that are not buildings) and their geospatial alignment is as good as that of the LiDAR data.
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New Step-by-Step Tutorial for Velodyne Drone LiDAR
from Snoopy by LidarUSA
Posted on May 1, 2018 by martin isenburg

The folks from Harris Aerial gave us LiDAR data from a test-flight of one of their drones, the Carrier H4 Hybrid HE (with a 5kg maximum
payload and a retail price of US$ 28,000), carrying a Snoopy A series LiDAR system from LidarUSA in the countryside near Huntsville,
Alabama. The laser scanner used by the Snoopy A series is a Velodyne HDL 32E that has 32 different laser/detector pairs that fire in
succession to scan up to 700,000 points per second within a range of 1 to 70 meters. You can download the raw LiDAR file from the 80
second test flight here. As always, the first thing we do is to visualize the file with lasview and to generate a textual report of its contents
with lasinfo.

lasview -i Velodyne001.laz -set_min_max 680 750

It becomes obvious that the drone must have scanned parts of itself (probably the landing gear) during the flight and we exploit this fact in
the later processing. The information which of the 32 lasers was collecting which point is stored into the ‘point source ID’ field which is
usually used for the flightline information. This results in a psychedelic look in lasview as those 32 different numbers get mapped to the 8
different colors that lasview uses for distinguishing flightlines.

The lasinfo report we generate computes the average point density with ‘-cd’ and includes histograms for a number of point attributes,
namely for ‘user data’, ‘intensity’, ‘point source ID’, ‘GPS time’, and ‘scan angle rank’.

lasinfo -i Velodyne001.laz ^
-cd ^
-histo user_data 1 ^
-histo point_source 1 ^
-histo intensity 16 ^
-histo gps_time 1 ^
-histo scan_angle_rank 5 ^
-odir quality -odix _info -otxt

You can download the resulting report here and it will tell you that the information which of the 32 lasers was collecting which point was
stored both into the ‘user data’ field and into the ‘point source ID’ field. The warnings you see below have to do with the fact that the
double-precision bounding box stored in the LAS header was populated with numbers that have many more decimal digits than the
coordinates in the file, which only have millimeter (or millifeet) resolution as all three scale factors are 0.001 (meaning three decimal
digits).

WARNING: stored resolution of min_x not compatible with x_offset and x_scale_factor: 2171988.6475160527
WARNING: stored resolution of min_y not compatible with y_offset and y_scale_factor: 1622812.606925504
WARNING: stored resolution of min_z not compatible with z_offset and z_scale_factor: 666.63504345017589

WARNING: stored resolution of max_x not compatible with x_offset and x_scale_factor: 2172938.973065129
WARNING: stored resolution of max_y not compatible with y_offset and y_scale_factor: 1623607.5209975131
WARNING: stored resolution of max_z not compatible with z_offset and z_scale_factor: 1053.092674726669

Both the “return number” and the “number of returns” attribute of every points in the file is 2. This makes it appear as if the file
would only contain the last returns of those laser shots that produced two returns. However, as the Velodyne HDL 32E only produces one
return per shot we can safely conclude that those numbers should all be 1 instead of 2 and that this is just a small bug in the export
software. We can easily fix this with las2las.

reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
[...]
return_number 2 2
number_of_returns 2 2
[...]

The lasinfo report lacks information about the coordinate reference system as there is no VLR that stores projection information. Harris
Aerial could not help us other than telling us that the scan was near Huntsville, Alamaba. Measuring certain distances in the scene like
the height of the house or the tree suggests that both horizontal and vertical units are in feet, or rather in US survey feet. After some
experimenting we find that using EPSG 26930 for NAD83 Alabama West but forcing the default horizontal units from meters to US survey
feet gives a result that aligns well with high-resolution Google Earth imagery as you can see below:

lasgrid -i flightline1.laz ^
-i flightline2.laz ^
-merged ^
-epsg 26930 -survey_feet ^

-step 1 -highest ^
-false -set_min_max 680 750 ^
-o testing26930usft.png

Using EPSG code 26930 but with US survey feet instead of meters results in nice alignment with GE imagery.

We use the fact that the drone has scanned itself to extract an (approximate) trajectory by isolating those LiDAR returns that have hit the
drone. Via a visual check with lasview (by hovering with the cursor over the lowest drone hits and pressing hotkey ‘i’) we determine that

the lowest drone hits are all above 719 feet. We use two calls to las2las to split the point cloud vertically. In the same call we also change
the resolution from three to two decimal digits, fix the return number issue, and add the missing geo-referencing information:

las2las -i Velodyne001.laz ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-epsg 26930 -survey_feet -elevation_survey_feet ^
-set_return_number 1 ^
-set_number_of_returns 1 ^
-keep_z_above 719 ^
-odix _above719 -olaz

las2las -i Velodyne001.laz ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-epsg 26930 -survey_feet -elevation_survey_feet ^
-set_return_number 1 ^
-set_number_of_returns 1 ^
-keep_z_below 719 ^
-odix _below719 -olaz

We then use the manual editing capabilities of lasview to change the classifications of the LiDAR points that correspond to drone hits
from 1 to 12, which is illustrated by the series of screen shots below.

lasview -i Velodyne001_above719.laz

The workflow illustrated above results in a tiny LAY file that is part of the LASlayers functionality of LAStools. It only encodes the few
changes in classifications that we’ve made to the LAZ file without re-writing those parts that have not changed. Those interested may use
laslayers to inspect the structure of the LAY file:

laslayers -i Velodyne001_above719.laz

We can apply the LAY file on-the-fly with the ‘-ilay’ option, for example, when running lasview:

lasview -i Velodyne001_above719.laz -ilay

To separate the drone-hit trajectory from the remaining points we run lassplit with the ‘-ilay’ option and request to split by classification
with this command line:

lassplit -i Velodyne001_above719.laz -ilay ^
-by_classification -digits 3 ^
-olaz

This gives us two new files with the three-digit appendices ‘_001’ and ‘_012’. The latter one contains those points we marked as being
part of the trajectory. We now want to use lasview to – visually – find a good moment in time where to split the trajectory into multiple
flightlines. The lasinfo report tells us that the GPS time stamps are in the range from 418,519 to 418,602. In order to use the same trick
as we did in our recent article on processing LiDAR data from the Hovermap Drone, where we mapped the GPS time to the intensity for
querying it via lasview, we first need to subtract a large number from the GPS time stamps to bring them into a suitable range that fits the
intensity field as done here.

lasview -i Velodyne001_above719_012.laz ^
-translate_gps_time -418000 ^

-bin_gps_time_into_intensity 1
-steps 5000

The ‘-steps 5000’ argument makes for a slower playback (press ‘p’ to repeat) to better follow the trajectory.

Hovering with the mouse over a point that – visually – seems to be one of the turning points of the drone and pressing ‘i’ on the keyboard
shows an intensity value of 548 which corresponds to the GPS time stamp 418548, which we then use to split the LiDAR point cloud

(without the trajectory) into two flightlines:

las2las -i Velodyne001_below719.laz ^
-i Velodyne001_above719_001.laz ^
-merged ^
-keep_gps_time_below 418548 ^
-o flightline1.laz

las2las -i Velodyne001_below719.laz ^
-i Velodyne001_above719_001.laz ^
-merged ^
-keep_gps_time_above 418548 ^
-o flightline2.laz

Next we use lasoverlap to check how well the LiDAR points from the flight out and the flight back align vertically. This tool computes the
difference of the lowest points for each square foot covered by both flightlines. Differences of less than a quarter of a foot are mapped to
white, differences of more than half a foot are mapped to saturated red or blue depending on whether the difference is positive or
negative:

lasoverlap -i flightline1.laz ^
-i flightline2.laz ^
-faf ^
-min_diff 0.25 -max_diff 0.50 -step 1 ^
-odir quality -o overlap_025_050.png

We then use a new feature of the LAStools GUI (as of version 180429) to closer inspect larger red or blue areas. We want to use
lasmerge and clip out any region that looks suspect for closer examination with lasview. We start the tool in the GUI mode with the ‘-gui’
command and the two flightlines pre-loaded. Using the new PNG overlay roll-out on the left we add the ‘overlap_025_050_diff.png’ image
from the quality folder created in the last step and clip out three areas.

lasmerge -i flightline1.laz -i flightline2.laz -gui

You can also clip out these three areas using the command lines below:

lasmerge -i flightline1.laz -i flightline2.laz ^
-faf ^
-inside 2172500 1623160 2172600 1623165 ^
-o clip2500_3160_100x005.laz

lasmerge -i flightline1.laz -i flightline2.laz ^
-faf ^
-inside 2172450 1623450 2172550 1623455 ^
-o clip2450_3450_100x005.laz

lasmerge -i flightline1.laz -i flightline2.laz ^
-faf ^
-inside 2172430 1623290 2172530 1623310 ^
-o clip2430_3290_100x020.laz

A closer inspection of the three cut out slices explains the red and blue areas in the difference image created by lasoverlap. We find a
small systematic error in two of the slices. In slice ‘clip2500_3160_100x005.laz‘ the green points from flightline 1 are on average slightly
higher than the red points from flightline 2. Vice-versa in slice ‘clip2450_3450_100x005.laz‘ the green points from flightline 1 are on
average slightly lower than the red points from flightline 2. However, the error is less than half a foot and only happens near the edges of

the flightlines. Given that our surfaces are expected to be “fluffy” anyways (as is typical for Velodyne LiDAR systems), we accept these
differences and continue processing.

The strong red and blue colors in the center of the difference image created by lasoverlap is easily explained by looking at slice
‘clip2430_3290_100x020.laz‘. The scanner was “looking” under a gazebo-like open roof structure from two different directions and
therefore always seeing parts of the floor in one flightline that were obscured by the roof in the other.

While working with this data we’ve also implemented a new feature for lastrack that computes the 3D distance between LiDAR points and
the trajectory and allows storing the result as an additional per point attribute with extra bytes. Those can then be visualized with lasgrid.
Here an example:

lastrack -i flightline1.laz ^
-i flightline2.laz ^
-track Velodyne001_above719_012.laz ^
-store_xyz_range_as_extra_bytes ^
-odix _xyz_range -olaz ^
=cores 2

lasgrid -i flightline*_xyz_range.laz -merged ^
-drop_attribute_below 0 1 ^
-attribute0 -lowest ^
-false -set_min_max 20 200 ^
-o quality/closest_xyz_range_020ft_200ft.png

lasgrid -i flightline*_xyz_range.laz -merged ^
-drop_attribute_below 0 1 ^
-attribute0 -highest ^
-false -set_min_max 30 300 ^
-o quality/farthest_xyz_range_030ft_300ft.png

Below the complete processing pipeline for creating a median ground model from the “fluffy” Velodyne LiDAR data that results in the
hillshaded DTM shown here. The workflow is similar to those we have developed in earlier blog posts for Velodyne Puck based systems
like the Hovermap and the Yellowscan.

Hillshaded DTM with a resolution of 1 foot generated via a median ground computation by the LAStools processing pipeline detailed below.

lastile -i flightline1.laz ^
-i flightline2.laz ^
-faf ^
-tile_size 250 -buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir tiles_raw -o somer.laz

lasnoise -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-step_xy 2 -step 1 -isolated 9 ^
-odir tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i tiles_denoised\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 1 -percentile 5 10 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir tiles_thinned_1_foot -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i tiles_thinned_1_foot\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 2 -percentile 5 10 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir tiles_thinned_2_foot -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i tiles_thinned_2_foot\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^

-step 4 -percentile 5 10 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir tiles_thinned_4_foot -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i tiles_thinned_4_foot\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 8 -percentile 5 10 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir tiles_thinned_8_foot -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasground -i tiles_thinned_8_foot\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 1 7 ^
-town -extra_fine ^
-odir tiles_ground_lowest -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasheight -i tiles_ground_lowest\*.laz ^
-classify_between -0.05 0.5 6 ^
-odir tiles_ground_thick -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i tiles_ground_thick\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 1 7 ^
-step 1 -percentile 50 -classify_as 2 ^
-odir tiles_ground_median -olaz ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i tiles_ground_median\*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^

-step 1 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir tiles_dtm -obil ^
-cores 4

blast2dem -i tiles_dtm\*.bil -merged ^
-step 1 -hillshade ^
-o dtm_hillshaded.png

We thank Harris Aerial for sharing this LiDAR data set with us flown by their Carrier H4 Hybrid HE drone carrying a Snoopy A
series LiDAR system from LidarUSA.
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Three Videos from Full Day Workshop on LiDAR at IIST
Trivandrum in India
Posted on April 27, 2018 by martin isenburg

Three videos from a full day workshop on LiDAR processing at the Department of Earth and Space Sciences of the Indian Institute of
Space Science and Technology (IIST) in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India held in October 2017 that was organized by Dr. A. M. Ramiya
who we thank very much for the invitation and for being such a kind host. After our usual introduction to LiDAR and LAStools we use
three raw flightlines from Ayutthaya, Thailand as example data to perform a complete LiDAR workflow including

1. LiDAR quality checking such as pulse density, coverage, and flightline alignment
2. LiDAR preparation (compressing, tiling, denoising, classifying)
3. LiDAR derivative creation (DTM and DSM rasters, contours, building and vegetation footprints)
You can download the three flightlines used in the tutorial here (line2, line3, line4) to follow along.
morning video

Workshop at IIST Trivandrum in India, Oct 2017 (part 1 of 3)

after lunch video

Workshop at IIST Trivandrum in India, Oct 2017 (part 2 of 3)

after tea video

Workshop at IIST Trivandrum in India, Oct 2017 (part 3 of 3)
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First Look with LAStools at LiDAR from Hovermap
Drone by CSIRO
Posted on April 16, 2018 by martin isenburg

Last December we had a chance to visit the team of Dr. Stefan Hrabar at CSIRO in Pullenvale near Brisbane who work on a drone LiDAR
system called Hovermap. This SLAM-based system is mainly developed for the purpose of autonomous flight and exploration of GPSdenied environments such as buildings, mines and tunnels. But as the SLAM algorithm continuously self-registers the scan lines it
produces a LiDAR point cloud that in itself is a nice product. We started our visit with a short test flight around the on-site tower. You can
download the LiDAR data and the drone trajectory of this little survey here:
the LiDAR data
the drone trajectory
The Hovermap system is based on the Velodyne Puck Lite (VLP-16) that is much cheaper and more light-weight than many other LiDAR
systems. One interesting tidbit in the Hovermap setup is that the scanner is installed such that the entire Puck is constantly rotating as
you can see in this video. But the Velodyne Puck is also known to produce somewhat “fluffy” surfaces with a thickness of a few
centimeters. In a previous blog post with data from the YellowScan Surveyor system (that is also based on the Puck) we used a “median
ground” surface to deal with the “fluff”. In the following we will have a look at the LiDAR data produced by Hovermap and how to process
it with LAStools.

LiDAR data of CSIRO tower acquired during test flight of Hovermap system.

As always we start with a lasinfo report that computes the average density ‘-cd’ and histograms for the intensity and the GPS time:

lasinfo -i CSIRO_Tower\results.laz ^
-cd ^
-histo intensity 16 -histo gps_time 2 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\quality -odix _info -otxt

A few excerpts of the resulting lasinfo report that you can download here are below:

lasinfo (180409) report for 'CSIRO_Tower\results.laz'
[...]
number of point records: 16668904
number of points by return: 0 0 0 0 0
scale factor x y z: 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
offset x y z: -5.919576153930379 22.785394470724583 9.535698734939086
min x y z: -138.6437 -125.2552 -34.1510
max x y z: 126.8046 170.8260 53.2224
WARNING: full resolution of min_x not compatible with x_offset and x_scale_factor: -138.64370561381907
WARNING: full resolution of min_y not compatible with y_offset and y_scale_factor: -125.25518631070418
WARNING: full resolution of min_z not compatible with z_offset and z_scale_factor: -34.150966206894068
WARNING: full resolution of max_x not compatible with x_offset and x_scale_factor: 126.80455330595831
WARNING: full resolution of max_y not compatible with y_offset and y_scale_factor: 170.82597525215334
WARNING: full resolution of max_z not compatible with z_offset and z_scale_factor: -34.150966206894068
[...]
gps_time 121.288045 302.983110
WARNING: 2 points outside of header bounding box
[...]
covered area in square units/kilounits: 51576/0.05

point density: all returns 323.19 last only 318.40 (per square units)
spacing: all returns 0.06 last only 0.06 (in units)
WARNING: for return 1 real number of points by return is 16424496 but header entry was not set.
WARNING: for return 2 real number of points by return is 244408 but header entry was not set.
[...]
real max z larger than header max z by 0.000035
real min z smaller than header min z by 0.000035
[...]

Most of these warnings have to do with poorly chosen offset values in the LAS header that have many decimal digits instead of being
nice round numbers. The points are stored with sub-millimeter resolution (scale factors of 0.0001) which is unnecessarily precise for a
UAV flying a Velodyne Puck where the overall system error can be expected to be on the order of a few centimeters. Also the histogram
of return numbers in the LAS header was not populated. We can fix these issues with one call to las2las:

las2las -i CSIRO_Tower\results.laz ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-auto_reoffset ^
-odix _fixed -olaz

If you create another lasinfo report on the fixed file you will see that all the warnings have gone. The file size is now also only 102 MB
instead of 142 MB because centimeter coordinate compress much better than sub-millimeter coordinates.
The average density of 318 last return per square meter reported by lasinfo is not that useful for a UAV survey because it does account
for the highly varying distribution of LiDAR returns in the area surveyed. With lasgrid we can get a much more clear picture of that.

lasgrid -i CSIRO_Tower\results_fixed.laz ^
-last_only ^
-step 0.5 -use_bb -density ^
-false -set_min_max 0 1500 ^
-o CSIRO_Tower\quality\density_0_1500.png

LiDAR density: blue is close to zero and red is 1500 or more last returns / sqr mtr

The red dot in the point density indicated an area with over 1500 last returns per square meter. No surprise that this is the take-off and
touch-down location of the copter drone. Naturally this spot is completely over-scanned compared to the rest of the area. We can remove
these points with the help of the timestamps by cutting off the start and the end of the recording.

The total recording time including take-off, flight around the tower, and touch-down was around 180 seconds or 3 minutes as the lasinfo
report tells us. Note that the recorded time stamps are neither “GPS Week Time” nor “Adjusted Standard GPS Time” but an internal
system time. By visualizing the trajectory of the UAV with lasview while binning the timestamps into the intensity field we can easily
determine what interval of timestamps describes the actual survey flight. First we convert the drone trajectory from the textual ASCII
format to the LAZ format with txt2las:

txt2las -i CSIRO_Tower\results_traj.txt ^
-skip 1 ^
-parse txyz ^
-set_classification 12 ^
-olaz

lasview -i CSIRO_Tower\results_traj.laz ^
-bin_gps_time_into_intensity 1

Binning timestamps into intensity allows visually determining start and end of survey.

Using lasview and pressing <i> while hovering over those points of the trajectory that appear to be the survey start and end we
determine visually that the timestamps between 164 to 264 correspond to the actual survey flight over the area of interest with the takeoff and touch-down maneuvers excluded. We use las2las to cut out the relevant part and re-run lasgrid:

las2las -i CSIRO_Tower\results_fixed.laz ^
-keep_gps_time 164 264 ^
-o CSIRO_Tower\results_survey.laz

lasgrid -i CSIRO_Tower\results_survey.laz ^
-last_only ^
-step 0.5 -use_bb -density ^
-false -set_min_max 0 1500 ^
-o CSIRO_Tower\quality\density_0_1500_survey.png

LiDAR density after removing take-off and touch-down maneuvers.

The other set of point we are less interested in are those occasional hits far from the scanner that sample the area too sparsely to be
useful for anything. We use lastrack to reclassify points as noise (7) that exceed a x/y distance of 50 meters from the trajectory and then
use lasgrid to create another density image without the points classified as noise..

lastrack -i CSIRO_Tower\results_survey.laz ^
-track CSIRO_Tower\results_traj.laz ^
-classify_xy_range_between 50 1000 7 ^
-o CSIRO_Tower\results_xy50.laz

lasgrid -i CSIRO_Tower\results_xy50.laz ^
-last_only -keep_class 0 ^
-step 0.5 -use_bb -density ^
-false -set_min_max 0 1500 ^
-o CSIRO_Tower\quality\density_0_1500_xy50.png

LiDAR density after removing returns farther than 50 m from trajectory.

We process the remaining points using a typical tile-based processing pipeline. First we run lastile to create tiling of 200 meter by 200
meter tiles with 20 buffers while dropping the noise points::

lastile -i CSIRO_Tower\results_xy50.laz ^
-drop_class 7 ^
-tile_size 200 -buffer 20 -flag_as_withheld ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_raw -o eta.laz

Because of the high sampling we expect there to be quite a few duplicate point where all three coordinate x, y, and z are identical. We
remove them with a call to lasduplicate:

lasduplicate -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-unique_xyz ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_unique -olaz ^
-cores 4

This removes between 12 to 25 thousand point from each tile. Then we use lasnoise to classify isolated points as noise:

lasnoise -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_unique\*.laz ^
-step_xy 0.5 -step_z 0.1 -isolated 5 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_denoised_temp -olaz ^
-cores 4

Aggressive parameters assure most noise point below ground are found.

This classifies between 13 to 23 thousand point from each tile into the noise classification code 7. We use rather aggressive settings to
make sure we get most of the noise points that are below the terrain. Getting a correct ground classification in the next few steps is the
main concern now even if this means that many points above the terrain on wires, towers, or vegetation will also get miss-classified as
noise (at least temporarily). Next we use lasthin to classify a subset of points with classification code 8 on which we will then run the
ground classification. We classify each point that is closest to the 5th percentile in elevation per 25 cm by 25 cm grid cell given there are
at least 20 non-noise points in a cell. We then repeat this while increasing the cell size to 50 cm by 50 cm and 100 cm by 100 cm.

lasthin -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_denoised_temp\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.25 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_thinned_025 -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_thinned_025\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.50 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_thinned_050 -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_thinned_025\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 1.00 -percentile 5 20 -classify_as 8 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_thinned_100 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Then we ground classify the points that were classified into the temporary classification code 8 in the previous step using lasground.

lasground -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_thinned_100\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 0 ^
-town -ultra_fine ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

The resulting ground points are a lower envelope of the “fluffy” sampled surfaces produced by the Velodyne Puck scanner. We use
lasheight to thicken the ground by moving all points between 1 cm below and 6 cm above the TIN of these “low ground” points to a
temporary classification code 6 representing a “thick ground”. We also undo the overly aggressive noise classifications above the ground
by setting all higher points back to classification code 1 (unclassified).

lasheight -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground\*.laz ^
-classify_between -0.01 0.06 6 ^
-classify_above 0.06 1 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_thick -olaz ^
-cores 4

Profile view for 25 centimeter wide strip of open terrain. Top: Green points are low ground. Orange points are thickened ground with 5 cm drop
lines. Middle: Brown points are median ground computed from thick ground. Bottom: Comparing low ground points (in green) with median
ground points (in brown).

From the “thick ground” we then compute a “median ground” using lasthin in a similar fashion as we used it before. A profile view for a 25
centimeter wide strip of open terrain illustrates the workflow of going from “low ground” via “thick ground” to “median ground” and shows
the slight difference in elevation between the two.

lasthin -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_thick\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 0.25 -percentile 50 10 -classify_as 2 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_median_025 -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_median_025\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 0.50 -percentile 50 10 -classify_as 2 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_median_050 -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_median_050\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 1.00 -percentile 50 10 -classify_as 2 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_median_100 -olaz ^
-cores 4

Then we use lasnoise once more with more conservative settings to remove the noise points that are sprinkled around the scene.

lasnoise -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_ground_median_100\*.laz ^
-step_xy 1.0 -step_z 1.0 -isolated 5 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 4

While we classify the scene into building roofs, vegetation, and everything else with lasclassify we also move all (unused) classifications
to classification code 1 (unclassified). You may play with the parameters of lasclassify (see README) to achieve better a building
classification. However, those buildings the laser can peek into (either via a window or because they are gazebo-like structures) will not
be classified correctly. unless you remove the points that are under the roof somehow.

lasclassify -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_denoised\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-change_classification_from_to 0 1 ^
-change_classification_from_to 6 1 ^
-step 1 ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_classified -olaz ^
-cores 4

A glimpse at the final classification result is below. A hillshaded DTM and a strip of classified points. Of course the tower was missclassified as vegetation given that it looks just like a tree to the logic used in lasclassify.

The hillshaded DTM with a strip of classified points.

Finally we remove the tile buffers (that were really important for tile-based processing) with lastile:

lastile -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_classified\*.laz ^
-remove_buffer ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_final -olaz ^
-cores 4

And publish the LiDAR point cloud as version 1.6 of Potree using laspublish:

laspublish -i CSIRO_Tower\tiles_final\*.laz ^
-i CSIRO_Tower\results_traj.laz ^
-only_3D -elevation -overwrite -potree16 ^
-title "CSIRO Tower" ^
-description "HoverMap test flight, 18 Dec 2017" ^
-odir CSIRO_Tower\tiles_portal -o portal.html -olaz

Note that we also added the trajectory of the drone because it looks nice and gives a nice illustration of how the UAV was scanning the
scene.

Via Potree we can publish and explore the final point cloud using any modern Web browser.

We would like to thank the entire team around Dr. Stefan Hrabar for taking time out of their busy schedules just a few days before
Christmas.
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Processing Drone LiDAR from YellowScan’s Surveyor, a
Velodyne Puck based System
Posted on October 29, 2017 by martin isenburg

Points clouds from UAVs have become a common sight. Cheap consumer drones equipped with cameras produce points from images
with increasing quality as photogrammetry software is improving. But vegetation is always a show stopper for point clouds generated from
imagery data. Only an active sensing technique such as laser scanning can penetrate through the vegetation and generate points on the
ground under the canopy of a forested area. Advances in UAV technology and the miniaturization of LiDAR systems have allowed lasersscanning solutions for drones to enter the market.
Last summer we attended the LiDAR for Drone 2017 Conference by YellowScan and processed some data sets flown with their Surveyor
system that is built around the Velodyne VLP-16 Puck LiDAR scanner and the Applanix APX15 single board GNSS-Inertial solution. One
common challenge observed in LiDAR data generated by the Velodyne Puck is that surfaces are not as “crisp” as those generated by
other laser scanners. Flat and open terrain surfaces are described by a layer of points with a “thickness” of a few centimeter as you can
see in the images below. This visualization uses a 10 meter by 5 meter cut-out of from this data set with the coordinate range
[774280,774290) in x and [6279463,6279468) in y. Standard ground classification routines will “latch onto” the lowermost envelope of
these thick point layers and therefore produce a sub-optimal Digital Terrain Model (DTM).

In part this “thickness” can be reduced by using fewer flightlines as the “thickness” of each flightline by itself is lower but it is compounded
when merging all flightlines together. However, deciding which (subset of) flightlines to use for which part of the scene to generate the
best possible ground model is not an obvious tasks either and even per flightline there will be a remaining “thickness” to deal with as can
be seen in the following set of images.

In the following we show how to deal with “thickness” in a layer of points describing a ground surface. We first produce a “lowest ground”
which we then widen into a “thick ground” from which we then derive “median ground” points that create a plausible terrain representation
when interpolated by a Delaunay triangulation and rasterized onto a DTM. Step by step we process this example data set captured in a
“live demo” during the LiDAR for Drone 2017 Conference – the beautiful Château de Flaugergues in Montpellier, France where the event
took place. You can download this data via this link if you would like to repeat these processing steps:
six raw UAV flight strips above Flaugergues (261 MB)
Once you decompress the RAR file (e.g. with the UnRar.exe freeware) you will find six raw flight strips in LAS format and the trajectory of
the UAV in ASCII text format as it was provided by YellowScan.

E:\LAStools\bin>dir Flaugergues
06/27/2017 08:03 PM 146,503,985 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L1.las
06/27/2017 08:02 PM

91,503,103 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L2.las

06/27/2017 08:03 PM 131,917,917 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L3.las
06/27/2017 08:03 PM 219,736,585 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L4.las
06/27/2017 08:02 PM 107,705,667 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L5.las
06/27/2017 08:02 PM
06/27/2017 08:03 PM

74,373,053 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L6.las
7,263,670 Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_traj.txt

As usually we start with quality checking by visual inspection with lasview and by creating a textual report with lasinfo.

E:\LAStools\bin>lasview Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L1.las

The raw LAS file “Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L1.las” colored by elevation.

E:\LAStools\bin>lasinfo Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L1.las
lasinfo (171011) report for Flaugergues_test_demo_ppk_L1.las
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature: 'LASF'
file source ID: 1
global_encoding: 1
project ID GUID data 1-4: 00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000
version major.minor: 1.2
system identifier: 'YellowScan Surveyor'
generating software: 'YellowReader by YellowScan'
file creation day/year: 178/2017
header size: 227
offset to point data: 297
number var. length records: 1
point data format: 3
point data record length: 34
number of point records: 4308932
number of points by return: 4142444 166488 0 0 0
scale factor x y z: 0.001 0.001 0.001
offset x y z: 774282 6279505 92
min x y z: 774152.637 6279377.623 82.673
max x y z: 774408.344 6279541.646 116.656
variable length header record 1 of 1:
reserved 0
user ID 'LASF_Projection'

record ID 34735
length after header 16
description ''
GeoKeyDirectoryTag version 1.1.0 number of keys 1
key 3072 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 2154 - ProjectedCSTypeGeoKey: RGF93 / Lambert-93
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
X -129363 126344
Y -127377 36646
Z -9327 24656
intensity 0 65278
return_number 1 2
number_of_returns 1 2
edge_of_flight_line 0 0
scan_direction_flag 0 0
classification 0 0
scan_angle_rank -120 120
user_data 75 105
point_source_ID 1 1
gps_time 219873.160527 219908.550379
Color R 0 0
G 0 0
B 0 0
number of first returns: 4142444
number of intermediate returns: 0
number of last returns: 4142444
number of single returns: 3975956
overview over number of returns of given pulse: 3975956 332976 0 0 0 0 0
histogram of classification of points:
4308932 never classified (0)

Nicely visible are the circular scanning patterns of the Velodyne VLP-16 Puck. We also notice that the trajectory of the UAV can be seen
in the lasview visualization because the Puck was scanning the drone’s own landing gear. The lasinfo report tells us that point
coordinates are stored with too much resolution (mm) and that points do not need to be stored using point type 3 (with RGB colors)
because all RGB values are zero. We fix this with an initial run of las2las and also compress the raw strips to the LAZ format on 4 CPUs
in parallel.

las2las -i Flaugergues\*.las ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-auto_reoffset ^
-set_point_type 1 ^
-odir Flaugergues\strips_raw -olaz ^
-cores 4

Next we do the usual check for flightline alignment with lasoverlap (README) which we consider to be by far the most important quality
check. We compare the lowest elevation from different flightline per 25 cm by 25cm cell in all overlap areas. We consider a vertical
difference of up to 5 cm as acceptable (color coded as white) and mark differences of over 30 cm (color coded as saturated red or blue).

lasoverlap -i Flaugergues\strips_raw\*.laz -faf ^
-step 0.25 ^
-min_diff 0.05 -max_diff 0.3 ^
-odir Flaugergues\quality -o overlap.png

The vertical difference in open areas between the flightlines is slightly above 5 cm which we consider acceptable in this example.
Depending on the application we recommend to investigate further where these differences come from and what consequences they may
have for post processing. We also create a color-coded visualization of the last return density per 25 cm by 25 cm cell using
lasgrid (README) with blue meaning less than 100 returns per square meter and red meaning more than 4000 returns per square meter.

lasgrid -i Flaugergues\strips_raw\*.laz -merged ^
-keep_last ^
-step 0.25 ^
-point_density ^
-false -set_min_max 100 4000 ^
-odir Flaugergues\quality -o density_100_4000.png

Color coded density of last returns per square meter for each 25 cm by 25 cm cell. Blue means 100 or less last returns per
square meter. Red means 4000 or more last returns per square meter

As usual we start the LiDAR processing by reorganizing the flightlines into square tiles. Because of the variability in the density that is
evident in the visualization above we use lastile (README) to create an adaptive tiling that starts with 200 m by 200 m tiles and then
iterate to refine those tiles with over 10 million points down to smaller 25 m by 25 m tiles.

lastile -i Flaugergues\strips_raw\*.laz ^
-apply_file_source_ID ^
-tile_size 200 -buffer 8 -flag_as_withheld ^
-refine_tiling 10000000 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_raw -o flauge.laz

lastile -i Flaugergues\tiles_raw\flauge*_200.laz ^
-refine_tiles 10000000 ^
-olaz ^
-cores 4

lastile -i Flaugergues\tiles_raw\flauge*_100.laz ^
-refine_tiles 10000000 ^
-olaz ^
-cores 4

lastile -i Flaugergues\tiles_raw\flauge*_50.laz ^
-refine_tiles 10000000 ^
-olaz ^
-cores 4

Subsequent processing is faster when the points have a spatially coherent order. Therefore we rearrange the points into standard spacefilling z-order using a call to lassort (README). We run this in parallel on as many cores as it makes sense (i.e. not using more cores

than there are physical CPUs).

lassort -i Flaugergues\tiles_raw\flauge*.laz ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_sorted -olaz ^
-cores 4

Next we classify those points as noise that are isolated on a 3D grid of 1 meter cell size using lasnoise. See the README file of lasnoise
for a description on the exact manner in which the isolated points are classified. We do this to eliminate low noise points that would
otherwise cause trouble in the subsequent processing.

lasnoise -i Flaugergues\tiles_sorted\flauge*.laz ^
-step 1 -isolated 5 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 4

Next we mark the subset of lowest points on a 2D grid of 10 cm cell size with classification code 8 using lasthin (README) while ignoring
the noise points with classification code 7 that were marked as noise in the previous step.

lasthin -i Flaugergues\tiles_denoised\flauge*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-step 0.1 -lowest ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_lowest -olaz ^
-cores 4

Considering only the resulting points marked with classification 8 we then create a temporary ground classification that we refer to as the
“lowest ground”. For this we run lasground (README) with a set of suitable parameters that were found by experimentation on two of the
most complex tiles from the center of the survey.

lasground -i Flaugergues\tiles_lowest\flauge*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 7 ^
-step 5 -hyper_fine -bulge 1.5 -spike 0.5 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_lowest_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

We then “thicken” this “lowest ground” by classifying all points that are between 2 cm below and 15 cm above the lowest ground to a
temporary classification code 6 using the lasheight (README) tool. Depending on the spread of points in your data set you may want to
tighten this range accordingly, for example when processing the flightlines acquired by the Velodyne Puck individually. We picked our
range based on the visual experiments with “drop lines” and “rise lines” in the lasview viewer that are shown in images above.

lasheight -i Flaugergues\tiles_lowest_ground\flauge*.laz ^
-do_not_store_in_user_data ^
-classify_between -0.02 0.15 6 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_thick_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

The final ground classification is obtained by creating the “median ground” from the “thick ground”. This uses a brand-new option in the
lasthin (README) tool of LAStools. The new ‘-percentile 50 10’ option selects the point that is closest to the specified percentile of 50 of

all point elevations within a grid cell of a specified size given there are at least 10 points in that cell. The selected point either survives the
thinning operation or gets marked with a specified classification code or flag.

lasthin -i Flaugergues\tiles_thick_ground\flauge*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 0.1 -percentile 50 10 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_10cm -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_10cm\%NAME%*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 0.2 -percentile 50 10 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_20cm -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_20cm\%NAME%*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 0.4 -percentile 50 10 ^
-classify_as 8 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_40cm -olaz ^
-cores 4

lasthin -i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_40cm\flauge*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 1 7 ^
-step 0.8 -percentile 50 10 ^
-classify_as 8 ^

-odir Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_80cm -olaz ^
-cores 4

We now compare a triangulation of the median ground points with a triangulation of the highest and the lowest points per 10 cm by 10 cm
cell to demonstrate that – at least in open areas – we really have computed a median ground surface.

Finally we raster the tiles with the las2dem (README) tool onto binary elevation grids in BIL format. Here we make the resolution
dependent on the tile size, giving the 25 meter and 50 meter tiles the highest resolution of 10 cm and rasterize the 100 meter and 200
meter tiles at 20 cm and 40 cm respectively.

las2dem -i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_80cm\*_25.laz ^
-i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_80cm\*_50.laz ^
-keep_class 8 ^
-step 0.1 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_dtm -obil ^

-cores 4

las2dem -i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_80cm\*_100.laz ^
-keep_class 8 ^
-step 0.2 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_dtm -obil ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i Flaugergues\tiles_median_ground_10_80cm\*_200.laz ^
-keep_class 8 ^
-step 0.4 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_dtm -obil ^
-cores 4

Because all LAStools can read BIL files via on the fly conversion from rasters to points we can visually inspect the resulting elevation
rasters with the lasview (README) tool. By adding the ‘-faf’ or ‘files_are_flightlines’ argument we treat the BIL files as if they were
different flightlines which allows us to assign different color to points from different files to better inspect the transitions between tiles. The
‘-points 10000000’ argument instructs lasview to load up to 10 million points into memory instead of the default 5 million.

lasview -i Flaugergues\tiles_dtm\*.bil -faf ^
-points 10000000

Final raster tiles in BIL format of three different sizes form seamless DTM.

For visual comparison we also produce a DSM and create hillshades. Note that the workflow for DSM creation shown below produces a
“highest DSM” that will always be a few centimeter above the “median DTM”. This will be noticeable only in open areas of the terrain

where the DSM and the DTM should coincide and their elevation should be identical.

lasthin -i Flaugergues\tiles_denoised\flauge*.laz ^
-keep_z_above 110 ^

-filtered_transform ^
-set_classification 18 ^
-ignore_class 7 18 ^
-step 0.1 -highest ^
-classify_as 5 ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_highest -olaz ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i Flaugergues\tiles_highest\*_25.laz ^
-i Flaugergues\tiles_highest\*_50.laz ^
-keep_class 5 ^
-step 0.1 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_dsm -obil ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i Flaugergues\tiles_highest\*_100.laz ^
-keep_class 5 ^
-step 0.2 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_dsm -obil ^
-cores 4

las2dem -i Flaugergues\tiles_highest\*_200.laz ^
-keep_class 5 ^
-step 0.4 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir Flaugergues\tiles_dsm -obil ^
-cores 4

We thank YellowScan for challenging us to process their drone LiDAR with LAStools in order to present results at their LiDAR for Drone
2017 Conference and for sharing several example data sets with us, including the one used here.
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Removing Excessive Low Noise from Dense-Matching
Point Clouds
Posted on July 4, 2017 by martin isenburg

Point clouds produced with dense-matching by photogrammetry software such as SURE, Pix4D, or Photoscan can include a fair amount
of the kind of “low noise” as seen below. Low noise causes trouble when attempting to construct a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from the
points as common algorithm for classifying points into ground and non-ground points – such as lasground – tend to “latch onto” those low
points, thereby producing a poor representation of the terrain. This blog post describes one possible LAStools workflow for eliminating
excessive low noise. It was developed after a question in the LAStools user forum by LASmoons holder Muriel Lavy who was able to
share her noisy data with us. See this, this, this, this, this, and this blog post for further reading on this topic.

Here you can download the dense matching point cloud that we are using in the following work flow:
dense matching point cloud
We leave the usual inspection of the content with lasinfo, lasview, and lasvalidate that we always recommend on newly obtained data as
an exercise to the reader. Note that a check for proper alignment of flightlines with lasoverlap that we consider mandatory for LiDAR data
is not applicable for dense-matching points.

With lastile we turn the original file with 87,261,083 points into many smaller 500 by 500 meter tiles for efficient multi-core processing.
Each tile is given a 25 meter buffer to avoid edge artifacts. The buffer points are marked as withheld for easier on-the-fly removal. We add
a (terser) description of the WGS84 UTM zone 32N to each tile via the corresponding EPSG code 32632:
lastile -i muriel\20161127_Pancalieri_UTM.laz ^
-tile_size 500 -buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-epsg 32632 ^
-odir muriel\tiles_raw -o panca.laz

Because dense-matching points often have a poor point order in the files they get delivered in we use lassort to rearrange them into a
space-filling curve order as this will speed up most following processing steps:
lassort -i muriel\tiles_raw\panca*.laz ^
-odir muriel\tiles_sorted -olaz ^
-cores 7

We then run lasthin to reclassify the highest point of every 2.5 by 2.5 meter grid cell with classification code 8. As the spacing of the
dense-matched points is around 40 cm in both x and y, around 40 points will fall into each such grid cell from which the highest is then
classified as 8:
lasthin -i muriel\tiles_sorted\panca*.laz ^
-step 2.5 ^
-highest -classify_as 8 ^
-odir muriel\tiles_thinned -olaz ^
-cores 7

Considering only those points classified as 8 in the last step we then run lasnoise to find points that are highly isolated in wide and flat
neighborhoods that are then reclassified as 7. See the README file of lasnoise for a detailed explanation of the different parameters:
lasnoise -i muriel\tiles_thinned\panca*.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 ^
-step_xy 5 -step_z 0.1 -isolated 4 ^
-classify_as 7 ^
-odir muriel\tiles_isolated -olaz ^
-cores 7

Now we run a temporary ground classification of only (!!!) on those points that are still classified as 8 using the default parameters of
lasground. Hence we only use the points that were the highest points on the 2.5 by 2.5 meter grid and that were not classified as noise in
the previous step. See the README file of lasground for a detailed explanation of the different parameters:
lasground -i muriel\tiles_isolated\panca*.laz ^
-city -ultra_fine -ignore_class 0 7 ^
-odir muriel\tiles_temp_ground -olaz ^
-cores 7

The result of this temporary ground filtering is then merely used to mark all points that are 0.5 meter below the triangulated TIN of
these temporary ground points with classification code 12 using lasheight. See the README file of lasheight for a detailed explanation of
the different parameters:
lasheight -i muriel\tiles_temp_ground\panca*.laz ^
-do_not_store_in_user_data ^
-classify_below -0.5 12 ^

-odir muriel\tiles_temp_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 7

In the resulting tiles the low noise (but also many points above the ground) are now marked and in a final step we produce properly
classified denoised tiles by re-mapping the temporary classification codes to conventions that are more consistent with the ASPRS LAS
specification using las2las:
las2las -i muriel\tiles_temp_denoised\panca*.laz ^
-change_classification_from_to 1 0 ^
-change_classification_from_to 2 0 ^
-change_classification_from_to 7 0 ^
-change_classification_from_to 12 7 ^
-odir muriel\tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 7

Let us visually check what each of the above steps has produced by zooming in on a 300 meter by 100 meter strip of points with the
bounding box (388500,4963125) to (388800,4963225) in tile ‘panca_388500_4963000.laz’:

The final classification of all points that are not already classified as noise (7) into ground (2) or non-ground (1) was done with a final run
of lasground. See the README file of lasground for a detailed explanation of the different parameters:
lasground -i muriel\tiles_denoised\panca*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-city -ultra_fine ^
-odir muriel\tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 7

Then we create a seamless hill-shaded DTM tiles by triangulating all the points classified as ground into a temporary TIN (including those
in the 25 meter buffer) and then rasterizing only the inner 500 meter by 500 meter of each tile with option ‘-use_tile_bb’ of las2dem.
For more details on the importance of buffers in tile-based processing see this blog post here.
las2dem -i muriel\tiles_ground\panca*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 ^
-step 1 -hillshade ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir muriel\tiles_dtm -opng ^
-cores 7

And here the original DSM side-by-side with resulting DTM after low noise removal. One dense forested area near the center of the data
was not entirely removed due to the lack of ground points in this area. Integrating external ground points or manual editing with
lasview are two possible way to rectify these few remaining errors …
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Integrating External Ground Points in Forests to
Improve DTM from Dense-Matching Photogrammetry
Posted on June 13, 2017 by martin isenburg

The biggest problem of generating a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from the photogrammetric point clouds that are produced from aerial
imagery with dense-matching software such as SURE, Pix4D, or Photoscan is dense vegetation: when plants completely cover the
terrain not a single point is generated on the ground. This is different for LiDAR point clouds as the laser can even penetrate dense multilevel tropical forests. The complete lack of ground points in larger vegetated areas such as closed forests or dense plantations means
that the many processing workflows for vegetation analysis that have been developed for LiDAR cannot be used for photogrammetric
point clouds … unless … well unless we are getting those missing ground points some other way. In the following we see how
to integrate external ground points to generate a reasonable DTM under a dense forest with LAStools. See this, this, this, this, and this
article for further reading.

Here you can download the dense matching point cloud, the manually collected ground points, and the forest stand delineating
polygon that we are using in the following example work flow:
dense matching point cloud
manually collected ground points
forest stand delineating polygon

We leave the usual inspection of the content with lasinfo and lasview that we always recommend on newly obtained data as an exercise
to the reader. Using las2dem and lasgrid we created the Google Earth overlays shown above to visualize the extent of the dense
matched point cloud and the distribution of the manually collected ground points:

las2dem -i DenseMatching.laz ^
-thin_with_grid 1.0 ^
-extra_pass ^
-step 2.0 ^
-hillshade ^
-odix _hill_2m -opng

lasgrid -i ManualGround.laz ^
-set_RGB 255 0 0 ^
-step 10 -rgb ^
-odix _grid_10m -opng

Attempts to ground-classify the dense matching point cloud directly are futile as there are no ground points under the canopy in the
heavily forested area. Therefore 558 ground points were manually surveyed in the forest of interest that are around 50 to 120 meters
apart from another. We show how to integrate these points into the dense matching point cloud such that we can successfully extract
bare-earth information from the data.
In the first step we “densify” the manually collected ground points by interpolating them with triangles onto a raster of 2 meter resolution
that we store as LAZ points with las2dem. You could consider other interpolation schemes to “densify” the ground points, here we use
simple linear interpolation to prove the concept. Due to the varying distance between the manually surveyed ground points we allow
interpolating triangles with edge lengths of up to 125 meters. These triangles then also cover narrow open areas next to the forest, so we
clip the interpolated ground points against the forest stand delineating polygon with lasclip to classify those points that are really in the
forest as “key points” (class 8) and all others as “noise” (class 7).

las2dem -i ManualGround.laz ^
-step 2 ^
-kill 125 ^
-odix _2m -olaz

lasclip -i ManualGround_2m.laz ^
-set_classification 7 ^
-poly forest.shp ^
-classify_as 8 -interior ^
-odix _forest -olaz

Below we show the resulting densified ground points colored by elevation that survive the clipping against the forest stand delineating
polygon and were classified as “key points” (class 8). The interpolated ground points in narrow open areas next to the forest that fall
outside this polygon were classified as “noise” (class 7) and are shown in violet. They will be dropped in the next step.

We then merge the dense matching points with the densified manual ground points (while dropping all the violet points marked as noise)
as input to lasthin and reclassify the lowest point per 1 meter by 1 meter with a temporary code (here we use class 9 that usually refers to
“water”). Only the subset of lowest points that receives the temporary classification code 9 will be used for ground classification later.

lasthin -i DenseMatching.laz ^
-i ManualGround_2m_forest.laz ^
-drop_class 7 ^
-merged ^
-lowest -step 1 -classify_as 9 ^
-o DenseMatchingAndDensifiedGround.laz

We use the GUI of lasview to pick several interesting areas for visual inspection. The selected points load much faster when the LAZ file
is spatially indexed and therefore we first run lasindex. For better orientation we also load the forest stand delineating polygon as an
overlay into the GUI.

lasindex -i DenseMatchingAndDensifiedGround.laz

lasview -i DenseMatchingAndDensifiedGround.laz -gui

We pick the area shown below that contains the target forest with manually collected and densified ground points and a forested area
with only dense matching points. The difference could not be more drastic as the visualizations show.

Now we run ground classification using lasground with option ‘-town’ using only the points with the temporary code 9 by ignoring all other
classifications 0 and 8 in the file. We leave the temporary classification code 9 unchanged for all the points that were not classified with
“ground” code 2 so we can visualize later which ones those are.

lasground -i DenseMatchingAndDensifiedGround.laz ^
-ignore_class 0 8 ^
-town ^
-non_ground_unchanged ^
-o GroundClassified.laz

We again use the GUI of lasview to pick several interesting areas after running lasindex and again load the forest stand delineating
polygon as an overlay into the GUI.

lasindex -i GroundClassified.laz

lasview -i GroundClassified.laz -gui

We pick the area shown below that contains all three scenarios: the target forest with manually collected and densified ground points, an
open area with only dense matching points, and a forested area with only dense matching points. The result is as expected: in the target
forest the manually collected ground points are used as ground and in the open area the dense-matching points are used as ground. But
there is no useful ground in the other forested area.

Now we can compute the heights of the points above ground for our target forest with lasheight and either replace the z elevations in the
file of store them separately as “extra bytes”. Then we can compute, for example, a Canopy Height Model (CHM) that color codes the
height of the vegetation above the ground with lasgrid. Of course this will only be correct in the target forest where we have “good”
ground but not in the other forested areas. We also compute a hillshaded DTM to be able to visually inspect the topography of the
generated terrain model.

lasheight -i GroundClassified.laz ^
-store_as_extra_bytes ^
-o GroundClassifiedWithHeights.laz

lasgrid -i GroundClassifiedWithHeights.laz ^
-step 2 ^
-highest -attribute 0 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-o chm.png

las2dem -i GroundClassified.laz ^
-keep_class 2 -extra_pass ^
-step 2 ^
-hillshade ^
-o dtm.png

Here you can download the resulting color-coded CHM and the resulting hill-shaded DTM as Google Earth KMZ overlays. Clearly the
resulting CHM is only meaningful in the target forest where we used the manually collected ground points to create a reasonable DTM. In
the other forested areas the ground is only correct near the forest edges and gets worse with increasing distance from open areas. The
resulting DTM exhibits some interesting looking bumps in the middle of areas with manually collected ground point. Those are a result of
using the dense-matching points as ground whenever their elevation is lower than that of the manually collected points (which is decided
in the lasthin step). Whether those bumps represent true elevations of are artifacts of low erroneous elevation from dense-matching
remains to be investigated.

For forests on complex and steep terrain the number of ground points that needs to be manually collected may make such an approach
infeasible in practice. However, maybe you have another source of elevation, such as a low-resolution DTM of 10 or 25 meter provided by
your local government. Or maybe even a high resolution DTM of 1 or 2 meter from a LiDAR survey you did several years ago. While the
forest may have grown a lot in the past years, the ground under the forest will probably not have changed much …
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Plots to Stands: Producing LiDAR Vegetation Metrics for
Imputation Calculations
Posted on March 27, 2017 by martin isenburg

Some professionals in remote sensing find LAStools a useful tool to extract statistical metrics from LiDAR that are used to make
estimations about a larger area of land from a small set of sample plots. Common applications are prediction of the timber volume or the
above-ground biomass for entire forests based on a number of representative plots where exact measurements were obtained with field
work. The same technique can also be used to make estimations about animal habitat or coconut yield or to classify the type of
vegetation that covers the land. In this tutorial we describe the typical workflow for computing common metrics for smaller plots and larger
areas using LAStools.
Download these six LiDAR tiles (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) from a Eucalyptus plantation in Brazil to follow along the step by step instructions of this
tutorial. This data is courtesy of Suzano Pulp and Paper. Please also download the two shapefiles that delineate the plots where field
measurements were taken and the stands for which predictions are to be made. You should download version 170327 (or higher) of
LAStools due to some recent bug fixes.
Quality Checking
Before processing newly received LiDAR data we always perform a quality check first. This ranges from visual inspection with lasview, to
printing textual content reports and attribute histograms with lasinfo, to flight-line alignment checks with lasoverlap, pulse density and
pulse spacing checks with lasgrid and las2dem, and completeness-of-returns check with lassort followed by lasreturn.

lasinfo -i tiles_raw\CODL0003-C0006.laz ^
-odir quality -odix _info -otxt

The lasinfo report tells us that there is no projection information. However, we remember that this Brazilian data was in the common
SIRGAS 2000 projection and try for a few likely UTM zones whether the hillshaded DSM produced by las2dem falls onto the right spot in
Google Earth.

las2dem -i tiles_raw\CODL0003-C0006.laz ^
-keep_first -thin_with_grid 1 ^
-hillshade -epsg 31983 ^
-o epsg_check.png

Hillshaded DSM and Google Earth imagery align for EPSG code 31983

The lasinfo report also tells us that the xyz coordinates are stored with millimeter resolution which is a bit of an overkill. For higher and
faster LASzip compression we will later lower this to a more appropriate centimeter resolution. It further tells us that the returns are

stored using point type 0 and that is a bit unfortunate. This (older) point type does not have a GPS time stamp so that some quality
checks (e.g. “completeness of returns” with lasreturn) and operations (e.g. “resorting of returns into acquisition order” with lassort) will not
be possible. Fortunately the min-max range of the ‘point source ID’ suggests that this point attribute is correctly populated with flightline
numbers so that we can do a check for overlap and alignment of the different flightlines that contribute to the LiDAR in each tile.

lasoverlap -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-min_diff 0.2 -max_diff 0.4 ^
-epsg 31983 ^
-odir quality -opng ^
-cores 3

We run lasoverlap to visualize the amount of overlap between flightlines and the vertical differences between them. The produced images
(see below) color code the number of flightlines and the maximum vertical difference between any two flightlines as seen below. Most of
the area is cyan (2 flightlines) except in the bottom left where the pilot was sloppy and left some gaps in the yellow seams (3 flightlines)
so that some spots are only blue (1 flightline). We also see that two tiles in the upper left are partly covered by a diagonal flightline. We
will drop that flightline later to create a more uniform density.across the tiles. The mostly blue areas in the difference are mostly aligned
with features in the landscape and less with the flightline pattern. Closer inspection shows that these vertical difference occur mainly in
the dense old growth forests with species of different heights that are much harder to penetrate by the laser than the uniform and shortlived Eucalyptus plantation that is more of a “dead forest” with little undergrowth or animal habitat.
Interesting observation: The vertical difference of the lowest return from different flightlines computed per 2 meter by 2 meter grid cell
could maybe be used a new forestry metric to help distinguish mono cultures from natural forests.

lasgrid -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-keep_last ^
-step 2 -point_density ^
-false -set_min_max 10 20 ^
-epsg 31983 ^
-odir quality -odix _d_2m_10_20 -opng ^
-cores 3

lasgrid -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-keep_last ^
-step 5 -point_density ^
-false -set_min_max 10 20 ^
-epsg 31983 ^

-odir quality -odix _d_5m_10_20 -opng ^
-cores 3

We run lasgrid to visualize the pulse density per 2 by 2 meter cell and per 5 by 5 meter cell. The produced images (see below) color
code the number of last return per square meter. The impact of the tall Eucalyptus trees on the density per cell computation is evident for
the smaller 2 meter cell size in form of a noisy blue/red diagonal in the top right as well as a noisy blue/red area in the bottom left. Both of
those turn to a more consistent yellow for the density per cell computation with larger 5 meter cells. Immediately evident is the higher
density (red) for those parts or the two tiles in the upper left that are covered by the additional diagonal flightline. The blueish area left to
the center of the image suggests a consistently lower pulse density whose cause remains to be investigated: Lower reflectivity? Missing
last returns? Cloud cover?

The lasinfo report suggests that the tiles are already classified. We could either use the ground classification provided by the vendor
or re-classify the data ourselves (using lastile, lasnoise, and lasground). We check the quality of the ground classification by visually
inspecting a hillshaded DTM created with las2dem from the ground returns. We buffer the tiles on-the-fly for a seamless hillshade without
artifacts along tile boundaries by adding ‘-buffered 25’ and ‘-use_orig_bb’ to the command-line. To speed up reading the 25 meter buffers
from neighboring tiles we first create a spatial indexing with lasindex.

lasindex -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-cores 3

las2dem -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-buffered 25 ^
-keep_class 2 -thin_with_grid 0.5 ^
-use_orig_bb ^
-hillshade -epsg 31983 ^
-odir quality -odix _dtm -opng ^
-cores 3

hillshaded DTM tiles generated with las2dem and on-the-fly buffering

The resulting hillshaded DTM shows a few minor issues in the ground classification but also a big bump (above the mouse cursor).
Closer inspection of this area (you can cut it from the larger tile using the command-line below) shows that there is a group of miss-

classified points about 1200 meters below the terrain. Hence, we will start from scratch to prepare the data for the extraction of forestry
metrics.

las2las -i tiles_raw\CODL0004-C0006.laz ^
-inside_tile 207900 7358350 100 ^
-o bump.laz

lasview -i bump.laz

bump in hillshaded DTM caused by miss-classified low noise

Data Preparation

Using lastile we first tile the data into smaller 500 meter by 500 meter tiles with 25 meter buffer while flagging all points in the buffer as
‘withheld’. In the same step we lower the resolution to centimeter and put nicer a coordinate offset in the LAS header. We also remove
the existing classification and classify all points that are much lower than the target terrain as class 7 (aka noise). We also add CRS
information and give each tile the base name ‘suzana.laz’.

lastile -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-auto_reoffset ^
-set_classification 0 ^
-classify_z_below_as 500.0 7 ^
-tile_size 500 ^
-buffer 25 -flag_as_withheld ^
-epsg 31983 ^
-odir tiles_buffered -o suzana.laz

With lasnoise we mark the many isolated points that are high above or below the terrain as class 7 (aka noise). Using two tiles we played
around with the ‘step’ parameters until we find good parameter settings. See the README of lasnoise for the exact meaning and the
choice of parameters for noise classification. We look at one of the resulting tiles with lasview.

lasnoise -i tiles_buffered\*.laz ^
-step_xy 4 -step_z 2 ^
-odir tiles_denoised -olaz ^
-cores 3

lasview -i tiles_denoised\suzana_206000_7357000.laz ^

-color_by_classification ^
-win 1024 192

noise points shown in pink: all points (top), only noise points (bottom)

Next we use lasground to classify the last returns into ground (2) and non-ground (1). It is important to ignore the noise points with
classification 7 to avoid the kind of bump we saw in the vendor-delivered classification. We again check the quality of the computed
ground classification by producing a hillshaded DTM with las2dem. Here the las2dem command-line is sightly different as instead of
buffering on-the-fly we use the buffers stored with each tile.

lasground -i tiles_denoised\*.laz ^
-ignore_class 7 ^
-nature -extra_fine ^
-odir tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 3

las2dem -i tiles_ground\*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 -thin_with_grid 0.5 ^
-hillshade ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir quality -odix _dtm_new -opng ^
-cores 3

Finally, with lasheight we compute how high each return is above the triangulated surface of all ground returns and store this height value
in place of the elevation value into the z coordinate using the ‘-replace_z’ switch. This height-normalizes the LiDAR in the sense that all
ground returns are set to an elevation of 0 while all other returns get an elevation relative to the ground. The result are height-normalized
LiDAR tiles that are ready for producing the desired forestry metrics.

lasheight -i tiles_ground\*.laz ^
-replace_z ^
-odir tiles_normalized -olaz ^
-cores 3

Metric Production
The tool for computing the metrics for the entire area as well as for the individual field plots is lascanopy. Which metrics are well suited for
your particular imputation calculation is your job to determine. Maybe first compute a large number of them and then eliminate the
redundant ones. Do not use any point from the tile buffers for these calculations. We had flagged them as ‘withheld’ during the lastile
operation, so they are easy to drop. We also want to drop the noise points that were classified as 7. And we were planning to drop that

additional diagonal flightline we noticed during quality checking. We generated two lasinfo reports with the ‘-histo point_source 1’ option
for the two tiles it was covering. From the two histograms it was easy to see that the diagonal flightline has the number 31.
First we run lascanopy on the 11 plots that you can download here. When running on plots it makes sense to first create a spatial
indexing with lasindex for faster querying so that only those tiny parts of the LAZ file need to be loaded that actually cover the plots.

lasindex -i tiles_normalized\*.laz ^
-cores 3

lascanopy -i tiles_normalized\*.laz -merged ^
-drop_withheld ^
-drop_class 7 ^
-drop_point_source 31 ^
-lop WKS_PLOTS.shp ^
-cover_cutoff 3.0 ^
-cov -dns ^
-height_cutoff 2.0 ^
-c 2.0 999.0 ^
-max -avg -std -kur ^
-p 25 50 75 95 ^
-b 30 50 80 ^
-d 2.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 ^
-o plots.csv

The resulting ‘plots.csv’ file you can easily process in other software packages. It contains one line for each polygonal plot listed in the
shapefile that lists its bounding box followed by all the requested metrics. But is why is there a zero maximum height (marked in orange)
for plots 6 though 10? All height metrics are computed solely from returns that are higher than the ‘height_cutoff’ that was set to 2 meters.

We added the ‘-c 2.0 999.0’ absolute count metric to keep track of the number of returns used in these calculations. Apparently in plots 6
though 10 there was not a single return above 2 meters as the count (also marked in orange) is zero for all these plots. Turns out this
Eucalyptus stand had recently been harvested and the new seedlings are still shorter than 2 meters.

more plots.csv
index,min_x,min_y,max_x,max_y,max,avg,std,kur,p25,p50,p75,p95,b30,b50,b80,c00,d00,d01,d02,cov,dns
0,206260.500,7358289.909,206283.068,7358312.477,11.23,6.22,1.91,2.26,4.71,6.01,7.67,9.5,26.3,59.7,94.2,5359,18.9,41.3,1.5,
1,206422.500,7357972.909,206445.068,7357995.477,13.54,7.5,2.54,1.97,5.32,7.34,9.65,11.62,26.9,54.6,92.2,7030,12.3,36.6,13
2,206579.501,7358125.909,206602.068,7358148.477,12.22,5.72,2.15,2.5,4.11,5.32,7.26,9.76,46.0,73.7,97.4,4901,24.8,28.7,2.0,
3,206578.500,7358452.910,206601.068,7358475.477,12.21,5.68,2.23,2.64,4.01,5.14,7.18,10.04,48.3,74.1,95.5,4861,25.7,26.2,2
4,206734.501,7358604.910,206757.068,7358627.478,15.98,10.3,2.18,2.64,8.85,10.46,11.9,13.65,3.3,27.0,91.0,4946,0.6,32.5,44
5,207043.501,7358761.910,207066.068,7358784.478,15.76,10.78,2.32,3.43,9.27,11.03,12.49,14.11,3.2,20.7,83.3,4819,1.5,24.7,5
6,207677.192,7359630.526,207699.760,7359653.094,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0
7,207519.291,7359372.366,207541.859,7359394.934,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0
8,207786.742,7359255.850,207809.309,7359278.417,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0
9,208159.017,7358997.344,208181.584,7359019.911,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0
10,208370.909,7358602.565,208393.477,7358625.133,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.0,0.0,0.0,0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0

Then we run lascanopy on the entire area and produce one raster per tile for each metric. Here we remove the buffered points with the ‘use_tile_bb’ switch that also ensures that the produced rasters have exactly the extend of the tiles without buffers. Again, it is imperative
that you download the version 170327 (or higher) of LAStools for this to work correctly.

lascanopy -version
LAStools (by martin@rapidlasso.com) version 170327 (academic)

lascanopy -i tiles_normalized\*.laz ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-drop_class 7 ^
-drop_point_source 31 ^
-step 10 ^
-cover_cutoff 3.0 ^
-cov -dns ^
-height_cutoff 2.0 ^
-c 2.0 999.0 ^
-max -avg -std -kur ^
-p 25 50 75 95 ^
-b 30 50 80 ^
-d 2.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 ^
-odir tile_metrics -oasc ^
-cores 3

The resulting rasters in ASC format can easily be previewed using lasview for some “sanity checking” that our metrics make sense and to
get a quick overview about what these metrics look like.

lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*max.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*p95.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*p50.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*p25.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*cov.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*d00.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*d01.asc

lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*b30.asc
lasview -i tile_metrics\suzana_*b80.asc

The maximum height rasters are useful to inspect more closely as they will immediately tell us if there was any high noise point that
slipped through the cracks. And indeed it happened as we see a maximum of 388.55 meters for of the 10 by 10 meter cells. As we know
the expected height of the trees we could have added a ‘-drop_z_above 70’ to the lascanopy command line. Careful, however, when
computing forestry metrics in strongly sloped terrains as the terrain slope can significantly lift up returns to heights much higher than that
of the tree. This is guaranteed to happen for LiDAR returns from branches that are extending horizontally far over the down-sloped part of
the terrain as shown in this paper here.
We did not use the shapefile for the stands in this exercise. We could have clipped the normalized LiDAR points to these stands using
lasclip as shown in the GUI below before generating the raster metrics. This would have saved space and computation time as many of
the LiDAR points lie outside of the stands. However, it might be better to do that clipping step on the rasters in whichever GIS software or
statistics package you are using for the imputation computation to properly account for partly covered raster cells along the stand
boundary. This could be subject of another blog article … (-:

not all LiDAR was needed to compute metrics for
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Leaked: “Classified LiDAR” of Pentagon in LAS
1.4 Format
Posted on March 12, 2017 by martin isenburg

LiDAR leaks have happened! Black helicopters are in the sky! A few days ago a tiny tweet leaked the online location of “classified LiDAR”
for Washington, DC. This LiDAR really is “classified” and includes an aerial scan of the Pentagon. For rogue scientists world-wide we
offer a secret download link. It links to a file code-named ‘pentagon.laz‘ that contains the 8,044,789 “classified” returns of the
Pentagon shown below. This “classified file” can be deciphered by any software with native LAZ support. It was encrypted with the “LAS
1.4 compatibility mode” of LASzip. The original LAS 1.4 content was encoded into a inconspicuous-looking LAZ file. New point attributes
(such as the scanner channel) were hidden as “extra bytes” for fully lossless encryption. Use ‘laszip‘ to fully decode the original
“classified” LAS 1.4 file … (-;

Seriously, a tiled LiDAR data set for the District of Columbia flown in 2015 is available for anyone to use on Amazon S3 with a
very permissive open data license, namely the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. The LiDAR coverage can be explored via
this interactive map. The tiles are provided in LAS 1.4 format and use the new point type 6. We downloaded a few tiles near the White
House, the Capitol, and the Pentagon to test the “native LAS 1.4 extension” of our LASzip compressor which will be released soon (a
prototype for testing is already available). As these uncompressed LAS files are YUUUGE we use the command line utility ‘wget‘ for
downloading. With option ‘-c’ the download continues where it left off in case the transfer gets interrupted.

LiDAR pulse density from 20 or less (blue) to 100 or more (red) pulses per square meter.

We use lasboundary to create labeled bounding boxes for display in Google Earth and lasgrid to a create false color visualization of pulse
density with the command lines shown below. Pulse densities of 20 or below are mapped to blue. Pulse densities of 100 or above are

mapped to red. We picked the min value 20 and the max value 100 for this false color mapping by running lasinfo with the ‘-cd’ option
to compute an average pulse density and then refining the numbers experimentally. We also use lasoverlap to visualize how flightlines
overlap and how well they align. Vertical differences of up to 20 cm are mapped to white and differences of 40 cm or more are mapped to
saturated blue or red.

lasboundary -i *.las ^
-use_bb ^
-labels ^
-odir quality -odix _bb -okml

lasgrid -i *.las ^
-keep_last ^
-point_density -step 2 ^
-false -set_min_max 20 100 ^
-odir quality -odix _d_20_100 -opng ^
-cores 2

lasoverlap -i *.las ^
-min_diff 0.2 -max_diff 0.4 ^
-odir quality -opng ^
-cores 2

The visualization of the pulse density and of the flightline overlap both show that there is no LiDAR for the White House or Capitol Hill.
We will never know how tall the tomato and kale plants had grown in Michelle Obama’s organic garden on that day. Note that the White
House and Capitol Hill were not simply “cut out”. Instead the flight plan of the survey plane was carefully designed to avoid these areas.
Surprisingly, the Pentagon did not receive the same treatment and is (almost) fully included in the open LiDAR as mentioned in the

dramatic first paragraph. Interesting is how the varying (tidal?) water level of the Potomac River shows up in the visualization of flightline
miss-alignments.

There are a number of issues in these LiDAR files. The most serious ones are reported at the very end of this article. We will now
scrutinize the partly-filled tile 2016.las close to the White House with only 11,060,334 returns. A lasvalidate check immediately reports

three deviations from the LAS 1.4 specification:

lasvalidate -i 2016.las -o 2016_check.xml

1. For proper LAS 1.4 files containing point type 6 through 10 all ‘legacy’ point counts in the LAS header should be set to 0. The
following six fields in the LAS header should be zero for tile 2016.las (and all other tiles):
+ legacy number of point records
+ legacy number of points by return[0]
+ legacy number of points by return[1]
+ legacy number of points by return[2]
+ legacy number of points by return[3]
+ legacy number of points by return[4]
2. There should not be any LiDAR return in a valid LAS file whose ‘number of returns of given pulse’ attribute is zero but there are 8
such points in tile 2016.las (and many more in various other tiles).
3. There should not be any LiDAR return whose ‘return number’ attribute is larger than their ‘number of returns of given pulse’
attribute but there are 8 such points in tile 2016.las (and many more in various other tiles).
The first issue is trivial. There is an efficient in-place fix that does not require to rewrite the entire file using lasinfo with the following
command line:

lasinfo -i 2016.las ^
-nh -nv -nc ^
-set_number_of_point_records 0 ^
-set_number_of_points_by_return 0 0 0 0 0 ^

A quick check with las2txt shows us that the second and third issue are caused by the same eight points. Instead of writing an 8 for the
‘number of returns’ attribute the LAS file exporter must have written a 0 (marked in red for all eight returns) and instead of writing an 8 for
the ‘return number’ attribute the LAS file exporter must have written a 1 (also marked in red). We can tell it from the true first return via its
z coordinate (marked in blue) as the last return should be the lowest of all.

las2txt -i 2016.las ^
-keep_number_of_returns 0 ^
-parse xyzrnt ^
-stdout
397372.70 136671.62 33.02 4 0 112813299.954811
397372.03 136671.64 28.50 5 0 112813299.954811
397371.28 136671.67 23.48 6 0 112813299.954811
397370.30 136671.68 16.86 7 0 112813299.954811
397369.65 136671.70 12.50 1 0 112813299.954811
397374.37 136671.58 44.17 3 0 112813299.954811
397375.46 136671.56 51.49 1 0 112813299.954811
397374.86 136671.57 47.45 2 0 112813299.954811

With las2las we can change the ‘number of returns’ from 0 to 8 using a ‘-filtered_transform’ as illustrated in the command line below. We
suspect that higher number of returns such as 9 or 10 might have been mapped to 1 and 2. Fixing those as well as repairing the wrong
return numbers will require a more complex tool. We would recommend to check all tiles with more scrutiny using the lasreturn tool. But
wait … more return numbering issues are to come.

las2las -i 2016.las ^
-keep_number_of_returns 0 ^
-filtered_transform ^

-set_extended_number_of_returns 8 ^
-odix _fixed -olas

A closer look at the scan pattern reveals that the LiDAR survey was flown with a dual-beam system where two laser beams scan the
terrain simultaneously. This is evident in the textual representation below as there are multiple “sets of returns” for the same GPS time
stamp such as 112813952.110394. We group the returns from the two beams into an orange and a green group. Their coordinates show
that the two laser beams point into different directions when they are simultaneously “shot” and therefore hit the terrain far apart from
another.

las2txt -i 2016.las ^
-keep_gps_time 112813952.110392 112813952.110396 ^
-parse xyzlurntp ^
-stdout
397271.40 136832.35 54.31 0 0 1 1 112813952.110394 117
397277.36 136793.35 38.68 0 1 1 4 112813952.110394 117
397277.35 136793.56 32.89 0 1 2 4 112813952.110394 117
397277.34 136793.88 24.13 0 1 3 4 112813952.110394 117
397277.32 136794.25 13.66 0 1 4 4 112813952.110394 117

The information about which point is from which beam is currently stored into the generic ‘user data’ attribute instead of into the dedicated
‘scanner channel’ attribute. This can be fixed with las2las as follows.

las2las -i 2016.las ^
-copy_user_data_into_scanner_channel ^

-set_user_data 0 ^
-odix _fixed -olas

Unfortunately the LiDAR files have much more serious issues in the return numbering. It’s literally a “Total Disaster!” and “Sad!” as the US
president will tweet shortly. After grouping all returns with the same GPS time stamp into an orange and a green group there is one more
set of returns left unaccounted for.

las2txt -i 2016.las ^
-keep_gps_time 112813951.416451 112813951.416455 ^
-parse xyzlurntpi ^
-stdout
397286.02 136790.60 45.90 0 0 1 4 112813951.416453 117 24
397286.06 136791.05 39.54 0 0 2 4 112813951.416453 117 35
397286.10 136791.51 33.34 0 0 3 4 112813951.416453 117 24
397286.18 136792.41 21.11 0 0 4 4 112813951.416453 117 0
397286.12 136791.75 30.07 0 0 1 1 112813951.416453 117 47
397291.74 136750.70 45.86 0 1 1 1 112813951.416453 117 105
las2txt -i 2016.las ^
-keep_gps_time 112813951.408708 112813951.408712 ^
-parse xyzlurntpi ^
-stdout
397286.01 136790.06 45.84 0 0 1 4 112813951.408710 117 7
397286.05 136790.51 39.56 0 0 2 4 112813951.408710 117 15
397286.08 136790.96 33.33 0 0 3 4 112813951.408710 117 19
397286.18 136792.16 17.05 0 0 4 4 112813951.408710 117 0
397286.11 136791.20 30.03 0 0 1 2 112813951.408710 117 58

397286.14 136791.67 23.81 0 0 2 2 112813951.408710 117 42
397291.73 136750.16 45.88 0 1 1 1 112813951.408710 117 142

This can be visualized with lasview and the result is unmistakably clear: The return numbering is messed up. There should be one shot
with five returns (not a group of four and a single return) in the first example. And there should be one shot with six returns (not a group of
four and a group of two returns) in the second example. Such a broken return numbering results in extra first (or last) returns. These are
serious issues that affect any algorithm that relies on the return numbering such as first-return DSM generation or canopy cover
computation. Those extra returns will also make the pulse density appear higher and the pulse spacing appear tighter than they really
are. The numbers from 20 (blue) to 100 (red) pulses per square meters in our earlier visualization are definitely inflated.

lasview -i 2016.las ^
-keep_gps_time 112813951.416451 112813951.416455 ^
-color_by_return

lasview -i 2016.las ^
-keep_gps_time 112813951.408708 112813951.408712 ^
-color_by_return

After all these troubles here something nice. Side-by-side a first-return TIN and a spike-free TIN (using a freeze of 0.8 m) of the center
court cafe in the Pentagon. Especially given all these “fake first returns” in the Washington DC LiDAR we really need the spike-free
algorithm to finally “Make a DSM great again!” … (-;

We would like to acknowledge the District of Columbia Office of the Chief Technology Officer (OCTO) for providing this data with a
very permissive open data license, namely the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License.
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NRW Open LiDAR: Merging Points into Proper LAS Files
Posted on March 6, 2017 by martin isenburg

In the first part of this series we downloaded, compressed, and viewed some of the newly released open LiDAR data for the state of
North Rhine-Westphalia. In the second part we look at how to merge the multiple point clouds provided back into single LAS or LAZ files
that are as proper as possible. Follow along with a recent version of LAStools and a pair of DGM and DOM files for your area of interest.
For downloading the LiDAR we suggest using the wget command line tool with option ‘-c’ that after interruption in transmission will restart
where it left off.
download raw LiDAR points describing the DTM (DGM)
download raw LiDAR points describing the DSM (DOM)
In the first part of this series we downloaded the pair of DGM and DOM files for the City of Bonn. The DGM file and the DOM file are
zipped archives that contain the points in 1km by 1km tiles stored as x, y, z coordinates with centimeter resolution. We had
already converted these textual *.xyz files into binary *.laz files. We did this with the open source LASzip compressor that is distributed
with LAStools as described in that blog post. We continue now with the assumption that you have converted all of the *.xyz files to *.laz
files as described here.

The mapping from tile names in DGM and DOM archives to the classification and
return type of points: lp = last return. fp = first return, ab,aw,ag = synthetic points

There are multiple tiles for each square kilometer as the LiDAR has been split into different files based on classification and return
type. Furthermore there are also synthetic points that were created by the land survey department to replace LiDAR under bridges and
along buildings for generating higher quality rasters. We want to combine all points of a square kilometer into a single LAZ tile as it is

usually expected. Simply merging the multiple files per tile is not an option as this would result in loosing point classifications and return
type information as well as in duplicating all single returns that are stored in more than one file. The folks at OpenNRW offer this helpful
graphic to know what the acronyms above mean:

Illustration of how acronyms used in tile names correspond to point classification and
type.

In the following we’ll be looking at the set of files corresponding to the UTM tile 32366 / 5622. We wanted an interesting area with large
buildings, a bridge, and water. We were looking for a suitable area using the KML overlays generated in part one. The tile along the Rhine
river selected in the picture below covers the old city hall, the opera house, and the “Kennedy Bridge” has a complete set of DGM and
DOM files:

3,501 dgm1l-ab_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
16,061 dgm1l-ag_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
3,269 dgm1l-aw_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
497,008 dgm1l-brk_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
7,667,715 dgm1l-lpb_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
12,096,856 dgm1l-lpnb_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
15,856 dgm1l-lpub_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

3,269 dom1l-aw_32366_5622_1_nw.laz
21,381,106 dom1l-fp_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

We find the name of the tile that covers the “Kennedy Bridge” using the KML overlays generated in part one.

We now assign classification codes and flags to the returns from the different files using las2las, merge them together with lasmerge, and
recover single, first, and last return information with lasduplicate. We set classifications to bridge deck (17), ground (2), to unclassified (1),

and to noise (7) for all returns in the files with the acronym ‘brk’ (= bridge points), the acronym ‘lpb’ (= last return ground), the acronym
‘lpnb’ (= last return non-ground), and the acronym ‘lpub’ (= last return under ground). with las2las and store the resulting files to a
temporary folder.

las2las -i dgm1l-brk_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 17 ^
-odir temp -olaz

las2las -i dgm1l-lpb_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 2 ^
-odir temp -olaz

las2las -i dgm1l-lpnb_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 1 ^
-odir temp -olaz

las2las -i dgm1l-lpub_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 7 ^
-odir temp -olaz

Next we use the synthetic flag of the LAS format specification to flag any additional points that were added (no measured) by the survey
department to generate better raster products. We set classifications to ground (2) and the synthetic flag for all points of the files with the
acronym ‘ab’ (= additional ground) and the acronym ‘ag’ (= additional building footprint). We set classifications to water (9) and the
synthetic flag for all points of the files with the acronym ‘aw’ (= additional water bodies). Files with acronym ‘aw’ appear both in the
DGM and DOM archive. Obviously we need to keep only one copy.

las2las -i dgm1l-ab_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 2 ^
-set_synthetic_flag 1 ^
-odir temp -olaz

las2las -i dgm1l-ag_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 2 ^
-set_synthetic_flag 1 ^
-odir temp -olaz

las2las -i dgm1l-aw_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_classification 9 ^
-set_synthetic_flag 1 ^
-odir temp -olaz

Using lasmerge we merge all returns from files with acronyms ‘brk’ (= bridge points), ‘lpb’ (= last return ground), ‘lpnb’ (= last return nonground), and ‘lpub’ (= last return under ground) into a single file that will then contain all of the (classified) last returns for this tile.

lasmerge -i temp\dgm1l-brk_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\dgm1l-lpb_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\dgm1l-lpnb_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\dgm1l-lpub_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-o temp\dgm1l-lp_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

Next we run lasduplicate three times to recover which points are single returns and which points are the first and the last return of a pair
of points generated by the same laser shot. First we run lasduplicate with option ‘-unique_xyz’ to remove any xyz duplicates from the last
return file. We also mark all surviving returns as the second of two returns. Similarly, we remove any xyz duplicates from the first return
file and mark all survivors as the first of two returns. Finally we run lasduplicate with option ‘-single_returns’ with the unique last and the
unique first return files as ‘-merged’ input. If a return with the exact same xyz coordinates appears in both files only the first copy is kept
and marked as a single return. In order to keep the flags and classifications from the last return file, the order in which the last and first
return files are listed in the command line is important.

lasduplicate -i temp\dgm1l-lp_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_return_number 2 -set_number_of_returns 2 ^
-unique_xyz ^
-o temp\last_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

lasduplicate -i dom1l-fp_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-set_return_number 1 -set_number_of_returns 2 ^
-unique_xyz ^
-o temp\first_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

lasduplicate -i temp\last_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\first_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-merged ^
-single_returns ^
-o temp\all_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

We then add the synthetic points with another call to lasmerge to obtain a LAZ file containing all points of the tile correctly classified,
flagged, and return-numbered.

lasmerge -i temp\dgm1l-ab_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\dgm1l-ag_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\dgm1l-aw_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-i temp\all_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-o temp\merged_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

Optional: For more efficient use of this file in subsequent processing – and especially to accelerate area-of-interest queries with
lasindex – it is often of great advantage to reorder the points in a spatially coherent manner. A simple call to lassort will rearrange the
points along a space-filling curve such as a Hilbert curve or a Z-order curve.

lassort -i temp\merged_32366_5622_1_nw.laz ^
-o bonn_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

Note that we also renamed the file because a good name can be useful if you find that file again in two years from now. Let’s have a look
at the result with lasview.

lasview -i bonn_32366_5622_1_nw.laz

In lasview you can press <c> repeatedly to switch through all available coloring modes until you see the yellow (single) / red (first) / last
(blue) coloring of the returns. The recovered return types are especially evident under vegetation, in the presence of wires, and along
building edges. Press <x> to select an area of interest and press <x> again to inspect it more closely. Press <i> while hovering above a
point to show its coordinates, classification, and return type.

We did each processing in separate steps to illustrate the overall workflow. The above sequence of LAStools command line calls can be
shortened by combining multiple processing steps into one operation. This is left as an exercise for the advanced LAStools user … (-;
Acknowledgement: The LiDAR data of OpenNRW comes with a very permissible license. It is called “Datenlizenz Deutschland –
Namensnennung – Version 2.0” or “dl-de/by-2-0” and allows data and derivative sharing as well as commercial use. It only requires us to
name the source. We need to cite the “Land NRW (2017)” with the year of the download in brackets and specify the Universal Resource
Identification (URI) for both the DOM and the DGM. Done. So easy. Thank you, OpenNRW … (-:
Posted in billions, buildings, classification, compression, DEM, LAS, LAStools, lasview, LASzip, LAZ, license, LiDAR, open data, open formats, open source, spatial indexing, tutorials |
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NRW Open LiDAR: Download, Compression, Viewing
Posted on January 6, 2017 by martin isenburg

UPDATE: (March 6th): Second part “merging Bonn into proper LAS files”
This is the first part of a series on how to process the newly released open LiDAR data for the entire state of North Rhine-Westphalia that
was announced a few days ago. Again, kudos to OpenNRW for being the most progressive open data state in Germany. You can follow
this tutorial after downloading the latest version of LAStools as well as a pair of DGM and DOM files for your area of interest from these
two download pages.
download raw LiDAR points describing the DTM (DGM)
download raw LiDAR points describing the DSM (DOM)

We have downloaded the pair of DGM and DOM files for the Federal City of Bonn. Bonn is the former capital of Germany and was host to
the FOSS4G 2016 conference. As both files are larger than 10 GB, we use the wget command line tool with option ‘-c’ that will restart
where it left off in case the transmission gets interrupted.
The DGM file and the DOM file are zipped archives that contain the points in 1km by 1km tiles stored as x, y, z coordinates in ETRS89
/ UTM 32 projection as simple ASCII text with centimeter resolution (i.e. two decimal digits).

>> more dgm1l-lpb_32360_5613_1_nw.xyz
360000.00 5613026.69 164.35
360000.00 5613057.67 164.20
360000.00 5613097.19 164.22
360000.00 5613117.89 164.08
360000.00 5613145.35 164.03
[...]

There is more than one tile for each square kilometer as the LiDAR points have been split into different files based on their classification
and their return type. Furthermore there are also synthetic points that were used by the land survey department to replace certain LiDAR
points in order to generate higher quality DTM and DSM raster products.
The zipped DGM archive is 10.5 GB in size and contains 956 *.xyz files totaling 43.5 GB after decompression. The zipped DOM
archive is 11.5 GB in size and contains 244 *.xyz files totaling 47.8 GB. Repeatedly loading these 90 GB of text data and parsing these
human-readable x, y, and z coordinates is inefficient with common LiDAR software. In the first step we convert the textual *.xyz files into
binary *.laz files that can be stored, read and copied more efficiently. We do this with the open source LASzip compressor that is
distributed with LAStools using these two command line calls:

laszip -i dgm1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\*.xyz ^
-epsg 25832 -vertical_dhhn92 ^
-olaz ^
-cores 2

laszip -i dom1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\*.xyz ^
-epsg 25832 -vertical_dhhn92 ^
-olaz ^
-cores 2

The point coordinates are is in EPSG 5555, which is a compound datum of horizontal EPSG 25832 aka ETRS89 / UTM zone 32N and
vertical EPSG 5783 aka the “Deutsches Haupthoehennetz 1992” or DHHN92. We add this information to each *.laz file during the LASzip
compression process with the command line options ‘-epsg 25832’ and ‘-vertical_dhhn92’.
LASzip reduces the file size by a factor of 10. The 956 *.laz DGM files compress down to 4.3 GB from 43.5 GB for the original *.xyz files
and the 244 *.laz DOM files compress down to 4.8 GB from 47.8 GB. From here on out we continue to work with the 9 GB of slim *.laz
files. But before we delete the 90 GB of bulky *.xyz files we make sure that there are no file corruptions (e.g. disk full, truncated files,
interrupted processes, bit flips, …) in the *.laz files.

laszip -i dgm1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\*.laz -check

laszip -i dom1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\*.laz -check

One advantage of having the LiDAR in an industry standard such as the LAS format (or its lossless compressed twin, the LAZ format) is
that the header of the file stores the number of points per file, the bounding box, as well as the projection information that we have added.
This allows us to very quickly load an overview for example, into lasview.

lasview -i dgm1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\*.laz -GUI

The bounding boxes of the DGM files quickly give us an overview in the GUI when the files are in LAS or LAZ format.

Now we want to find a particular site in Bonn such as the World Conference Center Bonn where FOSS4G 2016 was held. Which tile is it
in? We need some geospatial context to find it, for example, by creating an overview in form of KML files that we can load into Google
Earth. We use the files from the DOM folder with “fp” in the name as points on buildings are mostly “first returns”. See what our previous
blog post writes about the different file names or look at the second part of this series. We can create the KML files with lasboundary
either via the GUI or in the command line.

lasboundary -i dom1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\dom1l-fp*.laz ^
-gui

Only the “fp” tiles from the DOM folder loaded the GUI into lasboundary.

lasboundary -i dom1l_05314000_Bonn_EPSG5555_XYZ\dom1l-fp*.laz ^
-use_bb -labels -okml

We zoom in and find the World Conference Center Bonn and load the identified tile into lasview. Well, we did not expect this to happen,
but what we see below will make this series of tutorials even more worthwhile. There is a lot of “high noise” in the particular tile we picked.
We should have noticed the unusually high z range of 406.42 meters in the Google Earth pop-up. Is this high electromagnetic

radiation interfering with the sensors? There are a number of high-tech government buildings with all kind of antennas nearby (such as
the United Nations Bonn Campus the mouse cursor points at).

Significant amounts of high noise are in the first returns of the DOM tile we picked.

But the intended area of interest was found. You can see the iconic “triangulated” roof of the building that is across from the World
Conference Center Bonn.

The World Conference Center Bonn is across from the building with the “triangulated” roof.

Please don’t think it is the responsibility of OpenNRW to remove the noise and provide cleaner data. The land survey has already
processed this data into whatever products they needed and that is where their job ended. Any additional services – other than sharing
the raw data – are not in their job description. We’ll take care of that … (-:
Acknowledgement: The LiDAR data of OpenNRW comes with a very permissible license. It is called “Datenlizenz Deutschland –
Namensnennung – Version 2.0” or “dl-de/by-2-0” and allows data and derivative sharing as well as commercial use. It only requires us to
name the source. We need to cite the “Land NRW (2017)” with the year of the download in brackets and specify the Universal Resource
Identification (URI) for both the DOM and the DGM. Done. So easy. Thank you, OpenNRW … (-:
Posted in billions, buildings, compression, DEM, distribution, download portal, DSM, DTM, LAS, LAStools, lasview, LASzip, LAZ, license, LiDAR, open data, open formats, open
source, quality checking, TIN, tutorials | 3 Comments

Creating a Better DTM from Photogrammetic Points by
Avoiding Shadows
Posted on November 22, 2016 by martin isenburg

At INTERGEO 2016 in Hamburg, the guys from Aerowest GmbH shared with us a small photogrammetric point cloud from the city of
Soest that had been generated with the SURE dense-matching software from nFrames. We want to test whether – using LAStools –
we can generate a decent DTM from these points that are essentially a gridded DSM. If this interest you also see this, this, this, and this
story.

Here you can download the four original tiles (tile1, tile2, tile3, tile4) that we are using in these experiments. We first re-tile them into
smaller 100 meter by 100 meter tiles with a 20 meter buffer using lastile. We use option ‘-flag_as_withheld’ that flags all the points falling
into the buffer using the withheld flag so they can easily be removed on-the-fly later with the ‘-drop_withheld’ filter (see the README for
more on this). We also add the missing projection with ‘-epsg 32632’.

lastile -i original\*.laz ^
-tile_size 100 -buffer 20 ^
-flag_as_withheld ^
-epsg 32632 ^
-odir tiles_raw -o soest.laz

Below is a screenshot from one of the resulting 100 meter by 100 meter tiles (with 20 meter buffer) that we will be focusing on in the
following experiments.

The tile ‘soest_437900_5713800.laz’ used in all experiments.

Next we use lassort to reorder the points ordered along a coherent space-filling curve as the existing scan-line order has the potential to
cause our triangulation engine to slow down. We do this on 4 cores.

lassort -i tiles_raw\*.laz ^
-odir tiles_sorted -olaz ^
-cores 4

We then use lasthin to lower the number of points that we consider as ground points (see the README for more info on this tool). We do
this because the original 5 cm spacing of the dense matching points is a bit excessive for generating a DTM with a resolution of, for
example, 50 cm. Instead we only use the lowest point in each 20 cm by 20 cm cell as a candidate for becoming a ground point, which
reduces the number of considered points by a factor of 16. We achieve this by classifying these lowest point to a unique classification
code (here: 9) and later tell lasground to ignore all other classifications.

lasthin -i tiles_sorted\*.laz ^
-step 0.2 -lowest -classify_as 9 ^
-odir tiles_thinned -olaz ^
-cores 4

Then we run lasground on 4 cores to classify the ground points with options ‘-step 20’, ‘-bulge 0.5’, ‘-spike 0.5’ and ‘-fine’ that we
selected after two trials on a single tile. There are several other options in lasground to play with that may achieve better results on other
data sets (see README file for more on this). The ‘-ignore_class 0’ option instructs lasground to ignore all points that are not classified
so that only those points that lasthin was classifying as 9 in the previous step are considered.
lasground -i tiles_thinned\*.laz ^
-step 20 -bulge 0.5 -spike 0.5 -fine ^

-ignore_class 0 ^
-odir tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

However, when we scrutinize the resulting ground classification notice that there are bumps in the corresponding ground TIN that seem to
correspond to areas where the original imagery has dark shadows that in turn seem to significantly affect the geometric accuracy of the
points generated by the dense-matching algorithm.

Looking a the bump from below we identify the RGB colors of the points have that form the bump that seem to be of much lower accuracy
than the rest. This is an effect that we have noticed in the past for data generated with other dense-matching software and maybe an
approach similar to the one we take here could also help with this low noise. It seems that points that are generated from shadowed
areas in the input images can have a lot lower accuracy than those from well-lit areas. We use this correlation between RGB color and
geometric accuracy to simply exclude all points whose RGB colors indicate that they might be from shadow areas from becoming ground
points.

The RGB colors of low-accuracy points are mostly from very dark shadowed areas.

We use las2las with the relatively new ‘-filtered_transform’ option to reclassify all points whose RGB color is close to zero to yet
classification code 7 (see README file for more on this). We do this for all points whose red value is between 0 and 30, whose green
value is between 0 and 35, and whose blue value is between 0 and 40. Because the RGB values were stored with 16 bits in these files
we have to multiply these values with 256 when applying the filter.
las2las -i tiles_thinned\*.laz ^
-keep_RGB_red 0 7680 ^
-keep_RGB_green 0 8960 ^
-keep_RGB_blue 0 10240 ^
-filtered_transform ^
-set_classification 7 ^
-odir tiles_rgb_filtered -olaz ^
-cores 4

Below you see all points that will no longer be considered because their classification was set to 7 by the command above.

Points whose RGB values indicate they might lie in the shadows.

We then re-run lasground with the same options ‘-step 20’, ‘-bulge 0.5’, ‘-spike 0.5’ and ‘-fine’ as before but now we ignore all points that
are still have classification 0 because they were not classified as 9 by lasthin earlier and we also ignore all points that have been
assigned classification 7 by las2las in the previous step.
lasground -i tiles_thinned\*.laz ^
-step 20 -bulge 0.5 -spike 0.5 -fine ^
-ignore_class 0 7 ^
-odir tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

The situation has significantly improved for the bumb we saw before as you can see in the images below.

The bump is pretty much gone.

Compared to before.

And much fewer points in the shade are used.

Compared to before.

Finally we create a DTM with blast2dem (see README) and a DSM with lasgrid (see README) by merging all points into one file but
dropping the buffer points that were marked as withheld by the initial run of lastile (see README).

blast2dem -i tiles_ground\*.laz -merged ^
-drop_withheld -keep_class 2 ^
-step 0.5 ^
-o dtm.bil

lasgrid -i tiles_ground\*.laz -merged ^
-drop_withheld ^
-step 0.5 -average ^
-o dsm.bil

As our venerable lasview (see README) can directly read BIL rasters as points (just like all the other LAStools), so we can compare the
DTM and the DTM by loading them as two flight lines (‘-faf’) and then switch back and forth between the two by pressing ‘0’ and ‘1’ in the

viewer.
lasview -i dtm.bil dsm.bil -faf

final DTM

original DSM

Above you see the final DTM and the original DSM. So yes, LAStools can definitely create a DTM from point clouds that are the result of
dense-matching photogrammetry. We used the correlation between shadowed areas in the source image and geometric errors to remove
those points from consideration for ground points that are likely to be too low and result in bumps. For dense-matching algorithms that
also output an uncertainty value for each point there is the potential for even better results as our range of eliminated RGB colors may not
cover all geometrically uncertain points while at the same time may be too conservative and also remove correct ground points.
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Fixing Intensity Differences between Flightlines (“quick
and dirty”)
Posted on April 5, 2016 by martin isenburg

Visiting our users on-site, such as last week at Mariano Marcos State University in Ilocos Norte in the Philippines, we sometimes come
across situations as pictured below where the intensity values of the returns of one flightline are drastically different from that of other
flightlines.

The intensity of returns in the left most flightline is different from that of other flightlines.

Using intensity rasters with such dark strips as an additional input for land cover classification may likely make things worse.
Radiometrically “correct” intensity calibration is a complex topic and may not always be possible to do using only the LAZ files without
meta information such as the internals of the scanning system and the aircraft trajectory. However, we now describe a “quick and dirty” fix
to the situation shown above so that the intensity grids (that were computed as averages of first return intensities) at least “look” as
sensible as for the one square tile (shown below) that was corrected by a simple multiplication with 5 for all intensities of the dark strip.

Simply multiplying all intensities of the dark flightline with 5 seems to “fix” the issue for our test tile.

The number 5 was determined by a quick glance at the intensity histograms that we can generate with lasinfo. We decide to only look at
single returns as we expect them to have a higher correlation: Their locations are more likely to be “seen similarly” from and their
energy is more likely “reflected similarly” to different flightlines compared to that of multiple returns.

lasinfo -i strip1.laz strip2.laz strip3.laz ^
-keep_single ^
-histo intensity 1 ^
-nmm -nh -nv ^
-odix _histo_int -otxt

The resulting histograms for the dark ‘strip1.laz’ is quite different from that of the much brighter ‘strip2.laz’ and ‘strip3.laz’. The average
single return intensity for the dark ‘strip1.laz’ is a meager 5.13 whereas the brighter ‘strip2.laz’ and ‘strip3.laz’ have similar averages of
24.15 and 24.50 respectively.

Draw your own conclusion about which scale factor to use. We have the choice to match either the peak of the histograms or their
averages. Scaling the peak of 3 for ‘strip1.laz’ to match the 25 of the other two strips is too much of an upscaling. But the average 24.15
divided by 5.13 gives a potential scale of 4.71 and the average 24.50 divided by 5.13 gives a potential scale of 4.77 and we already saw
a multiplication by 5 giving reasonable results. So this is how we can fix the intensity:

las2las -i strip1.laz ^
-scale_intensity 4.75 ^

-odix _corr_int -olaz

But what if your data is already in tiles? How can you adjust only the intensity of those returns that are from the flightline 1? Assuming that
your flightline information is properly stored in the point source ID field of every point this is easily done with the new ‘-filtered_transform’
in LAStools using las2las on as many cores as you have as follows:

las2las -i tiles/*.laz ^
-keep_point_source 1 ^
-filtered_transform ^
-scale_intensity 4.75 ^
-odir tiles_corr -olaz ^
-cores 8

This is not currently exposed in the GUI of las2las but you can simply add it by typing it into the ‘RUN’ pop-up window as shown below.

Scaling only the intensities of flightline 1 by 4.9 using the new ‘-filtered_transform’.

After this “quick and dirty” intensity correction we again ran lasgrid as follows:

lasgrid -i tiles_corr/*.laz ^
-gray -set_min_max 0 60 ^

-odir tiles_int_rasters -opng ^
-cores 8

And the result is shown below. The obvious flightline-induced discontinuity in the intensities has pretty much disappeared. Do you have
similar flightline-related intensity issues? We like to hear from you whether this technique works or if we need to implement something
more clever in the future …
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Generating Spike-Free Digital Surface Models
from LiDAR
Posted on February 3, 2016 by martin isenburg

A Digital Surface Model (DSM) represents the elevation of the landscape including all vegetation and man-made objects. An easy way to
generate a DSM raster from LiDAR is to use the highest elevation value from all points falling into each grid cell. However, this “binning”
approach only works when then the resolution of the LiDAR is higher than the resolution of the raster. Only then sufficiently many LiDAR
points fall into each raster cell to prevent “empty pixels” and “data pits” from forming. For example, given LiDAR with an average pulse
spacing of 0.5 meters one can easily generate a 2.5 meter DSM raster with simple “binning”. But to generate a 0.5 meter DSM raster we
need to use an “interpolation” method.

Laser pulses and discrete returns of four fightlines.

For the past twenty or so years, GIS textbooks and LiDAR tutorials have recommened to use only the first returns to construct
the interpolating surface for DSM generation. The intuition is that the first return is the highest return for an airborne survey where the

laser beams come (more or less) from above. Hence, an interpolating surface of all first returns is constructed – usually based on a 2D
Delaunay triangulation – and the resulting Triangular Irregular Network (TIN) is rasterized onto a grid at a user-specified resolution to
create the DSM raster. The same way a Canopy Height Model (CHM) is generated except that elevations are height-normalized either
before or after the rasterization step. However, using a first-return interpolation for DSM/CHM generation has two critical drawbacks:
(1) Using only first returns means not all LiDAR information is used and some detail is missing. This is particularly the case for off-nadir
scan angles in traditional airborne surveys. It becomes more pronounced with new scanning systems such as UAV or hand-held LiDAR
where laser beams no longer come “from above”. Furthermore, in the event of clouds or high noise the first returns are often removed
and the remaining returns are not renumbered. Hence, any laser shot whose first return reflects from a cloud or a bird does not contribute
its highest landscape hit to the DSM or CHM.
(2) Using all first returns practically guarantees the formation of needle-shaped triangles in vegetated areas and along building roofs that
appear as spikes in the TIN. This is because at off-nadir scan angles first returns are often generated far below other first returns as
shown in the illustration above. The resulting spikes turn into “data pits” in the corresponding raster that not only look ugly but impact the
utility of the DSM or CHM in subsequent analysis, for example, in forestry applications when attempting to extract individual trees.

In the following we present results and command-line examples for the new “spike-free” algorithm by (Khosravipour et. al, 2015, 2016)
that is implemented (as a slow prototype) in the current LAStools release. This completely novel method for DSM generation
triangulates all relevant LiDAR returns using Contrained Delaunay algorithm. This constructs a “spike-free” TIN that is in turn rasterized
into “pit-free” DSM or CHM. This work is both a generalization and an improvement of our previous result of pit-free CHM generation.
We now compare our “spike-free” DSM to a “first-return” DSM on the two small urban data sets “france.laz” and “zurich.laz” distributed
with LAStools. Using lasinfo with options ‘-last_only’ and ‘-cd’ we determine that the average pulse spacing is around 0.33 meter
for “france.laz” and 0.15 meter for “zurich.laz”. We decide to create a hillshaded 0.25 meter DSM for “france.laz” and a 0.15 meter DSM
for “zurich.laz” with the command-lines shown below.

las2dem -i ..\data\france.laz ^
-keep_first ^
-step 0.25 ^
-hillshade ^
-o france_fr.png

las2dem -i ..\data\france.laz ^
-spike_free 0.9 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-hillshade ^
-o france_sf.png

las2dem -i ..\data\zurich.laz ^
-keep_first ^

-step 0.15 ^
-hillshade ^
-o zurich_fr.png

las2dem -i ..\data\zurich.laz ^
-spike_free 0.5 ^
-step 0.15 ^
-hillshade ^
-o zurich_sf.png

The differences between a first-return DSM and a spike-free DSM are most drastic along building roofs and in vegetated areas. To
inspect in more detail the differences between a first-return and our spike-free TIN we use lasview that allows to iteratively visualize the
construction process of a spike-free TIN.

lasview -i ..\data\france.laz -spike_free 0.9

Pressing <f> and <t> constructs the first-return TIN. Pressing <SHIFT> + <t> destroys the first-return TIN. Pressing <SHIFT> + <y>
constructs the spike-free TIN. Pressing <y> once destroys the spike-free TIN. Pressing <y> many times iteratively constructs the spikefree TIN.

One crucial piece of information is still missing. What value should you use as the freeze constraint of the spike-free algorithm that we set
to 0.9 for “france.laz” and to 0.5 for “zurich.laz” as the argument to the command-line option ‘-spike_free’. The optimal value is related to
the expected edge-length and we found the 99th percentile of a histogram of edge lengths of the last-return TIN to be useful. Or simpler
… try a value that is about three times the average pulse spacing.

References:
Khosravipour, A., Skidmore, A.K., Isenburg, M. and Wang, T.J. (2015) Development of an algorithm to generate pit-free Digital Surface
Models from LiDAR, Proceedings of SilviLaser 2015, pp. 247-249, September 2015.
Khosravipour, A., Skidmore, A.K., Isenburg, M (2016) Generating spike-free Digital Surface Models using raw LiDAR point clouds: a new
approach for forestry applications, (journal manuscript under review).
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Create proper LAS 1.4 files with LAStools (for free)
Posted on January 10, 2016 by martin isenburg

So your LiDAR processing workflow produces beautiful LAS or LAZ output. You think the files are nothing short of perfect. But they are in
LAS 1.2 format and the tender document explicitly requests delivery in the latest LAS 1.4 format. The free and open source las2las

module of LAStools – also known as the Swiss Army knife of LiDAR processing – can easily up-convert them.
There are two possible scenarios: (1) The client wants the data as LAS 1.4 files but does not care about which point type is used. (2) The
client wants LAS 1.4 and specifically asks for one of the new point types such as point type 6.
Let us assume you have LAS 1.2 content with point type 1 like these LAZ files from Martin county in Minnesota. Use these four
tiles 5126-05-42.laz, 5126-05-43.laz, 5126-06-42.laz, and 5126-06-43.laz to repeat the LAS 1.4 up-conversion we are doing in
the following. You will need to use version 160110 of LAStools (or newer) that you can download here.

5126-05-42.laz

5126-05-43.laz

5126-06-42.laz

5126-06-43.laz

A report generated with lasinfo shows geo-referencing information stored as GeoTIFF keys in the first VLR. Then there are 10 useless
numbers stored in the second VLR that seem left-over from an earlier version of geo-referencing without EPSG codes. The two vendorspecific ‘NIIRS10’ VLRs should probably be removed unless they are meaningful to you. The LAS header is followed by 1564 userdefined bytes (sometimes used as “padding”) that we can also delete before delivery.

D:\LAStools\bin>lasinfo -i martin\5126-05-42.laz
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature: 'LASF'
file source ID: 0
global_encoding: 0

project ID GUID data 1-4: E603549E-B74A-4696-3BAD-EA49F643C221
version major.minor: 1.2
system identifier: 'LAStools (c) by Martin Isenburg'
generating software: 'lassort (110815) unlicensed'
file creation day/year: 119/2011
header size: 227
offset to point data: 2163
number var. length records: 4
point data format: 1
point data record length: 28
number of point records: 13772409
number of points by return: 13440460 240598 78743 12608 0
scale factor x y z: 0.01 0.01 0.01
offset x y z: 0 0 0
min x y z: 361818.33 4855898.31 349.89
max x y z: 364400.98 4859420.79 404.22
variable length header record 1 of 4:
reserved 43707
user ID 'LASF_Projection'
record ID 34735
length after header 40
description 'by LAStools of Martin Isenburg'
GeoKeyDirectoryTag version 1.1.0 number of keys 4
key 1024 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 1 - GTModelTypeGeoKey: ModelTypeProjected
key 3072 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 26915 - ProjectedCSTypeGeoKey: NAD83 / UTM 15N
key 3076 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - ProjLinearUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
key 4099 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - VerticalUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
variable length header record 2 of 4:
reserved 43707

user ID 'LASF_Projection'
record ID 34736
length after header 80
description 'GeoTiff double parameters'
GeoDoubleParamsTag (number of doubles 10)
500000 0 -93 0.9996 0 1 6.37814e+006 298.257 0 0.0174533
variable length header record 3 of 4:
reserved 43707
user ID 'NIIRS10'
record ID 1
length after header 26
description 'NIIRS10 Tile Index'
variable length header record 4 of 4:
reserved 43707
user ID 'NIIRS10'
record ID 4
length after header 10
description 'NIIRS10 Timestamp'
the header is followed by 1564 user-defined bytes
LASzip compression (version 2.1r0 c2 50000): POINT10 2 GPSTIME11 2
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
X 36181833 36440098
Y 485589831 485942079
Z 34989 40422
intensity 1 4780
return_number 1 4
number_of_returns 1 4
edge_of_flight_line 0 0
scan_direction_flag 0 1

classification 1 10
scan_angle_rank -24 24
user_data 0 32
point_source_ID 5401 8015
gps_time 243852.663596 403514.323142
number of first returns: 13440460
number of intermediate returns: 91408
number of last returns: 13440349
number of single returns: 13199808
overview over number of returns of given pulse: 13199808 323647 198449 50505 0 0 0
histogram of classification of points:
6560507 unclassified (1)
6744481 ground (2)
401464 medium vegetation (4)
55433 building (6)
100 noise (7)
10157 water (9)
267 rail (10)

(1) Create LAS 1.4 files with point type 1
The las2las command shown below turns a folder of LAS 1.2 files into a folder of LAS 1.4 files with option ‘-set_version 1.4’ without
changing the point type. It removes the last three VLRs with option ‘-remove_vlrs_from_to 1 3’ and the user-defined bytes in the LAS
header with option ‘-remove_padding’ (*). The result is as LAZ with option ‘-olaz’ and the task is run on up to 4 CPUs in parallel with
option ‘-cores 4’.
(*) option ‘-remove_padding’ is called ‘-remove_extra’ in older versions of LAStools.

las2las -i martin/*.laz ^
-remove_vlrs_from_to 1 3 ^
-remove_padding ^
-set_version 1.4 ^
-odir martin_LAS14_pt1 -olaz ^
-cores 4

(2) Create LAS 1.4 files with point type 6
The las2las command shown below turns a folder of LAS 1.2 files into a folder of LAS 1.4 files with option ‘-set_version 1.4’ and changes
the point type from 1 to 6 with option ‘-set_point_type 6’. As before some VLRs and the header padding is removed. It also adds a second
description of the georeferencing information by rewriting the existing information stored as GeoTIFF tags into a properly formatted OGC
WKT string with option ‘-set_ogc_wkt’. Thanks to ESRI’s assault on the LAZ format the output still needs to be in LAS. It can be
compressed with laszip in a subsequent step using the ‘LAS 1.4 compatibility mode‘ sponsored by NOAA.

las2las -i martin/*.laz ^
-remove_vlrs_from_to 1 3 ^
-remove_padding ^
-set_version 1.4 ^
-set_point_type 6 ^
-set_ogc_wkt ^
-odir martin_LAS14_pt6 -olas ^
-cores 4

laszip -i martin_LAS14_pt6/*.las -cores 4

Below the output of lasinfo for the “upgraded” LAS 1.4 file with the OGC WKT string. Some of the key changes have been marked in red.

D:\LAStools\bin>lasinfo -i martin_LAS14_pt6\5126-05-42.las
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature: 'LASF'
file source ID: 0
global_encoding: 16
project ID GUID data 1-4: E603549E-B74A-4696-3BAD-EA49F643C221
version major.minor: 1.4
system identifier: 'LAStools (c) by rapidlasso GmbH'
generating software: 'las2las (version 160110)'
file creation day/year: 119/2011
header size: 375
offset to point data: 1135
number var. length records: 2
point data format: 6
point data record length: 30
number of point records: 0
number of points by return: 0 0 0 0 0
scale factor x y z: 0.01 0.01 0.01
offset x y z: 0 0 0
min x y z: 361818.33 4855898.31 349.89
max x y z: 364400.98 4859420.79 404.22
start of waveform data packet record: 0
start of first extended variable length record: 0
number of extended_variable length records: 0
extended number of point records: 13772409
extended number of points by return: 13440460 240598 78743 12608 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

variable length header record 1 of 2:
reserved 43707
user ID 'LASF_Projection'
record ID 34735
length after header 40
description 'by LAStools of Martin Isenburg'
GeoKeyDirectoryTag version 1.1.0 number of keys 4
key 1024 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 1 - GTModelTypeGeoKey: ModelTypeProjected
key 3072 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 26915 - ProjectedCSTypeGeoKey: NAD83 / UTM 15N
key 3076 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - ProjLinearUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
key 4099 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - VerticalUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
variable length header record 2 of 2:
reserved 43707
user ID 'LASF_Projection'
record ID 2112
length after header 612
description 'by LAStools of rapidlasso GmbH'
WKT OGC COORDINATE SYSTEM:
PROJCS["NAD83 / UTM 15N",GEOGCS["NAD83",DATUM["North_American_Datum_1983",SPHEROID["GRS 1980",6378137,298.257222101,AUTHO
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
X 36181833 36440098
Y 485589831 485942079
Z 34989 40422
intensity 1 4780
return_number 1 4
number_of_returns 1 4
edge_of_flight_line 0 0
scan_direction_flag 0 1
classification 1 10

scan_angle_rank -24 24
user_data 0 32
point_source_ID 5401 8015
gps_time 243852.663596 403514.323142
extended_return_number 1 4
extended_number_of_returns 1 4
extended_classification 1 10
extended_scan_angle -4000 4000
extended_scanner_channel 0 0
number of first returns: 13440460
number of intermediate returns: 91408
number of last returns: 13440349
number of single returns: 13199808
overview over extended number of returns of given pulse: 13199808 323647 198449 50505 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
histogram of classification of points:
6560507 unclassified (1)
6744481 ground (2)
401464 medium vegetation (4)
55433 building (6)
100 noise (7)
10157 water (9)
267 rail (10)

Posted in ASPRS, distribution, download portal, LAS, LAStools, LASzip, LAZ, LiDAR, open data, open formats, quality assurance, tutorials | 3 Comments

Use Buffers when Processing LiDAR in Tiles !!!
Posted on August 7, 2015 by martin isenburg

We often process LiDAR in tiles for two reasons: first, to keep the number of points per file low and use main memory efficient, and
second, to speed up the computation with parallel tile processing and keep all cores of a modern CPU busy. However, it is very (!!!)
important to take the necessary precautions to avoid “edge artifacts” when processing LiDAR in tiles. We have to include points from
neighboring tiles during certain LAStools processing steps to avoid edge artifacts. Why? Here is an illustration from our PHIL LiDAR tour
earlier this year:

Buffers are important to avoid edge artifacts along tile boundaries.

What you see is the temporary TIN of ground points created (internally) by las2dem or blast2dem that is then rastered at the userspecified step size onto a grid. Without a buffer (right side) there will not always be a triangle to cover every pixel. Especially in the
corners of the tile you will often find empty pixels. Furthermore the poorly shaped “sliver triangles” along the boundary of the TIN do not
interpolate the ground elevations properly. In contrast, with buffer (left side) the TIN generously covers the entire area that is to be
rastered with nicely shaped triangles.

Christmas cookie analogy: buffers are like generously rolling out the dough

Here the christmas cookies analogy: You need to roll out the dough larger than the cookies you will cut to make sure your cookies will
have nice edges. Think of the TIN as the dough and the square tile as your cookie cutter. You need to use a sufficiently large buffer when
you roll out your TIN to assure an edge without crumbles when you cut out the tile … (-: … otherwise you are pretty much guaranteed to
get results that – upon closer inspection – have these kind of artifacts:

empty pixels
edge artifacts

empty pixels

Without buffers processing artifacts also happen when classifying points with lasground or lasclassify, when calculating height above
ground or height-normalizing LiDAR tiles with lasheight, when removing noise with lasnoise, when creationg contours with las2iso or
blast2iso, or any other operation where an incomplete neighborhood of points can affect the results. Hence, we need to surround each
tile with a temporary buffer of points. Currently there are two ways of working with buffers with LAStools:
1. creating buffered tiles during the initial tiling step with the ‘-buffer 25’ option of lastile, maintaining buffered tiles throughout
processing and finally using the ‘-use_tile_bb’ option of lasgrid, las2dem, blast2dem, or lascanopy to raster the tiles without the
temporary buffer.
2. creating buffered tiles from non-overlapping (= unbuffered) tiles with “on-the-fly” buffering using the ‘-buffered 25’ option of most
LAStools such as lasground, lasheight, or las2dem. For some workflows it is useful to also add ‘-remain_buffered’ if buffers are
needed again in the next step. Finally, we use the ‘-use_orig_bb’ option of lasgrid, las2dem, blast2dem, or lascanopy to raster the
tiles without the temporary buffer.
In the following three (tiny) examples using the venerable ‘fusa.laz’ sample that is distributed with LAStools to illustrate the two types of
buffering as well as to show what happens when no buffers are used. In each example we will first cut the small ‘fusa.laz’ sample into
nine smaller tiles and then process these separately on 4 cores in parallel.

1. Initial buffer creation with lastile
This is what most of my tutorials teach. It assumes you are the one creating the tiling in the first place. If you do it with lastile and add a
buffer right from the start things are pretty easy.

lastile -i ..\data\fusa.laz ^
-set_classification 0 -set_user_data 0 ^
-tile_size 100 -buffer 20 ^
-odir 1_raw -o futi.laz

We cut the input into 100 meter by 100 meter tiles but add a 20 meter buffer around each tile. That means that each tile on disk will
contain the points for an area of up to 140 meter by 140 meter. The GUI for LAStools shows the overlap and if you scrutinize the
bounding box values that the cursor points to you notice the extra 20 meters in each direction.

Now we can forget about the buffers and run the standard workflow consiting of lasground, lasheight, and lasclassify to distinguish
ground, vegetation, and building points in the LiDAR tiles.

lasground -i 1_raw\futi*.laz ^
-city ^
-odir 1_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4
lasheight -i 1_ground\futi*.laz ^
-drop_above 50 ^
-odir 1_height -olaz ^
-cores 4
lasclassify -i 1_height\futi*.laz ^
-odir 1_classify -olaz ^
-cores 4

At the end – when we generate raster products – we have to remember that the tiles were buffered by lastile and cut off the buffers when
we raster the TIN with option ‘-use_tile_bb’ of las2dem.

las2dem -i 1_classify\futi*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 6 ^
-step 0.25 -use_tile_bb ^
-odir 1_dbm -obil ^
-cores 4

We created a digital terrain model with buildings (DBM) by keeping the points with classification 2 (ground) and 6 (building). After loading
the resulting 9 tiles into QGIS and generating a virtual raster we see a nice seamless DBM without any edge artifacts.

The DBM of the 9 tiles computed with buffers created by lastile has no edge artifacts acoss tile boundaries.

If you need to deliver the LiDAR files you should remove the buffers with lastile and option ‘-remove_buffer’.

lastile -i 1_classify\futi*.laz ^
-remove_buffer ^

-odir 1_final -olaz ^
-cores 4

2. On-the-fly buffering
Now assume you are given LiDAR tiles without buffers. We generate them here with lastile.

lastile -i ..\data\fusa.laz ^
-set_classification 0 -set_user_data 0 ^
-tile_size 100 ^
-odir 2_raw -o futi.laz

The only difference is that we do not request the 20 meter buffer and the result is a typical tiling as you may receive it from a vendor or
download it from a LiDAR portal. The GUI for LAStools shows that there is no overlap and if you scrutinize the bounding box values that
the cursor points to, you see that the tiles is exactly 100 meters by 100 meters.

Now we have to think about buffers a lot. When using on-the-fly buffering we should first spatially index the tiles with lasindex for faster
access to the points from neighbouring tiles.

lasindex -i 1_raw\futi*.laz -cores 4

Below in red are the modifications for on-the-fly buffering to the standard workflow of lasground, lasheight, and lasclassify. The first
lasground run uses ‘-buffered 20’ to add buffers to each tile and ‘-remain_buffered’ to write those buffers to disk. This way they do not
have to created again by lasheight and lasclassify.

lasground -i 2_raw\futi*.laz ^
-buffered 20 -remain_buffered ^
-city ^
-odir 2_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4
lasheight -i 2_ground\futi*.laz ^
-remain_buffered ^
-drop_above 50 ^
-odir 2_height -olaz ^
-cores 4
lasclassify -i 2_height\futi*.laz ^
-remain_buffered ^
-odir 2_classify -olaz ^
-cores 4

At the end we have to remember that the tiles still have on-the-fly buffers and them cut off with option ‘-use_orig_bb’ of las2dem.

las2dem -i 2_classify\futi*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 6 ^
-step 0.25 -use_orig_bb ^
-odir 2_dbm -obil ^
-cores 4

Again, we created a digital terrain model with buildings (DBM) by keeping the points with classification 2 (ground) and 6 (building). The
resulting hillshade computed from a virtual raster that combines the 9 BIL rastera into one looks perfectly smooth in QGIS.

The hillshaded DBM of 9 tiles computed with on-the-fly buffering has no edge artifacts acoss tile boundaries.

If you need to deliver the LiDAR files you should probably remove the buffers first … (-:

lastile -i 2_classify\futi*.laz ^
-remove_buffer ^

-odir 2_final -olaz ^
-cores 4

3. Bad: No buffering
Here what you are *not* supposed to do. Assuming you get unbuffered tiles.

lastile -i ..\data\fusa.laz ^
-set_classification 0 -set_user_data 0 ^
-tile_size 100 ^
-odir 3_raw -o futi.laz

Bad. You do not take care about buffering when processing the tiles.

lasground -i 3_raw\futi*.laz ^
-city ^
-odir 3_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4
lasheight -i 3_ground\futi*.laz ^
-drop_above 50 ^
-odir 3_height -olaz ^
-cores 4
lasclassify -i 3_height\futi*.laz ^

-odir 3_classify -olaz ^
-cores 4

Bad. You do not take care about buffering when generating the DBM.

las2dem -i 3_classify\futi*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 6 ^
-step 0.25 ^
-odir 3_dbm -obil ^
-cores 4

Bad. You get crappy results with edge artifacts clearly visible in the hillshade.

The hillshaded DBM of 9 tiles computed WITHOUT using buffers has severe edge artifacts acoss tile boundaries.

Bad. If you zoom in on a corner where 4 tiles meet you find missing pixels and incorrect elevation values. Bad. Bad. Bad. So please folks.
Try this on your own data. Notice the horrible edge artifacts. Then always use buffers … (-:

with buffers

without buffers

PS: Usually no buffers are needed for running lasgrid, lasoverlap, or lascanopy as they perform simple binning operations that do not
make use of neighbour information.
Posted in buildings, classification, DSM, DTM, LAS, LAStools, LAX, LAZ, LiDAR, spatial indexing, TIN, tutorials | 5 Comments

Full Day Course on Video: LAStools for Forestry
Posted on February 1, 2015 by martin isenburg

Unscripted complications but lasnoise saves the day

LasTools 1,1

Running LAStools via QGIS and ArcGIS toolboxes

LasTools 1,2

More on forestry application and intro to lascanopy

LasTools 1,3

Power and ease of batch scripts (once written)

LasTools 1,4

Posted in ArcGIS, CHM, classification, forestry, LAStools, lasview, manual editing, QGIS, quality checking, tutorials, videos, workshops | Leave a comment

Rasterizing Perfect Canopy Height Models from LiDAR
Posted on November 4, 2014 by martin isenburg

In literature you sometimes read “we generated a Canopy Height Models (CHM) and then did this and that” without the process that was
used to create the CHM being described in detail. One approach computes the CHM as a difference between DSM and DTM: create a
DTM from the ground returns and a DSM from the first returns and subtract the two rasters. Also here is still a question left to be
answered: how exactly are the DTM and the DSM generated. A different approach computes the CHM directly from height-normalized
LiDAR points. And again there are many ways of doing so and we want to look at the possibilities in more detail.

the 100 by 100 meter sample plot ‘drawno.laz’

In the following we demonstrate different alternatives for CHM generation on a 100 by 100 meter sample LiDAR tile ‘drawno.laz‘ from a
forest near Drawno in Poland (that you can download here), slowly converging towards the CHM generation method that we recommend
using. We start with ground classifying the LiDAR using lasground:

lasground -i drawno.laz ^
-wilderness ^
-o ground.laz

Then we height-normalize the LiDAR using lasheight. As we know that there are no trees higher than 28 meters in this plot we drop all
LiDAR points that are higher than 30 meters that may be bird hits or other noise.

lasheight -i ground.laz ^
-drop_above 30 ^
-replace_z ^
-o normalized.laz

As the sample plot has an average pulse spacing of around 0.3 meters we decide to use a step size of 0.33333 meters to create a 300 by
300 pixel raster. We produce a false color visualization instead of a height raster for our CHMs so we can include the results here. The
simplest method uses lasgrid with option ‘-highest’ that uses for each pixel the highest z coordinate among all LiDAR returns falling into
the corresponding 0.33333 by 0.33333 meter area.

lasgrid -i normalized.laz ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-highest ^

-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_grd.png

Gridding the highest point that falls into each 0.33333 meter by 0.33333 meter cell.

The resulting CHM (shown at a 200 % zoom) is full of empty pixels and so called “pits” that will hamper subsequent analysis for single
tree detection, height and crown diameter computation, and the like. A simple improvement can be obtained by replacing each LiDAR
return with a small disk. After all, the laser beam has – depending on the flying height – a diameter of 10 to 50 centimeter and
approximating this with a single point of zero area seems overly conservative. In lasgrid there is the option ‘-subcircle 0.1’, which replaces
each return by a circle with a radius of 10 centimeter or a diameter of 20 centimeter.

lasgrid -i normalized.laz ^
-subcircle 0.1 ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-highest ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_grd_d20.png

Gridding the highest z value after turning each point into a circle with 20 cm diameter.

The resulting CHM (shown again at a 200 % zoom) is much improved but there are still empty pixels and “pits”. We could simply widen
the circles further with ‘-subcircle 0.15’, ‘-subcircle 0.2’, or ‘-subcircle 0.25’. As you can see below this produces increasingly smooth

CHMs with widening tree crowns. But this “splats” the LiDAR returns into circles that are growing larger and larger than the laser beam
diameter and thus have less and less in common with reality.

Gridding after turning each point into a

Gridding after turning each point into a

Gridding after turning each point into a

circle with 30 cm diameter.

circle with 40 cm diameter.

circle with 50 cm diameter.

Gridding the highest returns will often leave empty pixels in the data even when “splatting” the points. Another popular approach avoids
this by interpolating all first returns with a triangulated irregular network (TIN) and then rasterizing it onto a grid to create the CHM. This
can be implemented with las2dem as shown below:

las2dem -i normalized.laz ^
-first_only ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_tin.png

Rasterizing the TIN that interpolates all first returns onto a 0.33333 meter grid.

The result has no more empty pixels but is full of pits because many laser pulses manage to deeply penetrate the canopy before
producing the first return. When combining multiple flight lines some laser pulses may have an unobstructed view of the ground under the
canopy without hitting any branches. These “pits” and how to avoid them is discussed in great length in the September 2014 edition of the

ASPRS PE&RS journal by a paper of Khosravipour et al. We build upon these ideas in the following. But first we combine the ‘-highest’
gridding with TIN interpolation with a two step approach: (1) keep only one highest return per grid cell with lasthin (2) interpolate all these
highest returns with las2dem.

lasthin -i normalized.laz ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-highest ^
-o temp.laz
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_tin_his.png

Rasterizing the TIN that interpolates only the highest points falling into each 0.33333 meter
by 0.33333 meter grid cell.

Next we integrate the idea of “splatting” the points into circles with a diameter of 20 centimeter to account for the laser beam diameter by
adding option ‘-subcircle 0.1’ to lasthin.

lasthin -i normalized.laz ^
-subcircle 0.1 ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-highest ^
-o temp.laz
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_tin_his_d20.png

Rasterizing the TIN that interpolates only the highest points of a 0.33333 meter grid after first
splatting points into circles with 20 cm in diameter.

The results are much nicer but there are still pits. However, one may argue at this points that thinning with a step size of 0.33333 is too
agressive and removes too many points for subsequent interpolation and rasterization with the exact same step size. So we double the

resolution of the temporary point cloud by thinning with half the step size of 0.16667.

lasthin -i normalized.laz ^
-subcircle 0.1 ^
-step 0.16667 ^
-highest ^
-o temp.laz
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_tin_hhs_d20.png

Rasterizing the TIN that interpolates only the highest points of a 0.16667 meter grid after first
splatting points into circles with 20 cm in diameter onto a raster with step size 0.33333.

We now have more detail but also many more pits. Furthermore the interpolation of highest returns makes a big error across areas were
we do not have any LiDAR returns that are flanked by canopy returns on both sides. This happens in the area circled where

wrong canopy is created because the TIN is interpolating canopy returns across a small wet area without any returns, We show now how
the pit-free method of Khosravipour et al. can be used to generate the perfect CHM:

rmdir tmp_chm /s /q
mkdir tmp_chm
las2dem -i normalized.laz ^
-drop_z_above 0.1 ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_ground.bil
lasthin -i normalized.laz ^
-subcircle 0.1 ^
-step 0.16667 ^
-highest ^
-o temp.laz
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_00.bil
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-drop_z_below 2 ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_02.bil
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-drop_z_below 5 ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^

-o tmp_chm/chm_05.bil
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-drop_z_below 10 ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_10.bil
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-drop_z_below 15 ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_15.bil
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-drop_z_below 20 ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_20.bil
las2dem -i temp.laz ^
-drop_z_below 25 ^
-step 0.33333 -kill 1.0 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o tmp_chm/chm_25.bil
lasgrid -i tmp_chm/chm*.bil -merged ^
-step 0.33333 ^
-highest ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-ll 278200 602200 -ncols 300 -nrows 300 ^
-o chm_pit_free_d20.png
rmdir tmp_chm /s /q

Running the pit-free algorithm on the highest LiDAR returns in a 0.16667 meter grid (after
splatting them to circles 20 cm in diameter) and producing a 0.33333 meter raster CHM.

With such a perfectly pit-free output we can now be even more conservative and lower the diameter of the circles that we replace each
LiDAR return with from 20 cm to 10 cm by replacing ‘-subcircle 0.1’ with ‘-subcircle 0.05’ in the above script.

Running the pit-free algorithm on the highest LiDAR returns in a 0.16667 meter grid (after
splatting them to circles only 10 cm in diameter) and producing a 0.33333 meter raster CHM.

Compared to the original pit-free algorithm published by Khosravipour et al. there are two minor differences: (1) instead of using all first
returns as input we use one highest returns per grid cell after splatting all returns as small circles (instead of area-less points) onto a grid
that has twice the output resolution. (2) we also have a ‘-kill 1.0’ threshold to also generate a partial CHM from all points for ‘chm_00.bil’
and add a new ‘chm_ground.bil’ to fill the potential holes. This prevents that higher up canopy returns are wrongly connected across
water bodies where there are no LiDAR returns at all.
Reference:
Khosravipour, A., Skidmore, A.K., Isenburg, M., Wang, T.J., Hussin, Y.A., 2014. Generating pit-free Canopy Height Models from Airborne
LiDAR. PE&RS = Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing 80, 863-872.
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Using LAStools on Mac OS X with “Wine”
Posted on October 4, 2014 by martin isenburg

[contributed by guest blogger Yuriy Czoli]
If you want to use LAStools on a Mac running OS X you will have to do some preparations. This is a brief introduction to get you up and
running with LAStools on a Mac in the terminal. You may have heard that you can use “Wine” to run LAStools on OS X. Depending on
your experience this might sound intuitive, or like utter jibberish. For those who feel more like the latter, let’s walk through this.

If you don’t have Homebrew go ahead and install that now by following the instructions on the site. It should be one line found at the
bottom of the page, entered into the terminal. It is a fantastic package manager which has saved me the trouble of dealing with unruly
libraries, paths, dependencies, etc.

What is Wine? Wine allows for Windows programs to run on Mac OS X (and other non-Windows platforms like Linux). That is all we are
interested in here. Read more about Wine here, if you’d like. Side note: You might see something called WineBottler in your search for
information on Wine. You can use WineBottler to transform *.exe files to *.app files. I found it did not work with LAStools, but good to
know about for other applications.
Follow these steps!
1. Let’s install Wine with Homebrew:

brew install wine

My build took 3.7 minutes. Time will vary. This next part is based off the code on this site.
2. Download LAStools:
http://lastools.org/download/lastools.zip
3. Place the download where you like (but avoid spaces and funny symbols in the directory names). Then change directories in the
terminal to where the zipped folder is located. Unzip the LAStools distribution:

unzip lastools.zip

4. Enter the unzipped folder:

cd lastools

5. Now enter the ‘bin’ directory where the LAStools modules are located:

cd bin

6. Run some tool (here: lasview) by calling wine before the LAStools command:

wine lasview -i pathToYourFile/yourFile.laz

For lasview an OpenGL window should open up and you should see your LiDAR data being rendered (see the README file for all the
different visualization options or follow this tutorial). Go ahead and start exploring your data. You can use any of the
many LAStools modules by preceding the command with “wine”. Today I happened to be looking at a section of Helsinki:

Then get going with LAStools and follow along the 6 new videos or the 4 step by step tutorials (1: quality checking, 2: LiDAR preparation,
3: derivative generation, 4: manual editing). After having installed Wine you will also be able to use LAStools via the QGIS toolboxes.
For the geospatially inclined, check out Homebrew for installing other libraries. If you are working with geospatial data, you can use brew
to install GDAL, Postgres SQL, PostGIS, and many more.
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Removal of Cloud Returns With a Coarse DTM
Posted on September 16, 2014 by martin isenburg

Flying LiDAR in regions with frequent cloud cover presents a significant challenge. If flight plan constraints do not allow to stay below all
of the clouds then some of them will be scanned from above. For denser clouds this often means that all of the laser’s energy gets
reflected or absorbed by the cloud and no returns on the terrain are generated. Clouds of points that are all cloud points can spell trouble
in subsequent processing steps like automated classification with lasground. This is especially true for large dense clouds that start to
look like features.

scanned clouds in four neighboring LiDAR flight lines

Airborne LiDAR surveys are often carried out to create an improved Digital Terrain Model (DTM) with higher resolution than
previous elevation products. Hence, usually there is already some lower resolution model that – as we will see in the following – can be
used to robustly remove or mark all cloud points, at least those sufficiently high above this older ground approximation. We use data from
the DREAM LiDAR Project in the Philippines who often acquire LiDAR in areas with a lot of cloud cover.
Our input are the 4 very short LiDAR strips in LAZ format shown above with lots of cloud returns and a coarse Aster DTM in ASC format
at 50 m resolution. We will classify all LiDAR points far above the Aster DTM because they correspond to cloud returns. We need to be
very conservative (because the Aster DTM is coarse and inaccurate) and only remove points that are really far above the Aster DTM
whose ASC header is shown below.

ncols

2109

nrows

2162

xllcorner

512546.427859

yllcorner

1290961.682335

cellsize

50

NODATA_value

-9999

-9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 -9999 [...]

First we convert the Aster DTM from the inefficient ASC format to the efficient LAZ format using lassort. Why lassort? Because that puts
the rasters that are on-the-fly converted to points on a grid into a spatially coherent order. This will allow efficient area-of-interest
(AOI) queries once we have LAXxed the file with lasindex.

>> lassort -i masbate.asc -o masbate.laz
>> dir masbate*
10,993,886 masbate.asc
2,120,442 masbate.laz

Next we create a spatial indexing for ‘masbate.laz’ with lasindex. The default granularity of lasindex is 100 by 100 meter because it is set
for airborne LiDAR. Given that there is only one point every 50 by 50 meters in the point cloud grid of the Aster DTM we increase
the granularity to 1000 by 1000 meters.

>> lasindex -i masbate.laz -tile_size 1000 -append
>> dir masbate*
10,993,886 masbate.asc
2,132,006 masbate.laz

The ‘masbate.laz’ file is a little bit bigger than before because the tiny ‘masbate.lax’ file (that can also be stored separately) was
appended to the end of ‘masbate.laz’ via the ‘-append’ option. Spatial indexing is realized with an underlying quadtree that can be
visualized with lasview by pressing ‘Q’ (or with the pop-up menu) and the points corresponding to each quadtree cell can be turned blue
by hovering above a cell and pressing ‘q’.

Points of the 50m Aster DTM as a LAZ file and its spatial indexing quadtree generated by lasindex.

Before we use the sorted points from the Aster DTM to classify, flag, or delete the LiDAR returns far above the ground with lasheight we
do a visual sanity check with lasview using the GUI settings shown below.

>> lasview -i raw_strips\*.laz ^
-i masbate.laz ^
-gui

GUI settings in lasview for picking a small area

By triangulating only the Aster DTM points we can visually confirm that the LiDAR points on the terrain are also close to the Aster
DTM whereas the cloud returns are far up with a clear seperation between. The pink “drop lines” of length 50 meters that are dangling off
each point give us a sense of scale (enabled via the pop-up menu that appears with a right click). Note how many last returns get stuck in
the clouds. Those would likely cause troubles in subsequent ground classification with lasground.

points colored by flightline

showing 50 meter drop lines

colored by return

last returns only

Finally we run lasheight on 4 cores to classify all points that are 150 meter or more above the Aster DTM as noise (class 7).

>> lasheight -i raw_strips\*.laz ^
-ground_points masbate.laz ^
-classify_above 150 7 ^
-odix _cloud -olaz ^
-cores 4

Below the result with the cloud returns in pink (i.e. the points classified as 7). This process scales well even for larger ground points files,
because lasheight uses an area-of-index (AOI) query to load only those ground points from the spatially indexed ‘masbate.laz’ file, that
fall into the (slightly enlarged) bounding box of the raw LiDAR strip that is being processed.
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Six New Video Tutorials on LAStools
Posted on September 2, 2014 by martin isenburg

What is part of the LAStools distribution?

LiDAR tools, Dr. Martin Isenburg on LAStools, Part 1

Cross-sections and editing points with lasview

LiDAR Tools, Dr. Martin Isenburg, LAStools, Part 2, LASview

Overview of LAStools capabilities

LiDAR Tools, Dr. Martin Isenburg, Part 3, LAStools Demo

Details on different LAStools modules

LiDAR Tools, Dr. Martin Isenburg, Part 4, LAStools Modules, Details

LAStools Pipelines as ArcGIS and QGIS toolboxes

LiDAR tools, Dr. Martin Isenburg, Part 5, LAStools Pipelines in ArcGIS

Quality Checking LiDAR data

LiDAR Tools, Dr. Martin Isenburg, LAStools, Part 6, Quality Checking LiDAR Data
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Preparing raw LiDAR for efficient (online) distribution
Posted on August 19, 2014 by martin isenburg

On August 14th, Prof. David Pyle tweeted about raw LiDAR being publically available for the vulcanic island Nea Kameni and its little
sibling Palea Kameni that are part of the Santorini caldera in Greece. A big “kudos” to all those like Prof. Pyle who share raw LiDARdata
online for all to download – be it for transparent research, as an open data policy, or to enable innovation. Although fancy download
portals like OpenTopography are great, already a folder full of files accessible via simple FTP or HTTP is an incredible resource. For the
latter, here are some tips from rapidlasso how to prepare your raw LiDAR flightlines with LAStools so that they are as good as they can
be for those that download them … (-:
The twelve LiDAR flight lines for the Kameni islands are a perfectly-sized example on how to prepare raw LiDAR for efficient (online)
distribution. They are provided both in the LAS format as well as simple ASCII files. Stored in the LAS format, the twelve strips
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) are about 1 Gigabyte:

A lasinfo report tells us the following:
(1) The exporting software used the wrong GeoTIFF tag to specify the UTM 35 (north) projection via EPSG code 32635.
(2) There are four proprietary “LeicaGeo” VLRs totalling 22000 bytes stored in each header. Does someone know what they contain and
how to read them?
(3) There are two legacy bytes following the header that are part of the (now somewhat dated) LAS 1.0 specification.
(4) The coordinates are stored with millimeter resolution (i.e. the scale factors are 0.001). This is an overkill for airborne LiDAR. Those
millimeters are just scanning noise, are miss-leading, and negatively affect compression.
(5) The file does not store flight line numbers in the “file source ID” field.

Visualizing the twelve flight lines with lasview further illustrates:
(1) A cruise ship and a cloud was captured. the latter is classified as noise (7).
(2) An intensity value is stored for each return.
(3) Almost all laser shots resulted in a single return, which is not surprising for a vulcanic island without vegetation. The multi-returns from
the cloud are a colorful exception.
(4) There are some strange (=> useless) numbers stored in the “point source ID” field of each point that should really store the flight line
number of each point.

cloud and cruise ship

intensity

mostly single returns

strange values

We suggest to fix up this raw LiDAR to make it more efficient and useful for those receiving it as follows. We run las2las to do the
following:
(1) Remove the legacy two bytes following the header.
(2) Switch to the 1.2 version of the LAS format.
(3) Remove all existing VLRs.
(4) Set the horizontal projection to EPSG code 32635 and the vertical datum to WGS84.

(5) Set the file source ID of each file and the point source ID of each point to the same value. This values starts at one and is incremented
with each file.
(6) Rescale coordinate resolution to centimeters.
(7) Append the string ‘_cm’ to the original file name to output LASzip-compressed files that end in ‘*.laz’.

las2las -i *.LAS ^
-remove_extra ^
-set_version 1.2 ^
-remove_all_vlrs ^
-epsg 32635 -vertical_wgs84 ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-odix _cm -olaz

This result in much much smaller files that are easier to host and faster to download. We achieve almost a factor 10 in compression as
the new files are only 11.2 % of the size of the original files.

We also get a much cleaner raw LiDAR file that has only meaningful VLRs, more suitable coordinate resolution, and properly populated
flight line information:

And we now have flightline information that tells us, for example, that the (blue) cloud was captured by the third flight line.

We noticed something odd when loading the files with lasview: Although most flightlines were still in acquisition order (i.e. the points in the
file are in the order acquired by the scanner), flightline 8 and 10 were not. Perfectionists like us employ lassort with option ‘-gps_time’ and

reorder all twelve files by GPS time on 4 cores in parallel.

lassort -i LDR*cm.laz ^
-gps_time ^
-odix _sort -olaz ^
-cores 4

Several calls to lasdiff – a tool that reports any content and order difference between two files – confirm that only points of
flightline 8 and 10 are actually reordered by the above call. Here two example calls:

One – rather new – thing that we are now recommend doing is to also add spatial indexing information and do this by storing the little
LAX files directly into the compressed LAZ files. This can be done in-place with

lasindex -i LDR*cm.laz ^
-append ^
-cores 8

Such spatial indexing information (see the video of our ELMF 2012 talk for more details) allows faster spatial queries that only read and
decompress the actually queried area-of-interest. This is already used by all LAStools and can be exploited via the LASlib application
programming interface. Soon there will also be support for spatially-indexed queries in the LASzip compression DLL.

Finally, should you have ortho photo imagery in TIF format (like it was kindly provided here by Prof. David Pyle) then you can embellish
your LiDAR points with RGB using lascolor as shown here:

lascolor -i LDR*_cm.laz ^
-image KameniOrtho.tif ^
-odix _col -olaz ^
-cores 4

Now you have raw LiDAR strips for online distribution that are as good as they get … (-:
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Density and Spacing of LiDAR
Posted on March 20, 2014 by martin isenburg

Recently I worked with LiDAR from an Optech Gemini scanner in the Philippines and with LiDAR from a RIEGL Q680i scanner in
Thailand. The two devices scan the terrain below with a very different pattern: the Optech uses an oscillating mirror producing zig-zag
scan lines, whereas the RIEGL uses a rotating polygon producing parallel scan lines. In the following we investigate the point distribution
in a small piece cut from each flightline.

Small piece cut from a horizontal swath scanned with an Optech
Gemini.
Small piece cut from a near vertical swath scanned with a RIEGL
Q680i.

First we compute an estimate for the average point density and the average point spacing with lasinfo:

D:\lastools\bin>lasinfo -i optech.laz ^
-nh -nv -nmm -cd
number of last returns: 2330671
covered area in square units/kilounits: 1280956/1.28

point density: all returns 2.25 last only 1.82 (per unit^2)
spacing: all returns 0.67 last only 0.74 (in units)

The option ‘-nh’ asks lasinfo not to print the header (aka ‘no header’), the option ‘-nv’ means not to print the variable length records (aka
‘no vlr’), the option ‘-nmm’ supresses the output of minimum and maximum point values (aka ‘no min max’), and the option ‘-cd’ requests
that an average point density is computed (aka ‘compute density’) from which the average point spacing is derived.

D:\lastools\bin>lasinfo -i riegl.laz ^
-nh -nv -nmm -cd
number of last returns: 3707217
covered area in square units/kilounits: 889816/0.89
point density: all returns 4.58 last only 4.17 (per unit^2)
spacing: all returns 0.47 last only 0.49 (in units)

What we really want to know are pulse density and pulse spacing which we get by only counting one return from every pulse. Commonly
one uses the last return, which is reported as ‘last only’ values by lasinfo. According to lasinfo the Optech and the RIEGL scan have an
average pulse density of 1.82 and 4.17 [pulses per square meter] and an average pulse spacing of 0.74 and 0.49 [meters] respectively.
Single number averages do not capture anything about the actual distribution of the last returns in the swath of the scan. Let us compute
density rasters with lasgrid. Because the density of the two scans is different we use 3 by 3 meter cells for the Optech, which should
average 3 * 3 * 1.82 = 16.38 points per cell, and 2 by 2 meter cells for the RIEGL, which should average 2 * 2 * 4.17 = 16.68 points per
cell.

lasgrid -i optech.laz -last_only ^
-density -step 3 ^

-odix _density3x3 -obil
lasview -i optech_density3x3.bil

lasgrid -i riegl.laz -last_only ^
-density -step 2 ^
-odix _density2x2 -obil
lasview -i riegl_density2x2.bil

A visual comparison of the two resulting density rasters in BIL format with lasview shows first differences in pulse distribution for the two
scanners.

Using ‘lasview’ to inspect a BIL density raster: Elevations and colors illustrate the number of last returns per 3 by 3 meter cell for Optech (top)
and per 2 by 2 meter cell for RIEGL (bottom). The images use differently scaled color ramps.

It is noticable that the number of last returns per cell increases at the edges of the swath for the Optech whereas it decreases for the
RIEGL. For the Optech it is higher due to the slowing down of the oscillating mirror and the reversing of scan direction when reaching
either side of the scanline. This decreases the distances between pulses at the edges of the zig-zag scan and increases the number of
last returns falling into cells there. For the rotating polygon scan of the RIEGL these pulse distances are more uniform. Here the numbers
are lower because many cells along the edges of the swath are only partly covered by the scan and therefore receive fewer last returns.

lasgrid -i optech.laz -last_only ^
-density -step 3 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 20 ^
-odix _density3x3 -opng

lasgrid -i riegl.laz -last_only ^
-density -step 2 ^
-false -set_min_max 0 20 ^
-odix _density2x2 -opng

Here another visualization of the pulse distribution by letting lasgrid false-color density rasters to a fixed range of 0 to 20. This range is
based on the near identical expected values of around 16.38 and 16.68 last returns per cell based on the average densities that lasinfo
reported and the cell sized used here.

Number of last returns per 3 by 3 meter cell of the Optech scan
with the colored as blue (0) to red (20 or more).
Number of last returns per 2 by 2 meter cell of the RIEGL scan with
the colored as blue (0) to red (20 or more).

A more quantitative check of how well distributed the pulse are is to generate histograms. You can use lasinfo with the ‘-histo z 1’ option
to print a histogram of the z values of the BIL rasters and import these statistics into your favorite software to create a chart.

lasinfo -i optech_density3x3.bil ^
-nh -nv -nmm -histo z 1
lasinfo -i riegl_density2x2.bil ^
-nh -nv -nmm -histo z 1

Both distributions have their peaks at the expected 16 to 17 last returns per cell although the Optech distribution has a significantly wider
spead. The odd two-peak distribution of the Optech scan seems puzzling at first but looking at the density image shows that this is an
aliasing artifact of putting a fixed 3 by 3 meter grid over zig-zagging scanlines.

The distribution of the number of last returns per 3 by 3 meter cell

The distribution of the number of last returns per 2 by 2 meter cell

for the Optech scan (2720 cells with values above 35 are ignored).

for the RIEGL scan (179 cells with values above 35 are ignored).

The next experiments uses the new ‘-edge_shortest’ and ‘-edge_longest’ options available in las2dem that compute for each point the
length of its shortest or longest edge in a Delaunay triangulation and then rasters these lengths. Below you see the command lines to do
this and generate histograms of the rastered edge lengths.

las2dem -i optech.laz -last_only ^
-step 1.5 ^
-edge_longest ^
-odix _edge_longest -obil
lasinfo -i optech_edge_longest.bil ^
-nh -nv -nmm -histo z 0.1 ^
-o optech_edge_shortest_0_10.txt
las2dem -i optech.laz -last_only ^
-step 1.5 ^
-edge_shortest ^
-odix _edge_shortest -obil
lasinfo -i optech_edge_shortest.bil ^
-nh -nv -nmm -histo z 0.05 ^
-o optech_edge_shortest_0_05.txt
las2dem -i riegl.laz -last_only ^
-edge_longest ^
-odix _edge_longest -obil
lasinfo -i riegl_edge_longest.bil ^
-nh -nv -nmm -histo z 0.05 ^
-o riegl_edge_longest_0_05.txt

las2dem -i riegl.laz -last_only ^
-edge_shortest ^
-odix _edge_shortest -obil
lasinfo -i riegl_edge_shortest.bil ^
-nh -nv -nmm -histo z 0.05 ^
-o riegl_edge_shortest_0_05.txt

These resulting histograms do look quite different.

Longest edge length in Delaunay TIN of last returns for the Optech

Shortest edge length in Delaunay TIN of last returns for the Optech

scan.

scan.

Longest edge length in Delaunay TIN of last returns for the RIEGL

Shortest edge length in Delaunay TIN of last returns for the RIEGL

scan.

scan.

The more important histograms are those of longest edge lengths. They illustrate the observed spacing between pulses showing us the
maximal distance of each pulse from its surrounding pulses. A perfect pulse distribution that samples the ground evenly in all directions
would have one narrow peak. The Optech scan is far from this ideal with a wide and flat peak that tells us that pulses are spaced apart

anywhere from 1.2 to 2.2 meters. Visualizing the scan pattern shows that the 2.2 meter spacings happen at the tips of zig-zag and the 1.2
meter spacings at nadir. The RIEGL scan has much narrower peak with most pulses spaced apart at most 60 to 80 centimeters.
The histograms of shortest edge lengths illustrate how close pulses are spaced. Again, it helps to visualize the zig-zag scan pattern
to explain the odd distribution of shortest edge lengths in the Optech scan: as we get closer to the edges of the flightline the pulse
spacing along the scanline becomes increasingly dense. This is represented on the left side in the histogram that is slowly leveling off to
zero. Again, the RIEGL scan has a narrower peak with most pulses spaced no closer than 35 to 55 centimeters.
To confirm our findings we illustrate where the scanners produce longest or shortest edges using ranges that we find in the histograms
above and create false-colored rasters:

las2dem -i optech.laz -last_only ^
-step 1.5 -edge_longest ^
-false -set_min_max 1 2.5 ^
-odix _edge_longest -opng
las2dem -i optech.laz -last_only ^
-step 1.5 -edge_shortest ^
-false -set_min_max 0 0.7 ^
-odix _edge_shortest -opng
las2dem -i riegl.laz -last_only ^
-edge_longest ^
-false -set_min_max 0.5 1.0 ^
-odix _edge_longest -opng
las2dem -i riegl.laz -last_only ^
-edge_shortest ^
-false -set_min_max 0.1 0.7 ^
-odix _edge_shortest -opng

The color-codings clearly illustrate that the Optech has a much wider pulse spacing on both edges of the flightline but also a much
narrower pulse spacing. That reads contradictory but one are the “within-zig-zag” spacings and the other are the “between-zig-zag”
spacings. The RIEGL has an overall much more even distribution in pulse spacings.

The longest edge around each last return in the Delaunay TIN for

The shortest edge around each last return in the Delaunay TIN for

the Optech color-coded from 1.0 meter (blue) to 2.5 meter (red).

the Optech color-coded from 0.0 meter (blue) to 0.7 meter (red).

The longest edge around each last return in the Delaunay TIN for

The shortest edge around each last return in the Delaunay TIN for

the RIEGL color-coded from 0.5 meter (blue) to 1.0 meter (red).

the RIEGL color-coded from 0.1 meter (blue) to 0.7 meter (red).

As a final confirmation to what causes the pulse spacings to be both widest and narrowest at the edges of the flightline for the Optech
scan we scrutinizing the distribution of last returns and their triangulation visually.

picking an area from the edge of the

the last returns at the edge of the flightline

the last returns triangulated

zooming in on one zig-zag scanline

picking an area from the center of the

flightline

zooming in on the edge

flightline

the last returns at the center of the flightline

the last returns triangulated

zooming in on the center

Now it should be clear. At the edge of the flightline the Optech scanner has increasingly close-spaced pulses within each zig-zagging
scan line but also increasingly distant-spaced pulses between subsequent pairs of zig-zagging scanlines. At the very edge of the flightline
the scanner is almost sampling a “linear area” twice but leaves unsampled gaps that are twice as wide as in the center of the flightline. I
believe this is one of the reasons why people “cut off” the edges of the flightlines based on the scan angle when using oscillating mirror
systems. Now let’s took at the RIEGL.

picking an area from the edge of the

the last returns at the edge of the flightline

the last returns triangulated

zooming in closer

picking an area from the center of the

flightline

zooming in on the edge

flightline

the last returns at the center of the flightline

the last returns triangulated

zooming in on the center

There is no obvious difference in pulse distribution at the edges and the center of the flightline. The entire width of the swath seems more
or less evenly sampled.
The above results show that “average point density” and “average point spacing” do not capture the whole picture. A quality check that
properly verifies that a scan has the desired point / pulse density and spacing should measure the actual spacings – especially when

operating a scanner with oscillating mirrors. We have done it here by computing for each last return its longest surrounding edge in the
Delaunay triangulation, rasterizing these edge length, and then generating a histogram of the raster values.

Good follow-up reads are Dr. Ullrich’s “Impact of point distribution on information content of point clouds of airborne LiDAR” presented at
ELMF 2013 and “Assessing the Information Content of LiDAR Point Clouds” from PhoWo 2013.
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Tutorial: editing LAS or LAZ files “by hand” with lasview
Posted on March 2, 2014 by martin isenburg

This tutorial describes how to manually edit LiDAR using the new inspection and editing functionality available in ‘lasview.exe’ with the
latest release of LAStools (version 140301). We will work with the familiar ‘fusa.laz’ sample LiDAR data set from the LAStools distribution
that was recently reported to have shown strange symptoms assumed to be side-effects of the LAZ cloning experiments in the ESRI labs
… (-;
Inspecting LiDAR files with cross sections
Copy ‘fusa.laz’ from the folder ‘lastools\data’ to the folder ‘lastools\bin’. Run ‘lasview.exe’ so that it loads ‘fusa.laz’. Either do this via the
GUI by double-clicking ‘lasview.exe’, loading ‘fusa.laz’ via the ‘browse …’ menu, and then clicking the ‘VIEW’ button or by entering the
command below:

C:\lastools\bin>lasview -i fusa.laz

Press the <x> key to toggle to “select cross” where you can pick a rectangular “cross” section. The default cross section is a profile
extending across the bottom of the bounding box.

By pressing the <x> key again you toggle back to actually view the cross section. Holding down <ALT> you can rotate the view to look at
the cross section from the side. Holding down <CTRL> you can zoom in and out. Holding down <SHIFT> you can translate up and down

or left and right. Increase or decrease the size of the points pressing <=> or <->. Hover with the mouse over a point and press <i> to
inspect its coordinates and attributes.

Traverse the LiDAR file visually by moving the cross section with the arrow keys <UP> <DOWN> <LEFT> and <RIGHT>. You can move
either in the “select cross” view and see the picked rectangle move or in the “cross” view and “walk” through the LiDAR. Hold down the
<SHIFT> key simultaneously to take bigger steps or the <ALT> key to take smaller steps. Inspect other points by hovering over them with
the cursor and pressing <i>. The point information disappears when pressing <i> with the cursor over the background.

Toggle back to the “select cross” view with <x> and pick approximately the same rectangle as shown below:

Changing Classifications and Deleting Points

Continuing the steps above, toggle back to the “cross” view by pressing <x>. Note that part of the roof of the house has been missclassified as vegetation while others are left unclassified. Press <e> to turn on the “EDIT” mode and right-click to select “reclassify points
as building (6)” via the pop-up menu.

Now use the cross-hair cursor to draw a polygonal fence around all points that should be reclassified. Press <ESC> to remove the last
vertex of the polygon if you miss-placed it by a mistake.

Once you are happy with your polygon press <r> to register the edit. A note appears informing you how many points had their
classification changed. In the top right corner an “undo” counter appears informing you how many changes you can undo by pressing

<CTRL-u>. Try it. Immediataly the changes disappear and a “redo” counter appears instead. Press <CTRL-o> to redo the change you
have just undone.

Press <CTRL-s> to save this edit as a tiny LAY file using the recently introduced LASlayers concept. In case there was already an
existing LAY file (that was not applied with ‘-ilay’ when starting lasview) you will be warned and have to press <CTRL-f> to force
overwriting it as shown below.

Press the key sequence <SHIFT-b>, <t>, and <a> to get the same visuals above.

Press <SHIFT-t> to remove the triangulation again. After saving an edit it can no longer be undone via <CTRL-u>. Instead you will have
to strip off this particular layer with the layer management available through “laslayers.exe” as described here. Now press <x> to toggle to

the “cross select” view.

Use the <DOWN> arrow to move the selected cross section to the area shown above that has a few unclassified points in the middle of
the roof. Press <x> to go back to the “cross” view and try to understand why these points are not part of the roof. Looks like they are from
the top of a chimney, and antenna, or a satellite dish as they do not fit the otherwise planar roof.
Assume we need to remove them for some reason. Pan, translate, and zoom the view such that these points can be easily surrounded by
a polygon. Now press <d> to enter the “DELETE” mode, fence in these points, and press <r> to register the deletion.

It can be tricky to place a clearly seperating polygon and you may be worried about deleting a few orange building points as well. Press
<u> to only display the unclassified points before pressing <r> to register the deletion.

Press <a> to see all points again, then delete the other two points by finding a good view point, pressing <d>, and drawing a polygon.

After registering this deletion of two points your “undo” counter should be at two. Press <CTRL-u> twice to undo this and the last deletion,
then press <CTRL-o> twice to redo them both.

Now press <CTRL-s> to save this deletion as another layer. It will be appended to the LAY file that already contains one layer with the
roof re-classification edit we did first. Press <t> to triangulate the points in the “cross” view. See how nicly flat the triangulated roofs are

now that we deleted these 6 chimney points.

Look at the size of the tiny LAY file called ‘fusa.lay’ that is in the same folder as the ‘fusa.laz’ file. It contains all the edits we have done so
far and mine is only 681 bytes in size. The original LAZ file has not changed. Maybe this is all you want for now. You could send only this
tiny LAY file to a colleague elsewhere and he or she could apply those changes locally when needed using the ‘-ilay’ switches. For more
on this see the LASlayers page.

C:\lastools\bin>lasview -i fusa.laz
C:\lastools\bin>lasview -i fusa.laz -ilay 1
C:\lastools\bin>lasview -i fusa.laz -ilay 2

However, you may want to eventually apply the changes and produce a new LAZ file. This will be a lot slower as it requires rewriting the
entire file. It will also make changes permanent. Press <CTRL-a> and a new file is produced called ‘fusa_1.laz’ that has 6 points less than
‘fusa.laz’ and 69 points with a different classification as “building”. One more thing, press <CTRL-x> if you want to toggle between the
“cross” section view and the default view.

You need to have a license to LAStools to save edits for file that contain 1 million points or more.
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Recovering Flight Lines in Fiji
Posted on December 7, 2013 by martin isenburg

Recently rapidlasso GmbH gave a workshop on LiDAR processing with LAStools at SOPEC in Suva, Fiji following the 2013 Pacific GIS
and RS user conference. In the exercises we used LiDAR from the Nadi and Ba basins that had been flown in early 2012 by Network
Mapping using helicopters with funding from the World Bank.
For checking flight line overlap and alignment ‘lasoverlap.exe‘ needs flight line information present in the LiDAR that was delivered as 500
by 500 meter tiles in the Transverse Mercator 1986 Fiji Map Grid projection. For tiled LiDAR in LAS format the flight line information is
meant to be stored in the ‘point source ID’ field for each point.

C:\lastools\bin>lasoverlap -i D:\fiji\FMG1986\*.laz -gui

Starting the GUI as shown above loads the 654 tiles (4 GB of LAZ or 30 GB of LAS) and setting the options as shown below creates
overlap and a difference images for each of the 654 tiles on 8 cores in parallel. See the tutorial on quality checking for how to run
lasoverlap directly on original flightlines.

Alternatively we can merge the 4GB of LAZ input on-the-fly by adding the ‘-merged’ option to the command line and by specifying an
explicit output file name (although lasoverlap can only use a single core in this case).

C:\lastools\bin>lasoverlap -i D:\fiji\FMG1986\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-o D:\fiji\FMG1986\overlap.png

The resulting overlap image does not entire look like what we expected (note that the image below was downsampled from the original
size of 8139 by 7074 pixels).

Although some of the helicopter trajectories are visible in the overlap image, the majority of the flight line information does not seem to be
populated correctly in the LAZ files. To verify this we quickly generate a density image where flight lines become visible due to the
increase in density in areas of flight line overlap.

C:\lastools\bin>lasgrid -i D:\fiji\FMG1986\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-last_only ^
-density ^
-false -set_min_max 0 25 ^
-o D:\fiji\FMG1986\density_25pts.png

Clearly … the flight line information in the point source ID fields of the LAZ files is incomplete. The points from most of the regular back
and forth flights seem to have the same point source ID. One could argue that the lack of correct flight line information should be
considered a defect in the delivered data because they prevent the recipient from checking the quality in the overlap and alignment of the
flight lines and that the vendor should be held resposible to provide a better data set.
This was not the first time we have come across missing flight line information. So we added a new feature called ‘-recover_flightlines’ to
the tools ‘lasoverlap.exe‘ and ‘lassplit.exe‘ that uses the GPS time stamps stored with each point in the LAS format to reconstruct missing
information about the flight lines. It does, however, rely on the GPS time stamps to be available and correct (e.g. this will not work for the
LAS point data format 0 that does not include GPS time stamps).

Above you see the GUI options we use to reconstruct the flight lines from the GPS time stamps and produce a merged overlap and
difference image from the 4 GB of LAZ files. We can fix a setting in the ‘RUN’ window that will pop up by modifying the shown command

before pressing START. Here is the equivalent command-line:

C:\lastools\bin>lasoverlap -i D:\fiji\FMG1986\*.laz ^
-merged ^
-recover_flightlines ^
-o D:\fiji\FMG1986\overlap.png

The resulting overlap image shows that the flightlines have been recovered.

And now the corresponding difference image also makes sense. It maps the elevation differences of the lowest point in overlapping
flightlines per 2 by 2 grid cell to a color between blue (-0.5 meter), white (0 meter) and red (+0.5 meter) and allows to easily spot potential
miss-alignments between flight lines.

After all this work it is also time for rapidlasso to recover. After all … we are in Fiji … (-:
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Tutorial: derivative production
Posted on October 20, 2013 by martin isenburg

This is the final part of a three-part tutorial on how to use LAStools to implement a pipeline that (1) quality checks a newly received set of
raw LiDAR flight strips, (2) tiles and prepares the LiDAR for subsequent exploitation, and (3) generates raster and vector derivatives from
the LiDAR points such as DTMs, DSMs, contour lines and building footprints with multi-core batch processing and Tin streaming with
BLAST.
It is maybe helpful to start with the tutorial on quality checking. But it is mandatory to first complete the tutorial on LiDAR preparation
because that is where you generate the cleaned and classified LiDAR tiles in folders ’tiles_classified’ and ’tiles_final’ that we are using as
input in this tutorial.
Generating matching DTM tiles without edge artifacts
Create a new folder called ‘.\lastools\bin\tiles_dtm’ for storing the bare-earth digital terrain models (DTMs). Then run ‘las2dem.exe’ in GUI
mode and load the 4 tiles from the folder ’tiles_classified’. You can either do this by double-clicking ‘las2dem.exe’ and using the ‘browse
…’ menu or by entering the command below:

C:\lastools\bin>las2dem -i tiles_classified\fitch*.laz -gui

The las2dem tool creates rasters from LiDAR by triangulating the points and then sampling the resulting TIN at the center of each raster
pixel. Remember, the tiles in folder ’tiles_classified’ have a buffer of 50 meter that was initially created with ‘lastile’ and that has been
carried through ‘lasground’, ‘lasheight’, and ‘lasclassify’. The presence of these buffers allows us now to avoid artifacts along the tile

boundaries because our TINs will be 50 meters wider in all directions than the raster that we are sampling. Rasterizing only the extend of
the original tile without the surrounding buffer is accomplished with the ’tile_bb_only’ command line parameter.
Set the GUI options as shown below to create one DTM per tile. The DTMs will seamlessly fit together. Check the button ‘use tile
bounding box’ for the reason explained above and check the button ‘extra pass’ which makes two passes over the data. In the first pass it
only counts the number of points that pass through the filter so that in the second it can optimize the memory used to triangulate them.
Choose ‘bil’ as the output format. It is much much much more efficient than the ‘asc’ format many people like to use. Select 4 cores if you
have that many and set the output directory to ’tiles_dtm’. Use the ‘filter…’ menu to choose two filters: the first keeps only the ground
points with filter ‘keep_classification 2’ and the second keeps only one point every 0.5 by 0.5 meter area with the filter ‘thin_with_grid 0.5’.
The order is really important (excercise: explain why!). Because we create DTMs with the default ‘step’ size of 1 meter there is no sense
in constructing a temporary TIN that is more detailed than one ground point per 0.5 by 0.5 meter area. Constructing a large TIN requires
a lot of main memory. We should only use as many points as necessary to sample the TIN at our target resolution ‘step’. Adding a
‘thin_with_grid’ filter with half the ‘step’ size seems always a good choice for ‘las2dem’.

Press ‘RUN’ and the ‘RUN’ window will pop up. You may have to close the ‘output’ menu before you can actually see the ‘RUN’ button. If
you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Alternatively, if you prefer to

work in the command-line, you can use this equivalent command here.

C:\lastools\bin>las2dem -i tiles_classified\fitch*.laz ^
-keep_class 2 -thin_with_grid 0.5 ^
-extra_pass ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir tiles_dtm -obil ^
-cores 4

Generating matching DSM tiles without edge artifacts
Create a new folder called ‘.\lastools\bin\tiles_dsm’ for storing the first-return digital surface models (DSMs). You could re-use ‘las2dem’ if
you have not closed the application yet. Otherwise re-run it in GUI mode and load the 4 tiles from the folder ’tiles_classified’ again. Do
this by double-clicking ‘las2dem.exe’ and using the ‘browse …’ menu or by entering the command below:

C:\lastools\bin>las2dem -i tiles_classified\fitch*.laz -gui

Set the GUI options as shown below. The only changes are that the output directory name is now ’tiles_dsm’ and that the filtering is now
keeping first returns instead of ground points. If you re-used the GUI from the last step you need to delete the old filters and enter the new
ones in the correct order (exercise: why is the order important?). You can delete old filter entries by double clicking them. Select 4 cores
only if you have a computer with that many cores. This will assign tiles to different cores and process them in parallel.

Press ‘RUN’ and the ‘RUN’ window will pop up. You may have to close the ‘output’ menu before you can actually see the ‘RUN’ button. If
you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Alternatively, if you prefer to

work in the command-line, you can use this equivalent command here:

C:\lastools\bin>las2dem -i tiles_classified\fitch*.laz ^
-first_only -thin_with_grid 0.5 ^
-extra_pass ^
-use_tile_bb ^
-odir tiles_dsm -obil ^
-cores 4

Visualizing and processing DEM rasters as if they were points
Here a little trick. All LAStools can read the BIL format “as if” it was a point format. The other two raster formats that are supported this
way are ESRI’s ASC and FUSION’s DTM. But if possible don’t use ASC because it stores the values as ASCII text which is terribly
inefficient and much much slower to read than BIL or DTM. Run lasview in GUI mode and load the four BIL rasters from the folder
’tiles_dsm’. You need to check the button labelled ‘.bil’ in the ‘browse …’ menu to be able to select the BIL rasters as input. Alternatively
you can use this command-line:

C:\lastools\bin>lasview -i tiles_dsm\fitch*.bil -gui

Choose the option ‘selected file only’ and pick one of the four tiles. Play with the ‘color_by’ or ‘render_only’ options. But these can also be
changed once ‘lasview’ is displaying the point cloud.

Visualize the ‘fitch_273920_4714320.bil’ from the ’tiles_dsm’ folder. After all points have loaded press ‘t’ on the keyboard to triangulate
them. Press ‘-‘ to make the points disappear and press ‘h’ multiple times to iterate over the possible ways to shade the triangulation.

Using lasgrid to merge DEM tiles into one large DEM raster

Run ‘lasgrid.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 4 raster DSM tiles in BIL format from the ’tiles_dsm’ folder by double-clicking ‘lasgrid.exe’ and
using the ‘browse …’ menu. Check the button labelled ‘.bil’ to be able to select the BIL rasters as input. Or use the following in the DOS
command-line:

C:\lastools\bin>lasgrid -i tiles_dsm\fitch*.bil -gui

Configure the GUI with the settings shown below. Check the ‘merge files into one’ button, specify the output file as ‘dsm.tif’, and
specify the northern UTM zone 19 and NAVD88 as the projection information because the BIL files we generated earlier do (currently) not
store it.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Or use this in
the DOS command-line:

C:\lastools\bin>lasgrid -i tiles_dsm\fitch*.bil -merged ^
-utm 19N -vertical_navd88 ^
-o dsm.tif

Load the merged raster ‘dsm.tif’ into a GIS package such as QGIS or ArcGIS and repeat the exercise by creating – in the exact same
way – a merged ‘dtm.tif’ from the 4 raster DTM tiles in the ’tiles_dtm’ folder.
Using the BLAST extension for seamless generation of rasters
Run ‘blast2dem.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 4 raster DTM tiles in BIL format by double-clicking ‘blast2dem.exe’ and using the ‘browse
…’ menu. You need to check the button labelled ‘.bil’ to be able to select the BIL rasters as input. Or enter this in the DOS command-line
window:

C:\lastools\bin>blast2dem -i tiles_dtm\fitch*.bil -gui

Configure the GUI with the settings shown below. Check the ‘merge files into one’ button, specify the output file as
‘dtm_hillshade_raster.png’, select ‘hillside shading’, and choose ‘png’ as the output format. Use the ‘projection …’ menu to specify the
northern UTM zone 19 and NAVD88 as the projection information because the BIL files we generated earlier do (currently) not store it.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Or use this in
the DOS command-line:

C:\lastools\bin>blast2dem -i tiles_dtm\fitch*.bil -merged ^
-hillshade ^
-utm 19N -vertical_navd88 ^
-o dtm_hillshade_raster.png

Whenever ‘blast2dem’, ‘las2dem’, ‘lasgrid’, or ‘lasoverlap’ generate rasters that are standard color or gray-scale PNG, TIF, or JPG that
can be loaded as an image overlay into Google Earth, a KML is automatically generated – assuming there is projection information either
available in the input or specified in the command-line. If you double-click the KML file that we just created you will see the hillshading
overlaid and nicely aligned with Fitchburg airport.

Repeat the exercise by creating – in the exact same way – a merged and hillshaded ‘dsm_hillshade_raster.png’ with KML file from the 4
raster DSM tiles in the ’tiles_dsm’ folder.

Using the BLAST extension for seamless generation of contours
Run ‘blast2iso.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 4 BIL raster tiles from the ’tiles_dtm’ folder by double-clicking and using the ‘browse …’
menu or by entering the command below:

C:\lastools\bin>blast2iso -i tiles_dtm\fitch*.bil -gui

Set the GUI as shown below to compute 1 meter contours from on-the-fly merged bare-earth DTM rasters in BIL format. Check the
‘merge files into one’ button, specify the output file name as ‘dtm_contours_raster_1m.shp’, set the isovalue extraction to every 1 unit
(here: meter), and check the buttons for ‘simplify short segments’, ‘simplify small bumps’ and, ‘clean short lines’. Read the corresponding
README.txt file if you want more details on what these options exactly do. Add the northern UTM zone 19 as the projection information
because the BIL files we generated earlier do (currently) not store it. This is less important when generating SHP output but would be
required to produce KML instead.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the command-line before you press START. Or use this
command-line:

C:\lastools\bin>blast2iso -i tiles_dtm\fitch*.bil -merged ^
-iso_every 1 ^
-simplify_length 0.5 -simplify_area 1 -clean 5 ^
-utm 19N ^
-o dtm_contours_raster_1m.shp

Visualize the result with the convenient ShapeViewer.exe program and check if the 1 meter contours that ‘blast2dem’ has produced are
what you expected:

Repeat the exercise by creating – in the exact same way – a merged and hillshaded ‘dsm_contours_raster_3m.shp’ with from the 4 raster
DSM tiles in the ’tiles_dsm’ folder but with a spacing of 3 meters instead of 1 meter between the contour lines.
Extracting building footprints from on-the-fly merged tiles
Run ‘lasboundary.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 4 classified tiles with:

C:\lastools\bin>lasboundary -i tiles_final\fitch*.laz -gui

Set the GUI as shown below to generate compute polygonal outlines around the buildings points classified in the previous tutorial. Check
the ‘merge files into one’ button to create one seamless output file. Add a ‘keep_classification 6’ filter that filters out all points except those
classified as building. Check the ‘disjoint’ button – otherwise a funny-looking single polygonal hull will be created connecting all buildings.
Set the ‘concavity’ to 1.5 meters to specify the smallest feature that lasboundary can grow into. This value needs to be 2 to 3 times the
average point spacing. If you set it too small, lasboundary will “eat” its way into the buildings. If you set it too high nearby buildings will be
joined together and the outlines will become coarser. Play with a few different settings such as 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 to get an intuitive
idea how this parameter affects the result.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the command-line before you press START. Or use the
equivalent command-line below directly in the DOS window.

C:\lastools\bin>lasboundary -i tiles_final\fitch*.laz -merged ^
-keep_class 6 ^
-concavity 1.5 -disjoint ^
-o buildings.shp

Visualize the result with the convenient ShapeViewer.exe program and check if the building footprints that lasboundary has produced are
what you expected:

By generating KML output instead and overlaying the result on Google Earth imagery you can easily check which and how many
buildings were missed and go back to adjust the parameters for ‘lasclassify’ in the previous tutorial to maybe achieve better results.

C:\lastools\bin>lasboundary -i tiles_final\fitch*.laz -merged ^
-keep_class 6 ^
-concavity 1.5 -disjoint ^
-o buildings.kml
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Tutorial: LiDAR preparation
Posted on October 13, 2013 by martin isenburg

This is part two of a three-part tutorial on how to use LAStools to implement a pipeline that (1) quality checks a newly received set of raw
LiDAR flight strips, (2) tiles and prepares the LiDAR for subsequent exploitation, and (3) generates raster and vector derivatives such as
DTMs, DSMs, building footprints, and iso-contours with multi-core batch processing.
To get started, download the latest version of LAStools and these 7 example flight strips and put them into a folder called
‘.\LAStools\bin\strips_raw’. For simplicity we will work inside the ‘.\LAStools\bin’ directory, so open a DOS command line window and
change directory to where this folder is on your computer, for example, with the command ‘cd c:\software\LAStools\bin’ or with ‘cd
d:\LAStools\bin’ followed by ‘d:’. It may be helpful (not mandatory) to follow the tutorial on quality checking first.
Create a new folder called ‘.\LAStools\bin\tiles_raw’ for storing the LiDAR tiles. Then run ‘lastile.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 7 example
flight strips. You can either do this by double-clicking ‘lastile.exe’ and using the ‘browse …’ menu or by entering the command below:

C:\LAStools\bin>lastile -i strips_raw\LDR*.laz -gui

Set the GUI options as shown below to create a buffered tiling from the original flight strips. Check the button ‘files are flightlines’ so that
points from different flight lines get a unique flight line ID stored in their ‘point source ID’ attribute. This makes it possible to identify later
which points of a tile came from the same flight strip. Use the default 1000 to specify the tile size and request a buffer of 50
meters around every tile. This buffer helps to reduce edge artifacts at the tile boundaries in a tile-based processing pipeline. Shift the
tiling grid by 920 in x direction and by 320 in y direction so the flight strips fit in exactly 4 tiles. This is not mandatory but results in fewer
tiles and therefore fewer cuts (experimentally discovered). Requests compressed output to overcome the I/O bottleneck. Set the

projection to UTM zone 19 north and the vertical datum to NAVD88. When projection information is missing in the original flight strips it is
a good idea to add this as early as possible so it is available in subsequent processing steps.

Press ‘RUN’ and the ‘RUN’ window will pop up. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown commandline before you press START. Alternatively, if you prefer to work in the command-line, you can use this almost equivalent command here.
It has been enhanced by one additional parameter shown in red. It quantizes the input on-the-fly to a more appropriate centimeter [cm]
resolution because airborne LiDAR does not have the millimeter [mm] resolution that the raw flight strips are stored with. See the lasinfo
report shown at the end of the tutorial on quality checking to see the excessive millimeter resolution that the additional parameter in red is
fixing.

C:\LAStools\bin>lastile -i strips_raw\LDR*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-rescale 0.01 0.01 0.01 ^
-utm 19N -vertical_navd88 ^
-tile_size 1000 -buffer 50 ^
-tile_ll 920 320 ^
-odir tiles_raw -o fitch.laz

Create a new folder called ‘.\LAStools\bin\tiles_ground’ for storing the ground-classified LiDAR tiles. Then run ‘lasground.exe’ in GUI
mode and load the 4 tiles. You can do this by double-clicking ‘lasground.exe’ and using the ‘browse …’ menu or by entering the command
below:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasground -i tiles_raw\fitch*.laz -gui

Set the GUI options as shown below to classify the bare-earth points in all tiles. Select the ‘metro’ setting (which uses a step size of 50m)
because there are very large hangars in the point cloud and the ‘ultra fine’ setting for the initial ground estimate. For more details on
these parameters read the corresponding README.txt file. Specify the output directory as ’tiles_ground’ and select compressed LAZ
output. Select 4 cores only if you have a computer with that many cores. This will assign tiles to different cores to process multiple tiles in
parallel.

Press ‘RUN’ and the ‘RUN’ window will pop up. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown commandline before you press START. Alternatively, if you prefer to work in the command-line, you can use this equivalent command here:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasground -i tiles_raw\fitch*.laz ^
-metro -ultra_fine ^
-odir tiles_ground -olaz ^
-cores 4

Run ‘lasview.exe’ on ‘fitch_273920_4714320.laz’ in the ’tiles_ground’ folder to inspect the result of your bare-earth classification. Press ‘g’
on the keyboard to show only the ground points. After all points have loaded press ‘t’ on the keyboard to triangulate only the points
shown. Press ‘-‘ to make the points disappear and press ‘h’ multiple times to iterate over the possible ways to shade the triangulation.
Now press ‘=’ to make the points reappear, press ‘u’ to show the unclassified (non-ground) points, and press ‘c’ a few times to iterate over
the possible ways to color the points.

There are “dirt” points below the ground and “air” points far above the ground such as the one pointed at by the mouse cursor. We
remove them with ‘lasheight.exe’. This tool computes for each point the vertical distance to the triangulation of the ground points and

stores it in the ‘user_data’ field. We also need these heights for the following step of finding buildings and vegetation. Create a new folder
called ‘.\LAStools\bin\tiles_height’ for storing the cleaned LiDAR tiles with height above ground information. Run ‘lasheight.exe’ in GUI
mode and load the 4 ground-classified tiles by double-clicking ‘lasheight.exe’ and using the ‘browse …’ menu or by entering the command
below:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasheight -i tiles_ground\fitch*.laz -gui

Configure the GUI with the settings shown below. By default ‘lasheight.exe’ uses the points classified as ground to construct a TIN and
then calculates the height of all other points in respect to this ground surface. With ‘drop_above 30’ and ‘drop_below -2′ all points that are
30 meters above or 2 meters below the ground are removed from the compressed LAZ tiles output to the ’tiles_height’ folder. Run the
process on multiple cores if possible.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Or use this in
the DOS command-line:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasheight -i tiles_ground\fitch*.laz ^
-drop_below -2 -drop_above 30 ^
-odir tiles_height -olaz ^
-cores 4

Next, create a new folder called ‘.\LAStools\bin\tiles_classified’ for storing classified LiDAR tiles with building and vegetation points. Run
‘lasclassify.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 4 height-cleaned tiles by double-clicking or by entering the command below:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasclassify -i tiles_height\fitch*.laz -gui

Set the GUI settings as shown below to identify buildings and trees. Mileage may vary on this step because automatic
LiDAR classification is a hard problem. The default settings require a density of at least 2 pulses per square. Setting the step size for
computing planarity (or ruggedness) to 3 meters has fewer false positives but misses some smaller buildings. For more details on tuning
these parameters see the corresponding README.txt file.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Or use this
command-line:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasclassify -i tiles_height\fitch*.laz ^
-step 3 ^
-odir tiles_classified -olaz ^
-cores 4

Run ‘lasview.exe’ on ‘fitch_273920_4714320.laz’ in the ’tiles_classified’ folder and be amazed about the result of your building and
vegetation classification. Although not 100 percent correct, ‘lasclassify.exe’ identifies all man-made structures as class 6 and marks all
vegetation above two meters as class 5.

Create the last folder called ‘.\LAStools\bin\tiles_final’ for storing the final LiDAR tiles without the 50 meter buffers that are ready to be
shipped to the customer. Run ‘lastile.exe’ in GUI mode and load the 4 classified tiles with:

C:\LAStools\bin>lastile -i tiles_classified\fitch*.laz -gui

Set the GUI settings as shown below to remove the buffers that were added in the very beginning and carried through all processing
steps to avoid artifacts along the boundaries.

Press ‘RUN’. If you forgot or need to fix a setting you can directly modify the shown command-line before you press START. Or use this
command-line that has one additional parameter shown in red. This sets the user data field of each point back to zero that was set by

‘lasheight.exe’ to the height above ground (in decimeters). This number is meaningless to the customer and setting it to zero improves
compression.

C:\LAStools\bin>lastile -i tiles_classified\fitch*.laz ^
-set_user_data 0 ^
-remove_buffer ^
-odir tiles_final -olaz

Finally let us run ‘lasinfo’ on one of the generated tiles and also compute the density:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasinfo -i tiles_final\fitch_271920_4714320.laz -cd
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature:

'LASF'

file source ID:

0

global_encoding:

0

project ID GUID data 1-4:

00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000

version major.minor:

1.0

system identifier:

'LAStools (c) by Martin Isenburg'

generating software:

'lastile (131011) commercial'

file creation day/year:

0/0

header size:

227

offset to point data:

5689

number var. length records: 4
point data format:

0

point data record length:

20

number of point records:

2571486

number of points by return: 2196212 0 375274 0 0
scale factor x y z:

0.01 0.01 0.01

offset x y z:

0 4000000 0

min x y z:

272044.80 4714466.57 82.34

max x y z:

272919.99 4715243.91 169.21

variable length header record 1 of 4:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LeicaGeo'

record ID

1001

length after header

5120

description

''

variable length header record 2 of 4:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LeicaGeo'

record ID

1002

length after header

22

description

'MissionInfo'

variable length header record 3 of 4:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LeicaGeo'

record ID

1003

length after header

54

description

'UserInputs'

variable length header record 4 of 4:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LASF_Projection'

record ID

34735

length after header

48

description

'by LAStools of Martin Isenburg'

GeoKeyDirectoryTag version 1.1.0 number of keys 5
key 1024 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 1 - GTModelTypeGeoKey: ModelTypeProjected
key 3072 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 32619 - ProjectedCSTypeGeoKey: PCS_WGS84_UTM_zone_19N
key 3076 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - ProjLinearUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
key 4099 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 9001 - VerticalUnitsGeoKey: Linear_Meter
key 4096 tiff_tag_location 0 count 1 value_offset 5103 - VerticalCSTypeGeoKey: VertCS_North_American_Vertical_Datum_
the header is followed by 2 user-defined bytes
LASzip compression (version 2.2r0 c2 50000): POINT10 2
LAStiling (idx 8, lvl 2, sub 0, bbox 271920 4.71232e+006 275920 4.71632e+006)
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
X

27204480

27291999

Y

71446657

71524391

Z

8234

16921

intensity 0 255
edge_of_flight_line 0 1
scan_direction_flag 0 1
number_of_returns_of_given_pulse 1 2
return_number
classification

1 3
1

6

-13

21

user_data

0

0

point_source_ID

1

7

scan_angle_rank

number of last returns: 2196301
covered area in square meters/kilometers: 408700/0.41
point density: all returns 6.29 last only 5.37 (per square meter)
spacing: all returns 0.40 last only 0.43 (in meters)
overview over number of returns of given pulse: 1821027 750459 0 0 0 0 0
histogram of classification of points:
286793

Unclassified (1)

589019
1586840
108834

Ground (2)
High Vegetation (5)
Building (6)
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how to install LAStools toolbox in QGIS
Posted on September 29, 2013 by martin isenburg

The more complex installation instructions are only relevant for older QGIS versions. Starting with QGIS 2.10 or newer you can skip
directly to step 4 and disregard most of step 6:
We had an ArcGIS LiDAR processing toolbox since April 2012 and now we have one for QGIS as well. It has been tested
successfully with QGIS 1.8.0-Lisboa, 2.0.1-Dufour, 2.2.0-Valmiera, and 2.4.0-Chugiak. Download and install QGIS. For version 2.2.0Valmiera and older follow all the steps. Do not delete or copy any files for the newest version 2.4.0-Chugiak but skip directly to step 4 and
disregard most of step 6:
1. If you already started QGIS then exit the application.
2. Delete (or rename) the entire folder “C:\Program Files\QGIS Valmiera\apps\qgis\python\plugins\processing\lidar”.

3. Put the “.\lidar” folder that is inside this ZIP file into its place. This ZIP file only works for QGIS 2.2.0-Valmiera. For QGIS 2.0.1Dufour you need to use the contents of this ZIP file instead. And for QGIS 1.8.0-Lisboa use this ZIP file and delete the folder
“C:\Users\Martin\.qgis\python\plugins\sextante\lidar” instead.
4. Get the most recent version of LAStools by downloading the 36 MB “LAStools.zip” file.
5. Drag and drop (or extract) the “.\LAStools” folder from inside the ‘LAStools.zip‘ file such that there is no space in the path (e.g.
bad: “C:\Program Files\LAStools”, good: “D:\software\LAStools”).
6. Start QGIS. If there is a Python script error carefully repeat steps 1 to 3.
7. Turn on the “Processing Toolbox” as shown below.

8. Switch the processing toolbox from “Simplified Interface” to “Advanced Interface” as shown below.

9. Open the “Options and configuration” sub menu of “Processing” as shown below.

10. Check the “Activate” button for “Providers->Tools for LiDAR data” and fill in the path to your local LAStools folder as shown below.
Type or copy & paste the path to LAStools (as the browse popup is broken). Press <strong>ENTER</strong> after entering the
path so the field is greyed out again <em>before</em> clicking <strong>OK</strong>.

11. Now you should see the “Tools for LiDAR data” in the toolbox and all the LAStools as shown below.

12. Start lasground via double click and fill in the settings as shown below.

13. Look at the file you just created by running lasview from the toolbox. Yay!
14. Create this with two quick calls to las2dem and las2iso … sooo easy.

Kudos to Victor Olaya for creating this whole framework and providing me with example scripts for a simple LAStools toolbox that I just
had to modify … (-:
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ArcGIS LAStools toolbox for LiDAR processing
Posted on July 2, 2013 by martin isenburg

In recent days more and more users are discovering the LAStools toolbox that adds powerful LiDAR processing capabilities to ArcGIS
versions 9.3, 10.0, 10.2, and 10.2 allowing you to exploit your LiDAR data in the most sophisticated manner through the familiar toolbox
interface (see images at the end). ALso check out the new LAStools Production toolbox and the LAStools Pipelines models built-upon
them.

However – as shown above – the most exciting thing I just learned recently myself: You can easily use the ArcGIS model builder to create
entire LiDAR workflows in a very intuitive manner by combining individual LAStools from the toolbox into a pipeline of LiDAR processing
tasks that can, for example, turn a set of five individual flight strips into DTM, a DSM, and a CHM at a click of a button by connecting up
the individual tools with the proper parameters as outlined above. Please let me know if you have created similar model builder LiDAR
workflows on your own using the ArcGIS LAStools toolbox for LiDAR processing …
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Tutorial: quality checking

Posted on April 20, 2013 by martin isenburg

This is part one of a three-part tutorial on how to use LAStools to implement a pipeline that (1) quality checks a newly received set of raw
LiDAR flight strips, (2) tiles and prepares the LiDAR for subsequent exploitation, and (3) generates raster and vector derivatives such as
DTMs, DSMs, building footprints, and iso-contours with multi-core batch processing.
To get started, download the latest version of LAStools and the 7 example flight strips. For simplicity we will work inside the
‘.\LAStools\bin’ directory. Therefor move the folder ‘strips_raw’ that the ZIP file contains such that it its full and final path is
‘.\LAStools\bin\strips_raw’. Then open a DOS command line window and change directory to where this folder is on your computer, for
example, with the command ‘cd c:\software\LAStools\bin’ or with ‘cd d:\LAStools\bin’ followed by ‘d:’.
I usually first run ‘lasview’ on newly received LiDAR to see if the data makes any sense. The command below will on-the-fly down-sample
the data and display only around 10 million points:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasview -i strips_raw\LDR*.laz -points 10000000

I usually inspect a few area-of-interests (AOIs) to get a few close-up looks at the data. If we do this several times for different areas it is
best to first create a spatial indexing of the strips with ‘lasindex’ which it significantly speeds-up our spatial queries.

C:\LAStools\bin>lasindex -i strips_raw\LDR*.laz -cores 3

Only add the ‘-cores 3’ option if you have a computer with at least 4 cores. If you have an 8 core machine you may even add ‘-cores 7’
and so on. Now start ‘lasview’ in the GUI mode either by double-clicking the executable and using the ‘browse …’ roll-out on the left side
to load the seven flight strips or simply by adding ‘-gui’ to the command line.

C:\LAStools\bin>lasview -i strips_raw\LDR*.laz -gui

Now you can maneuver up and down the file list to highlight the different strips (close the ‘browse …’ roll-out to see the header contents
listed on the bottom left). You can again look at all the data by pressing the ‘VIEW’ button or you can inspect a smaller area by first
picking a rectangular region as shown in the screenshot below.

In the GUI above you can see that the files have no projection information. We will add this later. The x, y, and z scaling factors are set to
0.001 which means that points are stored with millimeter resolution. Because airborne LiDAR is far from being that accurate we will later

change the scaling factor to a more appropriate centimeter resolution. Finally, the creation day and year is missing, which – if we know
when the data was flown – will be an easy fix.
After starting ‘lasview’ you can use the ‘c’ hot-key to toggle through the different ways to color the points. Another way to change the point
coloring is by presetting it in the GUI as shown above or via the ‘color by …’ menu that opens when you right click.

The coloring by flight-line which is supposed to be stored in the ‘point_source_ID’ field of each point seems rather odd. This field was
probably used for some other purpose and not cleaned up before the data was distributed. Not nice and we will fix that later. There are a

few other visualization shown below. Coloring points by return turns single returns yellow, first of many returns red, and last of many
returns blue. Usually there are also a few green points corresponding to intermediate (neither first nor last) of many returns but there are
none in this data set as the ‘lasinfo’ report will confirm later. Toggle through the colorings with the ‘c’ key until it displays the intensities.
You may need to press the ‘=’ key a few times to increase the point size. Next, press the ‘t’ key to triangulate the points and then
decrease the point size with the ‘-‘ key until they have disappeared and you can see a hillside shading of the TIN. Use the ‘h’ key to toggle
through different shadings for the TIN triangles.

Before attempting to improve these LAZ files and prepare them for processing we want to make sure that our work will be worthwhile by
running a quick visualization based of how well the flight strips fit together. We do this with the ‘lasoverlap’ tool.

C:\LAStools\bin>lasoverlap -i strips_raw\LDR*.laz ^
-files_are_flightlines ^
-utm 19N ^
-step 1.0 -max_diff 1.0 ^
-o strip_overlap.png

I happen to know that the missing projection in the LAZ files is the UTM zone 19N. I can simply add this to the command line with ‘-utm
19N’. Then ‘lasoverlap’ will produce in addition to the PNG output also a KML file that allows visualizing the overlap and difference rasters
within the geo-spatial context of Google Earth.

Serious troubles in the data would be evidenced by void areas in the overlap raster that are obviously caused by poor flight planning (not
water bodies) and by deeply blue or deeply red saturated areas in open (=> non-forested) terrain in the difference raster. If either was the
case you should send the data back to the vendor to have him fix it … (-:

Now we compare the LiDAR elevations with a set of 29 exactly known control points that were obtained through a ground survey that are
listed below. If you want to follow this exercise along you should make sure that you already have the file ‘strips_raw\cps.csv’. Or simply
copy the text below and store it to a file called ‘strips_raw\cps.csv’.

Type,Easting,Northing,Z
Open/Paved,273299.68,4715133.88,74.17
Open/Paved,273477.61,4714979.29,73.85
Open/Paved,274001.2,4714540.29,72.5
Open/Paved,273670.13,4714817.4,73.34
Open/Paved,273677.42,4715018.66,74.26
Open/Paved,273400.1,4714528.98,73.15
Open/Paved,274511.59,4714905.97,95.7
Open/Paved,275074.66,4714841.98,120.18
Open/Paved,275409.65,4714994.76,113.41
Field,273321.18,4714946.83,73.46
Field,273601.49,4715101.78,74.35
Field,273646.76,4714972.94,73.97
Field,273890.5,4714457.59,71.13
Field,274650.24,4714903.44,105.13
Field,274522.36,4714829.74,98.59
Field,275474.47,4714780.03,127.63
Field,275636.39,4714868.85,120.72
Field,274747.37,4714932.57,116.11
Field,272795.36,4714503.86,126.9
Forested,272547.02,4714623.09,127.71
Forested,273205.33,4714900.27,79.36
Forested,272530.52,4715045.46,113.48
Forested,275237.48,4715049.57,120.31
Forested,275268.37,4714543.82,104.99
Forested,274666.09,4714497.49,108.86
Forested,274403.56,4715053.43,93.17
Forested,274901.6,4714493.63,114.64

Forested,274658.37,4715072.74,104.49
Forested,274121.73,4714524.51,72.06

The first entry describes the location of the control point and the following three entries are its x, y, and z coordinate. We now compare
the seven LiDAR strips against these 29 control points. You can also do thus via the GUI as shown below but you need to make sure to
that the ‘keep ground (2) ‘ and the ‘keep keypoint (8)’ check-buttons are not checked since our LiDAR data is not yet classified.

C:\LAStools\bin>lascontrol -i strips_raw\*.laz ^
-cp strips_raw\cps.csv ^
-parse sxyz
diff,lidar_z,Type,Easting,Northing,Z
0.1451,74.3151,Open/Paved,273299.68,4715133.88,74.17
0.0190857,73.8691,Open/Paved,273477.61,4714979.29,73.85
0.08872,72.5887,Open/Paved,274001.2,4714540.29,72.5
-0.00419681,73.3358,Open/Paved,273670.13,4714817.4,73.34
0.054868,74.3149,Open/Paved,273677.42,4715018.66,74.26
0.0318439,73.1818,Open/Paved,273400.1,4714528.98,73.15
-0.0720668,95.6279,Open/Paved,274511.59,4714905.97,95.7
-0.0670072,120.113,Open/Paved,275074.66,4714841.98,120.18
0.0756029,113.486,Open/Paved,275409.65,4714994.76,113.41
0.00132683,73.4613,Field,273321.18,4714946.83,73.46
0.0750162,74.425,Field,273601.49,4715101.78,74.35
0.00228472,73.9723,Field,273646.76,4714972.94,73.97
0.166194,71.2962,Field,273890.5,4714457.59,71.13
-0.392266,104.738,Field,274650.24,4714903.44,105.13

-0.0705893,98.5194,Field,274522.36,4714829.74,98.59
-0.423622,127.206,Field,275474.47,4714780.03,127.63
0.217528,120.938,Field,275636.39,4714868.85,120.72
-0.12489,115.985,Field,274747.37,4714932.57,116.11
0.0195411,126.92,Field,272795.36,4714503.86,126.9
17.0342,144.744,Forested,272547.02,4714623.09,127.71
9.20693,88.5669,Forested,273205.33,4714900.27,79.36
26.355,139.835,Forested,272530.52,4715045.46,113.48
20.2143,140.524,Forested,275237.48,4715049.57,120.31
14.5363,119.526,Forested,275268.37,4714543.82,104.99
0.173861,109.034,Forested,274666.09,4714497.49,108.86
20.5742,113.744,Forested,274403.56,4715053.43,93.17
0.00432622,114.644,Forested,274901.6,4714493.63,114.64
23.8816,128.372,Forested,274658.37,4715072.74,104.49
0.3645,72.4245,Forested,274121.73,4714524.51,72.06
sampled TIN at 29 of 29 control points.
avgabs/rms/stddev/avg of elevation errors are
4.63438/9.61987/8.62324/4.55475 meter. skew is 1.47593.

The output of ‘lascontrol’ could be directed into a file using the ‘-o control.txt’ option. The tool prefixes two numbers to the beginning of
every line: the elevation value that was computed from the LiDAR data at the xy location of the control point and the difference between
the computed elevation and the elevation of the control point. At the end a summary reports the average absolute error, the relative
mean-square error, the standard deviation, and the average error across all the differences. Of course, for control points of type
‘Forested’ we have terrible results because we use all LiDAR points in this computation and not just those that correspond to ground
returns. Therefore we will have to repeat this exercise at a later point once we have ground-classified the LiDAR. Via the GUI of
‘lascontrol’ you can zoom in on different areas-of-interests and visually inspect how well the data matches the control points (see below).

Finally let us run ‘lasinfo’ on one one of the strips and also compute the density:

C:\LAStools\bin>lasinfo -i strips_raw\LDR030828_211804_0.laz -cd
reporting all LAS header entries:
file signature:

'LASF'

file source ID:

0

global_encoding:

0

project ID GUID data 1-4:

0 0 0 ''

version major.minor:

1.0

system identifier:

'ALSXX'

generating software:

'ALSXX_PP V2.56c'

file creation day/year:

0/0

header size:

227

offset to point data:

5587

number var. length records: 3
point data format:

0

point data record length:

20

number of point records:

2404613

number of points by return: 2210130 0 194483 0 0
scale factor x y z:

0.001 0.001 0.001

offset x y z:

0 4000000 0

min x y z:

272254.830 4714389.375 65.050

max x y z:

275391.197 4714711.445 169.208

variable length header record 1 of 3:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LeicaGeo'

record ID

1001

length after header

5120

description

''

variable length header record 2 of 3:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LeicaGeo'

record ID

1002

length after header

22

description

'MissionInfo'

variable length header record 3 of 3:
reserved

43707

user ID

'LeicaGeo'

record ID

1003

length after header

54

description

'UserInputs'

the header is followed by 2 user-defined bytes
LASzip compression (version 2.0r2 c2 50000): POINT10 2
reporting minimum and maximum for all LAS point record entries ...
X

272254812

275391197

Y

714389375

714711445

Z

65050

169208

intensity 0 255
edge_of_flight_line 0 1
scan_direction_flag 0 1

number_of_returns_of_given_pulse 1 2
return_number
classification

1 3
1

1

-13

13

user_data

0

0

point_source_ID

0

255

scan_angle_rank

WARNING: 2 points outside of header bounding box
number of last returns: 2209098
covered area in square units/kilounits: 728996/0.73
point density: all returns 3.30 last only 3.03 (per square units)
spacing: all returns 0.55 last only 0.57 (in units)
overview over number of returns of given pulse: 2014615 389998 0 0 0 0 0
histogram of classification of points:
2404613

Unclassified (1)

real max x larger than header max x by 0.000422
real min x smaller than header min x by 0.017715

Any ‘WARNING’ messages in the output of ‘lasinfo’ spells potential trouble. In addition to the things already mentioned (e.g. wrong scaling
factor, no creation date, missing projection VLR, random point_source_IDs) we also notice three VLRs that mean nothing to us as well as
a slightly inaccurate bounding box. Another strange thing is that although all returns are reported to be from pulses with maximally 2
returns there are many returns with number 3. At the same time all return numbers are either 1 or 3 and there is no return with number 2.
Was this an older scanner with maximally two return per pulse? This does not seem LAS specification conform. In the next part of this
tutorial we will turn these imperfect strips into a beautiful tiling.
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workshop at UNB Fredericton: LiDAR Processing
with LAStools
Posted on September 26, 2012 by martin isenburg

After attending Silvilaser 2012 in Vancouver and giving a keynote on “The Story of LAStools”, I had a stop over in Halifax and drove a
cute little Fiat 500 convertible on a perfect Indian summer fall day to UNB Fredericton where Patrick Adda had organized a half-day
workshop on LiDAR Processing with LAStools. Here is the first 54 minutes of my talk all the way through to LiDAR quality checking with
LAStools. Special thanks to Houman for filming and to Patrick for editing the video.

UNB Fredericton workshop on LiDAR Processing with LAStools
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LiDAR processing with LAStools in the Canary islands
Posted on May 31, 2012 by martin isenburg

On my way to the FunGIS LiDAR workshop in Cairns, I stopped in Adelaide to visit Airborne Research Australia. Flinders University
recorded my talk on the capabilities for LiDAR processing with LAStools. In this introduction I use a recent project in the Canary islands,
Spain, in Spring of 2012 as the example. We created canopy height maps, forest density grids with LAStools and showed that the LiDAR
already owned by the municipal government agency could be used to significantly improve their photogrammetrically derived DTMs.

LiDAR processing with LAStools in the Canary islands
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